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Abstract

The Surtsey Facility at Sandia National Laboratories(SNL) is used to performscaled experiments for
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission that simulate hypotheticalhigh-pressuremelt ejection (I-IPME)
accidents in a nuclearpower plant (NPP). These experimentsare designedto investigate the effect of
specific phenomena associatedwith direct containmentheating(DCH) on the containment load, such
as the effect of physical scale, prototypic subcompartmentstructures,water in the cavity and on the
containmentbasementfloor, and hydrogengenerationtoldcombustion.

In the recent IntegralEffects Test (lET) seriesconductedatSNL, 1:10linear scale models of the bottom
headof the reactorpressurevessel (RPV), the cavity, instrumenttunnel,and subcompartmentstructures
found in the Zion NPP were constructed. The RPV was modeledwith a steel pressure vessel (called
the melt generator) thathad a hemisphericalbottomhead. The meltgenerator had a 4-cm hole in the
bottom head that simulatedthe final ablatedhole in the RPV thatwould be formed by ejection of an
instrument guide tube in a severe NPP accident. A 43-kg initial charge of iron/alumina/chromium
thermitewas used in the melt generatorto simulatemoltencorium thatwould accumulateon the bottom
head of an actual RPV. In the IET series, this chemicallyreactivemelt was ejected by high-pressure
steam from the melt generator into the scaled reactorcavity. Debris was then entrained through the
instrumenttunnel into the subcompartmentstructuresand the upperdome of the simulated reactor
containmentbuilding.

A two-cell equilibriummodel was used to interpretthe datafrom the IET tests. Analyses of the entire
DCH database indicate that DCH is insensitive to physical scale and to the exact details of the
subcompartmentgeometry. Thereare severalsourcesof hydrogenin aI-IPME. However, the hydrogen
producedby stemn/metalreactionsduring the coherentpartof the steamblowdown, i.e., when debris
was in contact with steam, was the source of hydrogenthat made the most significant contributionto
containmentpressurization. This hydrogenwas intimatelymixedwith a jet of moltendebris particles,
and thus burnedas it entered the upperdome. Preexistinghydrogenin the vessel did not burnon a time
scale that contributedto the peak containmentpressure.
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Executive Summary

In a light water reactor core-meltaccident, an instrumentguide tubepenetrationin the bottom head of
the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) may fail while the primarysystem is pressurized. The aperture
formed in the RPV by a penetrationtype failure can ablate to a diameterof 30 to 40 cm as molten core
debris is expelled into the reactorcavity. The blowdownof the reactorcoolantsystem (RCS) may then
entrainmolten core debrisin the high-velocity steamblowdowJtgas and ejectfragmentedparticlesfrom
the cavity into the reactorcontainmentbuilding(RCB). This chain of eventsis called a high-pressure
meltejection (HPME). As the fragmented,molten debris is dispersedinto the RCB, three mechanisms
may cause a rapid increase in pressure and temperature: (I) efficient debris-to-gas heat transfer,
(2) exothermic metal/oxygen reactions, and (3) hydrogen combustion. The processes that lead to
increased loads on the containmentbuilding are collectively referred to as direct containmentheating
(DCiT). Understandingfactors that enhance or mitigate DCH is necessarybecause the load imposed
on tl_eRCB may potentially threaten its integrity.

The SurtseyTest Facility at SandiaNationalLaboratories(SNL) is used to perform scaled experiments
for the Nuclear RegulatoryCommission (NRC)thatsimulatea HPMEaccidentin a nuclearpower plant
(NPP). The experiments are designed to investigate the phenomena associated with DCH.
High-temperature, chemicallyreactivemelt is ejected froma meltgeneratorby high-pressuresteaminto
a 1:10 linear scale model of a reactor cavity. Debris is entrainedby the steam blowdown into the
Surtsey test vessel. The effects of specific phenomenaon the containmentload, such as the geometry
of subcompartmentstructures,water in the cavity andon the containmentbasementfloor, andhydrogen
generation and combustion, are studied.

The IntegralEffects Test 0ET) series was conductedusing 1:10 linear scale models of the Zion NIP
structures. There were twelve experiments in the IET test series: lET-l, IET-1R, IET-2A, IET-2B,
IET-2C, IET-3, IET-4, IET-5, IET-6, IET-7, IET-8A, and IET-SB. In the IET-2A, 2]3, and 2C
experiments, the Surtseyvessel was not used; the meltgeneratorwas attachedto a nondispersivecavity.
These tests were conductedspecifically to determine the temperatureof debris ejected from the scaled
RPV model into the reactor cavity. The other experiments used models of the Zion structures,
including the bottom head of the RPV, biological shield wall, reactor cavity, instrument tunnel,
containmentbasement floor, seal table room, refuelingcanal, steamgenerators,reactorcoolant pumps
(RCPs), and operatingdeck. The Surtseyvessel was usedto simulatethe upperdome of the Zion RCB.

Specific phenomenainvestigatedin the IET test serieswere (I) the effectof physical scale, (2) the effect
of prototypic subcompartmentstructures,(3) the effect of water in the cavity and on the containment
basement floor, and (4) the effect of hydrogencombustion on containmentloads. Generally, these
experiments were performed in a systematic mannerby changingone majorparameterfor each test.
However, it is difficult to compare similar experiments without a normalizingtool because of random
variations in the initial conditionsand stochastic variationsin the experimentalresults. The two-ceU
equilibrium (TCE) model, which is developed in AppendixA, was used to accountfor these variations
so that observationsof a more general naturecould be madeabout specificphenomenaobserved in the
IET test series.
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Executive Summary

Extrapolatingexperimentalresultsto a full-scale NIP accident is an issue that has been addressedby
the Severe Accident Scaling Methodology(SASM) TechnicalProgram Group and by Pilch and Allen.z
These efforts led the NRC to sponsor counterpartexperiments by SNL at 1:10 linear scale and by
ArgonneNational Laboratory(ANL) at 1:40 linearscale. The IET experimentsconductedby SNL and
ANL, and a large number of other DCH experiments, were analyzed with the TCE model. The
conclusion wa._drawn that there is no clear effect of physical scale.

The major structuresof the Zion NPP were car ifully modeledfor the SNL and ANL IET experiments.
However, it was concluded that the loads were not very sensitive to the six--tic details of the
subcompartmentgeometry. This conclusion is based on the fact that the TCE model shows good
agreementfor the entire DCH database,even for experiments having very simplified representations
of structures. However, containmentloads are dependenton any direct flow paths from the cavity to
the upperdome, such as the annulargapbetween the RPV and reactor supportskirt.

Condensate levels of water were present on the scaled reactor cavity floor in the majorityof the IET
tests. From previous tests, it was concludedthatcondensate levels of water had very little effect on
the containmentload. In two of the IET tests (IET-8A and IET-SB)_the cavity was half full of water.
There were appm_nflycompeting effects on the containmentload: cavity and subcompartmentwater
quenched the debris and thus reduceddebris/gas heat transfer, and at the same time, vaporization of
cavity and suboompartmentwater produced many moles of steam, which caused an increase in the
pressure load in the vessel, i.e., a steamspike. In addition, some hydrogenburned as a diffusion flame
as it was ejected from the subcompartmentstructures into the upper dome. The effects of debris
quenching and of productionof steamand some hydrogenapparentlybalanced each other and resulted
in no noticeable effect on the containmentload for the specific conditions studied.

In the IET experiments, the Surtsey vessel atmosphere was either inert or reactive. In IET-1 and
IET-1R, the Surtsey atmospherewas inertedby purging with nitrogen (<0.1 tool. % 02). The IET-5
experiment was "classic_y" inertedwith carbondioxide, which was used as a surrogate for steam.
In all of the other lET experiments, the Surtseyatmospherewas reactive, i.e., about 9 mol. % 02. In
IET-5, IET-6, !ET-7, IET-8A, and IET-8B, the Surtsey atmosphere also contained preexisting
hydrogen. The preexistinghydrogenrepresentedlevels producedby partial clad oxidation during the
core degradation process in a NPP pump seal loss-of-coolant accident. In the IET experiments,
hydrogen produced by reactionsbetween the blowdown steam and metallic debris burned as it was
ejected from the subcompartmentstructuresand contributed significantly to the containment load.
However, the preexistinghydrogenrecombinedon a time scale too long to have a significant impact

!

on the containmentload.

M.M. Pilch and M.D. Mien, Dec. 1990, A Scaline Methodologyfor Direct ContainmentHeatinewith Applicationto the
Desi2n and Svecification of an Exveriment Proeramfor Resolvin2 DCH Issues, SAND91-2784, to be published, Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque,NM.
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1.0 Introduction l

In a light water reactor core-melt accident, an The earliest DCH tests were the ANUCWTI
instrument guide tube penetration in the bottom tests (1:30 scale), which showed significant
head of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) may mitigation of loads resulting from a combination
fail while the primary system is pressurized. The of plant specific subcompartment structures and
aperture formed in the RPV by a penetnttion type cavity water. Some researchers felt. that the
failure can ablate to a diameter of 30 to 40 cm as observed containment pressurizations were sub-
molten core debris is expelled into the reactor stantially lower than would be expected at full
cavity. The blowdown of the reactor coolant scale because the time scale for heat and mass
system (RCS) may then entrain molten core transfer is compressed in small scale
debris in the high-velocity steam blowdown gas experiments.
and eject fragmented particles from the cavity
into the reactor containment building (RCB). The early Sandia experiments (S_CH,
This chain of events is called a high-pressure SI_L/TDS, SNIJWC) were conducted at much
melt ejection (HPME). As the fragmented, larger scale (I:I0) and without any attempt to
molten debris is dispersed into the RCB, three simulate the compartmentalized nature of real
mechanisms may cause a rapid increase in containments. In this way, separate effects
pressure and temperature: (1)efficient debris-to- information on heat and mass transfer rates,
gas _.eat transfer, (2) exothermic metal/oxygen debris velocity, and other phenomena could be
reactions, and (3) hydrogen combustion. These obtained for development of the CONTAIN code.
processes that lead to increased loads on the The effect of containment compartmentalization
containment building are collectively referred to was crudely simulated in the SNL/LFP test series
as direct containment heating (DCH). Under- by placing a simple concrete slab at an adjustable
standing factors that enhance or mitigate DCH is height above the cavity exit. Henry et al. [1991]
necessary because the load imposed on the RCB also conducted DCH experiments (FAI/DCH)
may potentially threaten its integrity, that included simulations of Zion subcompartment

structures. These experiments produced DCH
DCH experiments have been previously conduc- loads significantly less than would be predicted
ted at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), by simpleboundingmodels. However, questions
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), and Fauske persisted on the effects of physical scale.
and Associates (FAI). Of interest here are exper-
iments employing high-temperature chemically These early experiments were reviewed as part of
reactive melts, driven under pressure into a an NRC sponsored effort known as the Severe
simulated reactor cavity, with the whole system Accident Scaling Methodology (SASM)Program
confined in a vessel so that containment pressure [Zuber et al. 1991]. As a result of SASM
can be measured. A brief survey of these exper- recommendations, theNRC sponsored experiment
iments, including experiments conducted after the programs were redirected towards performing
Zion Integral Effects Test (IET) were completed, counte_ experiments (SNIJIET and ANI.J
is presented in Table 1.1. (All tables and figures IEr) at two different physical scales, including
are located at the end of the chapter in which detailed (geometrically scaled)simulations of the
they are referenced.) Experiments have been Zion subcompartment structures, and with initial
conducted at four different physical scales; in two conditions closely tied to postulated and likely
different cavity designs; and with and without accident scenarios. This report documents the
subcompartment structures, reactive and SNL/IET experiments; their smaller scale
nonreactive blowdown gases, and reactive and counterparts (ANL/IEF) were conducted at
nonreactive containment atmospheres. Argonne National Laboratory. The SNL/AIqL
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counterpartexperiments are also summarizedin IET tests. Previous tests [Allen et aI. 1992a]
Table I. I for completeness, showed thatcondensate levels of water had very

little effect on the containment load. In two of
Guidance for the experiment programs was the IET tests (IET-8A and IET-8B), the cavity
assigned by the NRC to a five-member DCH was half full of water. Water was also present
E_ment Technical Review GroupO_RG),who on the containment basement floor inside the
were all members of the original SASMprogram cranewall for most of these tests.
and included R.E. Henry (FAI), M. hhii
(Purdue),F.J. Moody (GE), B.R. Sehgal (EPRI), In the IET experiments, the Surtsey vessel
and T.G. Theofanous (UCSB). The DCH atmospherewas either inert or reactive. In 1ET-I
"team,"consisting of the sponsor(NRC), univer- and IET-IR, the Surtsey atmosphere was inerted
sities and industry (TRG), and the national by purgingwithnitrogen (< 0. I tool. %O0. The
laboratories(SNL and ANL), meets at periodic IET-5 experiment was "classically" inerted with
intervals to discuss new results and decide future carbon dioxide, which was used as a surrogate
directions. Despite diverse backgrounds, the for steam. In all of the other IET experiments,

worked efficiently to reach a consensus so the Surtseyatmosphere was reactive, i.e., about
that the pace of the programwas limitedonly by 9 tool. % 02. In IET-5, lET-6, IET-7, IET-8A,
time necessary to prepare and execute the and IET-SB, the Surtsey atmosphere also con-
experiments, tained preexisting hydrogen. The preexisting

hydrogenrepresented levels produced by partial
The IET series was conductedusing 1:10 linear clad oxidation during the core degradationpro-
scale models of the Zion NIP structures. There cess in a NPP pumpseal loss-of-coolant accident.
were twelve experiments in the lET test series:
IET-1, IET-1R, IET-2A, IET-2B, IET-2C, Specific phenomena investigated in the IET test
IET-3, IET-4, IET-5, IET-6, IET-7,IET-8A, and series were (1) the effect of physical scale, (2)
IET-SB. In the IET-2A, 2]3, and 2C the effect of prototypic subcompartmentstruc-
experiments, the Surtseyvessel was notused; the tures, (3) the effect of water in the cavity and on
melt generator was attached to a nondispersive the containmentbasementfloor, and (4)the effect
cavity. These tests were conducted specifically of hydrogen combustion on containment loads.
to determine the temperatureof debris ejected Generally, these experiments were performedin
from the scaled RPV model into the reactor a systematic mannerby changingone majorpara-
cavity. The other experiments used models of meter for each test. However, it is difficult to
the Zion structures, including the bottomheadof compare similar experiments without a normal-
the RPV, biological shield wall, reactorcavity, izing tool because of random variations in the
instrument tunnel, containmentbasement floor, initial conditionsand stochastic variations in the
seal table room, refueling canal, steam experimentalresults. The two-cell equilibrium
generators, reactor coolant pumps (RCPs), and (TCE) model, which is developed in Appendix
operatingdeck. The Surtseyvessel was used to A, was used to account for these variations so
simulate the upper dome of the Zion RCB. that conclusions could be drawn about specific

phenomenaobserved in the IET test series.
Condensate levels of water were present on the
scaled reactor cavity floor in the majorityof the
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Table 1.1 Survey of DCH relevant experiments

iii i [ I II II I iii i I ii I ii iiiiiii i i iiim i i iJl II IIIIIIII I I I

Number Nominal Cavity
Experiment series of tests scale type Water

JIll|L_. • II III I I II I I I I lit I IITM I I I IIII III I I II I I I I IlllII I

SNL/DCH 4 1:10 Zion None
Tarbellet al. [1987; 1988]

Allen et al. [1991a]

SNL/TDS 7 1:10 Surry None

SNL/LFP 6 1:10 Surry None
Allen et al. [1991b]

SNL/WC 3 1:10 Zion None
Allen et 8,1.[1992a, b] Cavity

SNIJIET-Zion 9 1:10 Zion Cavity
Allen et al. Cavity/Basement

[1992c-h, 1993]

SNL/IET-Surry 3 1:5.75 Surry None
Cavity/Basement

ANL/CWTI 2 1:30 Zion-like Cavity/Basement
Spencer et al. [1987]

ANL/IET 6 1:40 Zion None
Binder et al. [1992a-f] Cavity

ANL/U 3 1:40 Zion None
Binder et al.
[1993a, b]

FAI/DCH 4 1:20 Zion Basement/
Henry et a_,._rI991] Cavity/Basement

i i i i i iiii [i ii i i ii i i ii ii ii iii i i
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Table 1.1 Survey of DCH relevant experiments (continued)

Contalnmen
t Annular gap

Experiment pressure around Atmosphere Containment
series (MPa) RPV composition structures

SNL/DCH 0.08 No Air, Ar Open Containment

SNL/'IDS 0.09 - 0.23 No Air, Ar Open Containment

SNULFP 0.16 No Ar CompartmentalizPdby Slab

SNL/WC 0.16 No Ar Essentially Open

SNL/IET 0.2 No N2, N2/Air, Zion
Zion N2/Air/H2, Subcompartment

CO2/Air/H2 Structures

SNL/IET 0.13 - 0.19 No partial AJr/H20/H 2 Surly

Surry insulation Subcompartment
Structures

ANL/CWTI 0.1 No Ar Compartmentalizedby
Baffle

ANL/IET 0.2 No N 2, N2/Air, Zion
N2/Air/H2, Subcompartment
H20/Air/H2 Structures

ANI_U 0.2 No N2/Air/H2 Zion
Suboompartment

Structures

FAFDCH 0.1 No N2 Zion (Like)
Subcompartment

Structures
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Table I.I Survey of DCH relevant experiments (concluded)

Dr4v
Experiment Driving pressure Melt mass Melt Hole

series ps (MPa) (Iql) cmnposition size
mm llllI _ llIl I I I I I III I II[ I II fill I lllllllIlII IIII I III 1 1 lllllI II II IIIIII

SNL/DCH N2 2.6- 6.7 20, 80 Fe/A1203 0.06

SNL/TDS H20 3.7 - 4.0 80 Fe/A1203/Cr 0.065

SNL/LFP H20 2.5 - 3.6 50, 80 Fe/A1203/Cr 0.04- 0.09

SNIfWC H20 3.8 - 4.6 50 Fe/Al203/Cr ' 0.04 - 0.10

SNIJIET H20 5.9 - 7.1 43 Fe/A1203/Cr 0.04
Zion

SNL/IET H20 12 158 Fe/A1203/Cr 0.072 - 0.098
Surry

ANLYCWTI N2 4.7 - 5.0 4.1 UO2/ZrO2/SS 0.13

ANL/IET H20 5.7 - 6.7 0.72, 0.82 FeYAI203/Cr 0.011

ANL/U H20 3.0- 6.0 1.13 UO2/Zr/ZrO2/SS 0.011

FAI/DCH N2, 2.4- 3.2 20 Fe/A1203 0.025
I-I2o

i i iii iiiiiii i I LI ii I ii iiii1[ iiii i
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2.0 Experiment Description

Figure 2.1 is a composite view of the Surtsey The Surtsey lET tests [Allen et al.
vessel, the HPME delivery system, and the 1992c,d,e,f,g,h; 1993] were conductedwith 1:10
subcompartment structures used in the IET linear scale models of the primary structures in
experiments. The Surtsey vessel is an ASME- the Zion NIP, including the bottom head of the
approved steel pressure vessel with an internal RPV, cavity, in-core instrument tunnel, and
volume of 103 m3, which makes it slightly over- subcompartment structures. The RPV was
scaled (for a 1:10 linear scale) compa.n_dto most modeled with a melt generator that consisted of
nuclear RCBs. It has a cylindrical shape with a steelpressurebarrier,a cast MgO crucible, and
removable, dished heads attached to both ends a thin steel inner liner (Figure 2.2). The melt
and is 3.6 m in diameter by 10.3 m high. The generator/crucible had a hemispherical bottom
Surtseyvessel has a maximumallowable working head containing a graphite limiter plate with a
pressure of 1 MPa at 260°C, but has a burst 3.5-cm exit hole to simulate the ablated hole in
diaphragminstalled to limit the pressure in the the RPV bottom head that would be formed by
vessel to less than 0.9 MPa. It is supported ejection of an instrument guide tube and hole
approxima_ely2 m off the ground by a structural ablationin a severe NIP accident.
steel framework with its longitudinal axis
orientedvertically. The interiorof the vessel has The cavity (Figure 2.3) used in the lET tests was
four equally spaced I-beams welded vertically designed to withstand internal pressures of
along the length of the body of the vessel. 6.9 MPa with a safety factor of 4. The inclined
Structuralsteel has been welded to these I-beams portion of the instrument tunnel entered the
for adding removable scaffolding to facilitate bottomheadof Surtseyat a 26-degree angle from
instrumenting and cleaning the vessel. The vertical, as it does in Zion. The instrument
internal steel framework also supports an guide tubes were not modeled in the lET
overhead bridge crane to facilitate loading and experiments. A false concrete floor was
unloadingequipment. A total of twenty 30.5 cm constructedin the Surtsey vessel similar to the
(12 inch) and 61 cm (24 inch) instrument floor of the Zion basement so that the inclined
penetration ports exist at six different levels portion of the instrument tunnel was about 2.7
aroundthe perimeterof the vessel. The Surtsey times the correct scaled length of the Zion
vessel has two manways at level 1 to allow instrumenttunnel exit.
personnel access. For the lET experiments, a
concrete floorwas constructedin Surtseynearthe Thisfloorand instrumenttunnel were constructed
bottom of the vessel to simulate the containment in Surtseyto matchthe configuration of the ANL
basementfloor in the Zion NIP. The freeboard COREXIT2 facility. Figure 2.4 shows the
volume above the floor was 89.8 m3. experiment configuration, including the high-

pressure steam boiler, accumulator tank, burst

Table 2.1 is a listing of the instrumentationused diaphragm, melt generator, cavity, and instru-
in the lET experiments, including the channel ment tunnelconnection to the Surtsey vessel.
number, type, purpose, and location of each
instrument. The circled numbers in Figures2.1 The subcompartment structures included 1:10
through2.9 correspondto the channeln,.,mbersin linear scale models of the crane wall, four steam
the data acquisition system listed in Table 2.1.

Instrumentationchanged slightly as the lET 2 J.L. Binder, et al. 1992, Ouick Look Data Revort on the
experiments progressed. Table 2.1 and the Internal Effects Test #2 in the _xit Facility at A_oone

associated figures list the instrumentsused in the Natimtal Laboratory, Argonne National Laboratory,
last few lET experiments. Argonne,1I..
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ExperimentDescription

ge_.._ttors, four RCPs, the openingin the floor drainedinto the reactor cavity model, which was
of tile _ table room for the instrumentguide half-filledwith water.
tubes, the seal table room, the biological shield
wall, the refueling canal, the radial beams and Zero time was set by the dataacquisition system
the gratings at the RCP deck, and the _ting as the timeat whichthe melt failed the brassplug
deck (Figures 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7). The steam and entered the cavity. This event was signaled
generators, RCPs, and gratings were made of by a photodiode located at the melt plug exit.
steel, and theother structureswereconstructedof When the hot melt burst through the brass plug,
reinforced concrete. All of the structureswere the intenselight emitted from the melt caused the
painted with an epoxy-base paint. Figure 2.8 photodiodeto emita signal that was used to mark
gives the top view of uheSurtseyvessel, showing the initiation of the event.
the orientation and location o_ the instrument
penetrations through the vessel ports at six 2.1 Geometry and Initial Conditions:
differentlevels. The Design Basis

In most of the experiments, the steam The geometry and initial conditions selected for
accumulator tank (volume - 0.29 m3) was the SNL/IET experiments were guided by the
pressurized to -6.3 lVlPa with superheated pump seal LOCA sequence initiatedby a station
steam. After the pressurizationsequence, the blackout in the Zion lsrpp. The stated goal was
iron oxide/alumint:m/chromiumthermitemixture to perform integral effects tests in geometrically
was ignited remotely with a braidedwire fuse scaled structureswith initial conditionsgenerally
placed on top of the compactedthermite. After (but not always) selected to be well within the
the thermite was ignited, the pressure in the expected range of full-scale plant behavior.
crucible (free volume = 0.018 m3) rapidly
increased. This pressure increase verified that Table 2.2 lists the key (target)conditions for the
the thermitereaction had startedand signaled the tests along with the representative full-_e
operator to fail the burst diaphragmseparating reactor conditions. The following sections
the steam accumulator tank and the molten discuss the rationaleand potentialcompromisesin
thermite in the melt generator. This brought selecting these conditions.
superheated steam into contact with the molten
thermite. Upon contacting and failing a fusible 2.1.1 Facility Geometry
brass plug at the bottom of the crucible, the

molten thermite in the crucible was expelled by A stated goal was to perform counterpart
high-pressuresteam into the cavity, experimentsat two different physical scales with

geometrically scaled mockups of the Zion plant.
In the IET-gA experiment, the burstdiaphragm The counterpartexperiments were conductedat
did not fail, and thus, the melt simulantwas not SNL (1:10 scale) and at ANL (1:40 scale) so that
ejected by high-pressure steam; it was drained maximumadvantage could be taken of already
from the cavity, primarily under the force of existing facilities for performing DCH
gravity. The iron oxide/aluminum/chromium experiments. Hardwareconstraints, however, at
thermite mixture was ignited remotely with a either the SN-L facility or the ANL facility
braidedwire fuse placed on topof the compacted requiredsome compromise in the extent to which
thermite. After the thermite was ignited, the the experimentfacilities could matchZion. As a
nitrogencover gas pressurized. Upon contacting priority, similarity between the SNL and ANL
and failing a fusible brass plug at the bottomof facilities was sought, even if it meant sacrificing
the crucible, the molten thermite in the crucible some similaritywith the full-scalt:plant.
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Table 2.3 compares some of the key geometric The ablation process could not be reliably
features in the SNIJIET experimentswith their simulated in the experiments because the initial
full-scale values so thatdeviationscan be noted, hole size would have to be ~ 2.5 mm in the SNL
The rationale for any deviations and their tests causing an unprototypic tendency for the
expectedimpact on the test results are discussed melt to freeze in the hole. This problem would
next. only be compounded in the smaller scale

counterparttest at ANL. Consequently,it was
The entireRCS is notgeometricallysc_ed in the decided to scale the initial hole size in the
experiments. The SASM effortconcluded that it experimentto the final hole size predicted in the
was adequateto matchthe RCS free volume and reactor case. Ablation was then suppressed in
geometricallyscale the hemisphericallowerhead. the experiment using a gntphite plate (with the
SNL had an existing steamaccumulatorthatwas proper hole size) that Wouldnot erode. This
14% underscaled (by volume) relative to Zion. procedureensuredthata properlysca_edhole size
Furthermore,the radiusof the hemisphericalmelt was available for the blowdown process.
generator in the experiments is 8% undersexed

relative to Zion. This facilitated the more The reactor cavity in the experiment was
economical useoftheoff-the-shelfhemispherical geometrically scaled to the full-scale Zion
heads. Both of these deviations were judged configuration, with one notableexception. The
acceptableto the TRG. chute extending from the cavity is 2.7 times

longerthanscaringwould dictate. The reasonfor
The hole diameterplaysa key role in determining thisdeviation is twofold: (1) existing hardwareat
the rate of RCS blowdown, which in turn the SNL facility dictated that the accumulator,
controlsthe rate and magnitudeof melt dispersal melt generator, and cavity assemblies be placed
from the cavity. The scenarioconsideredhere is outside the containment vessel, and (2) the melt
a penetration-type failure of the lower head. generatorat the ANL facility would notfit under !
Such a failurecould occur by the ejection of an their containmentvessel without extending the
incore instrumentguide from the lower head or cavity chute. This distortionin the length of the
by melt flow into the guide tubecausing the tube cavity chute also leads to a 29% distortionin the
to ruptureoutside the lower head. The initial total cavity volume, although the flow area
size of such a failure is -0.025 m, but melt flow scaling could be preserved. The TRGagreedthat
throughthe hole will cause it to ablate to a much it was preferable to maintainsimilarity between
larger size. the SNL/ANL counterpartfacilities rather than

matchZion exactly.
A final hole size of -0.35 m is computedwith
the approximate ablation model given in Pilch
and Allen.3 The calculation was carried out The TRG also agreed that these distortionswere
using the meltmass (scaled to Zion, i.e., 53 m0, conservative in the sense that they likely would
and compositionspecifiedin the SASM document enhance cavity interactions and DCH loads. This
[Zuberet al. 1991]. follows from an analysis by Henryet al. [1991],

which showed that the relative contributionof
entrainment (small particles) and displacement

3 M.M. Pilch and M.D. Allen, Dec. 1990, _ (films) to the dispersal processis preservedwhenMethodolotw for Direct Containmeat Heatinu with

Atmlication-to th_ Desi2n and Svecification of an the cavity is geometrically scaled. As-built
Expefin_t Pint,ram for Resolvin2 DCH Issues, distortions in the chute length would result in
SAND91-2784, to be published, Sandia National increased entrainment and increased cavity
L,boratorie,,AJ_, NM. interactions.
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There is an annulargap aroundthe RPV in the extensive plumbing and cable trays were not
Zion plant that could allow some melt to be modeled. The TRG agreedthat neglecting these
disperseddirectly to the upperdome rather than structures would have minimal impact on the
into the subcompaz_ents outside the cavi,.'yexit. experiment results; and if anything, their
Testing with an annulargap was not feasible in omission would lead to slightly conservative
the SNL/ANL facilities because the melt (higher) loads.
generator and cavity assemblies were placed
outside the containmentvessel. The issue of the The total volume of the containmentvessel was
annulargap was addressedi,'_a later test in the overscaled by 17%. The correctlyscaled volume
Containment Technology Test Facility (i.e., for the Surtsey vessel was 76.8 m3. The SNL
SNL/IET-11).4 facility has an as-built volume of 103 m3, so it

was decided to exclude some volume to better
Certain details were neglected in the cavity match Zion by building a false floor in the
model. In particular,the incore instrumentguide vessel. Existing support structuresin the vessel
tubes and their supportswere not modeled. The dictated the position of the false floor such that
guide tubes and their supportswere simulatedin the new volume was 89.8 m"_, or 17%
the HIPS-10S experiment [Allen et al. 1990], overscaled. The ANL counterpartfacility was
where they were forcibly ejectedfrom thecavity able to match this volume.
by the dispersal process. In addition, the Zion
plant has a "penthouse"over the cavity exit, The aspect ratio of the SNL facility differs from
which is a steel box intended to limit personnel Zion. In particular, the SNL facility ";stoo tall
access into the cavity during outages. It was and not wide enough. The deviation in aspect
judged thatthe penthousecouldnotwithstandany ratio was considered acceptablebecause most of
significantpressurizationof the cavity and would the dispersed melt was expected to remain in the
be blown clear of the exit. The TRGagreed that subcompertment and because any possible
neglecting these structureswould have minimal hydrogen combustion phenomena should not .be
impact on DCH loads; and if anything, their significantly affected by the aspect ratio.
omission would be conservative in that higher
DCH loads would be expected. 2.1.2 Melt Mass and Composition

A goal of the experimentswas to geometrically The corium mass and composition for the Zion
model the subcompamnentregions outside the application are taken from the SASM effort
cavity exit. The width of theSNUANL facilities [Zuber et al. 1991]. The SASM corium mass is
played an important role in fixing the scale for Surry so the values are scaled up for Zion
factorsat l:10and 1:40, respectively. Thesteam based on core power. The core composition is
generator room and the seal table room were similar for Surryand Zion, so no modificationis
accuratelymodeled in the experiments. Although required. The experimentsemploy thermite as a
models of the steam generators and reactor high temperature, chemically reactive simulant
coolant pumpswere included, some detailsof the for corium. Table 2.4 comparesthe composition
subcompaz_ents were excluded. In particular, of thermite and corium, and Table 2.5 compares
the seal table (locatedabove the cavity exit andat their material properties.
the entrance to the seal table room), and the

The SASM scaling study addressed RPV and
cavity phenomena, but it stopped short of

*r_l_.Blanchatet al., 1993,_ Lookltemrtonthe extending the analysis to the containment
E/eveathIntemlEffectsTrotnEr-i1_intheCont_mat building. Geometricscaling of the melt mass for
:r_hnolot, v Test Facility, Sandia National Laboratories, the experiment is not strictly applicable because
Albuquerque,NM.
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of materialpropertydifferences between corium heat that is not available for containment
and thermite. The amount of thermite used in pressurization. The heat capacityratiois defined
the _:xpedments was selected so that the by
experimentswould have the same potential for
pressurizationa_ the reactor application. NdCd

=. ...., (2.2)
The potential for pressurization is obtained by IN° . Nb_Cv
allowing airborne melt to come to thermal
equilibriumwith the atmosphere. The single cell where
equilibrium model _lch 1992] yields,

Na = number of debris moles

_p _ + N=Aet . N=Ae, (2.1) participatingin DCH,1t II I j _. -

pO U o (1 . ¢) Ca = molar heat capacity of debris,

where No = numberof gas moles initially in the
cor_tainment,

U° = initial internal energy of the entire
atmosphere, Nb = numberof gas moles added to the

containment by RCS blowdown,
_P = pressure rise in the containment and

resulting from the DCH event,
_, = molar heat capacity of the

p0 = initial containmentpressure, containmentatmosphere.

= total energy delivered to the Equations(1) and (2) show how the containment
containment by blowdown of the pre_urization dependson the amount(moles) of
RCS, moltenmaterial participatingin DCH. Table 2.6

showsinputparametersfor the reactorapplication
_et = specific thermal energy carried by and the counterpart experiments. The

the debris, containment atmosphere in some of the
counterpart tests was inerted, so hydrogen

Aer = specific chemical energy resulting combustion was artificially suppressed in the
from debris oxidation with steam, reactorcalculations. The melt mass selected for
and the experiments ensured that the potential for

pressurization was preserved between the
= heat capacity ratio, experimentsand the reactorapplication.

A term for hydrogen combustion is not shown Table 2.7 shows the fractional contributionof
becauseinert atmospheresare employed in some RCS blowdown energy, debris thermal energy,
of the counterpartexperiments so thathydrogen and debris oxidation energy to potential
productioncan be measuredto validate models, pressurization of the containment. Although

agreement exists between the countertxtrt
The heat capacity ratio appears because, at experiments, the fractionalcontributionof debris
thermal equilibriumbetween airborne debris and oxidation is underscaled in the experiments
the atmosphere, the debris still carries sensible relative to the reactor application.
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2.1.3 RCS or Accumulator Conditions pathscharact_ze the LOCA. Furthermore,melt
r,,Aocationinto the lower plenum flashes water

The RCS pressureat the time of vessel breach is into steam, whichalso flusheshydrogenfrom the
an important parameter controlling DCH. At RCS. Thus, most hydrogenproducedin the RPV
very low RCS pressures, the prerequisites of will be in the containmentat the time of vessel
efficient di_ and fragmentation are not breach. In the IET experiments, it was decided
present for efficient DCH interactions; conse- to drive the melt with pure steam. This choice
quently, there is no mc_tivationto test atvery low enhanced the safety of the experiments and
press_. A',the other extreme, vessel breachat simplifiedthe assessment of hydrogenproduced/
full system pressure probably represents the burnedin the experiments.
greatestDCH threat. NUREG-1150, however,
indicatesthatthe probabilityof rapidspontaneous 2.1.4 Cavity and Basement Water
depressurization(resulting from surge line, hot
leg, or PORV failure) to very low pressures is Water in the containment is a natural conse-
likely to occur before bottom head failure, and quence of the core melt accident. In fact, core
more recent research tends _ confirm this melting can be initiatedonly if the core is first
conclusion. Thus, intermediate pressures, as boiled dry. Steam produced by excessive
might result from a small break LOCA (e.g., temperaturesin the RPV is vented to the contain-
pump seal failure), are the more likely scenarios ment throughthe PORV's or through any other
that might lead to significant DCH loads. As a small break that may exist in the system. Steam
practical matter, the existing steam supply and vented from the RCS enters the containment
accumulatorat SNL was limited to -6 MPa, atmospherewhere it begins to condense, both in
which is quite consisten,, with NUREG-1150's the atmosphere itself (heatingthe atmosphere to
assessment of RCS pressures at vessel breach saturatedconditions)and on structures.
resulting from a SBLOCA.

Cavity water is often viewed as a potential
The RCS temperature, in conjunction with the mitigator of DCH loads. The premise is that
pressure and volume, determine the number of melt/water interactionsare efficient (i.e., debris
moles of driving gas. RCS temperatures are energy goes into water vaporizationrather than
bounded by saturation(-600 K) and a temper- heating the atmosphere) and are nonenergetic.
ature where the surge line or hot leg is likely to The DCH testing programto date has not fully
fail (-1000 K) with some intermediate temper- substantiatedthispremise. TheWC-I and WC-2
ature being the more likely. The SNL steam tests [Allen et al. 1992a] were conductedunder
supply was limited to providing saturatedsteam similar initial conditions, except that the WC-2
and the volume of the existing steamaccumulator test had a small amount of water in the cavity
tank was 0.29 m3; these limitations fixed the (i.e., 11.76 kg). Test results indicate that a little
quantityof steam moles used in the IET experi- more hydrogenwas produced in WC-2 but that
ments. The scaled quantity of steam in these the impact on containmentloads was negligible.
experiments was approximately equal to Zion However, the amount of cavity water was so
RCS conditions at -700 K. small that large effects mightnot be expected.

The composition of RCS gas in an NPP core melt Three HIPS tests [Tarbell et al. 1991] were
accidentispredominately steamwith somehydro- conducted with cavity water: two with full
gen. Most of the hydrogen is produced from cavities and one with a half filled cavity. Large
Zr/steam reactions that precede significant core steamexplosions thatdestroyedthe testapparatus
degradation. Most of this hydrogen will be were observed in all three tests. Test
vented to the containmentthroughwhatever leak observationsseem to indicatethatthe bulk of the
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water was ejected as a slug prior to melt experiments exceeds the geometrically scaled
dispersal,thuscreatinga separationbetweenmost value of 2.6 kg because the Surtsey volume is
of the water phase and the melt. This suggests overscaled and because the Surtsey atmosphere
that large quantities of water may not be an has a slightly different heat capacity due to
efficient heat sink for DCH. However, this differences in the composition of the atmosphere.
conclusionremains speculativebecausethe HIPS IET-1 throughIEF-7 (excluding the IET-2 series)
tests were not conducted inside Surtsey where had condensatelevels of water in the cavity.
hydrogenproductionand containmentloadscould
be measured. In addition, they did not have Other accident scenarios (i.e., bleed and feed
subcompartmentstructures to trap water and scenarios similar to TMD can result in
deflect it back into the debris plume, making significantly greater quantifies of water in the
debris/water interactions much more efficient, cavity. In addition, even in station blackout

scenarios, the Zion cavity is likely to be flooded
For a full station blackoutaccident in which the since a separate diesel generator for the upper
upperdome spraysdo not operate, the only water dome spraysis available and since the entranceto
found in the reactor cavity comes from the incore instrumenttunnel is designed to flood
condensationin the cavity itself. Proratingthe if water is on the basement floor. Such deeply
total steam delivered to the containmentby the flooded situations would submerge the RPV,
ratio of cavity surface area to total containment which would likely prevent RPV failure; this is
surface area yields 2.6 mt of water in the Zion an area of ongoing research. Thus, since full
cavity. Scaled quantities of cavity water were cavities are not expected to result in a I-IPME,
employed in the IET counterpartexperiments, intermediate levels of water (approximatelyhalf
The maximum pressure reduction that water full) are of greater interest to DCH. The TRG
could have on the containmentpressurizationis recommendedtesting at this intermediate level of
given by water.

Two experiments were conducted to answer
_P,, N,,Ae,, - R=T°N,, (2.3) questions on the effect of water in the cavity,..,,.._,,= ==

p0 U ° (1 + _,) IET-8A and IET-8B. The amount of water
requiredto f'fllthe cavity approximatelyone-half

where full was 62 kg. The molten charge in these
experiments was 43 kg of thermite, which has a

N,, = moles of water, maximum energy density of 3.14 MJ/kg
assuming complete oxidation of all the metals.

Ae,, = molar heat of vaporization for Assuming the heat of vaporization of water is
water, 2.2 MI/kg, 62 kg of water is enough to exactly I

quench all of the molten debris.
U° = initial internal energy of the entire

containmentatmosphere,and Water can also accumulate on the basementfloor
during a reactor accident, and some of the IEr

= heat capacity ratio, tests had water on the basement floor. The total
amount of water in the Zion RCS is 267 mt. For

The amountof water actuallyused in most of the a station blackout accident, most of this water
IET experiments(3.48 kg)ensures thatthis small must boil off in order to get into a core melt
amount of water represents the samerelative heat accident. An u_ bound to the amount of
sink in the experiment as would be expected in wateron the containmentfloor can be determined
Zion. The cavity water used in the IET if it is assumed that the entire RCS inventory is
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delivered to the containment as steam. Not all of constituent, could not be employed in the
the water released from the Zion RCS is experiments because a steam supply was not
condensed on containment structures, available and because the atmosphere and
Approximately oneatmosphereofsatt_rated steam structures could not be preheated to preven_
(representing 45 mt) remains in the containment excessive condensation. Nitrogen was employed
atmosphere. The maximum amount of water that in the IET experiments as a substitute for steam.
can condense on excavity structures is 219 mr. The flammability charts of Kumar [1985] suggest
It is recognized that some of this water will that nitrogen is similar to steam in its inerting
reside as films on containment structures, effect on hydrogen combustiorJ. The TRG
However, as a bound it was assumed that all 219 recommended conducting one test with CO2
mt of condensed water outside the cavity will (a triatomic molecule like steam) because it is
accumulate on the basement floor. This more generally recognir_ as a surrogate for
translates to a depth of 15 cm, which is the steam with regard to hydrogen combustion.
height of the curb around the cavity exit at Zion.
This depth was geometrically scaled in the IET Preexisting hydrogen was simulated in some of
experiments (i.e. --1.5 cm) and was slightly the IET experiments. Preexisting hydrogen in
larger than the amount necessary to quench all of the containment at the time of vessel breach is
the dispersed melt. The containment basement produced primarily by clad oxidation during the
water/,71 kg) was underscaled on a mass basis core degradation process. The Zion NPP
relative to Zion because the annulus between the contains 20.2 mt of Zr (2.22 x 105 moles of Zr)
containment wall and the cranewall is not fully in the core, and if some fraction (fz,) oxidizes,
represented in the e_ments because of space then
limitations. The TRG agreed that undersc_ng of

the basement water would have little impact on N_ = fz, 4.4 x 10s (2.4)
the results; and if anything, it would favor
conservative (i.e., higher) containment loads in
the experiments, moles of hydrogen can be produced. A bounding

result is obtained by assuming all of this
2.1.$ Containment Conditions hydrogen is released to the containment.

Unpublished calculations with the CONTAIN The mole fraction of H2 in the Zion atmosphere
code for the Surry plant indicate that the contain- can be computed from
ment pressure at vessel breach is - 0.17 MPa,

but Surry is a subatmospheric plant while Zion is Pm
not. Correcting for this difference gives Xm= (2.5)
--0.20 MPa for Zion. This was the basis for the Pm+ PAnt . Psm '

initial containment pressure in the SNUANL
cour._ tests. In addition, the reactor where
atmosphere is expected to be near saturation, i.e.,

--370 K. The experiments were conducted at P_n_ = 0.1 MPa, partial pressure of air,
ambient temperatures (-300 K) since there was and
no way to heat the atmosphere.

The containment atmosphere at the time of vessel PSTM= 0.1 MPa, partial pressure of
breach is composed of --0.I MPa of air, saturated steam, and
--0.I MPa steam, and some hydrogen that has
leaked from the RCS. Steam, as an atmosphere Pm = partial pressure of H 2.
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The partial pressure of hydrogen in the Zion at an initialabsolutepressureof 6.3 MPa; (3) the
containmentatmosphere, initialabsolutepressurein the Surtseyvessel was

•.0.2 MPa; and (4) the initial hole diameterwas

Ns2P._T 3.5 cm, but the graphite limitor plate was
Pa2 = V dissolved by molten iron so that the final hole

diameterwas approximately4 cm. The Surtsey
fz_ (4.44 x 10s) (8.314) (375) (2.6) vessel gas concentrations were varied. The

= 76.9 x 103 cavity containedeither a scaled condensatelevel
of water or was one-half full, and the

= 0.018 fz_ (MPa) containment basement floor was either dry or
contained a scaled condensate level of water.
Table 2.9 lists the exact initial conditionsfor all

is a functionof the Zr oxidation fraction (fz,). of the IET experiments.
The mole fractionof hydrogenin the atmosphere
is moreconveniently writtenas 2.2 Measurements and Instrumentation

0.018 fz_ (2.7) The most significant variables measuredin theXn2 =
0.0i 8 fz_ + 0.1 + 0.1 IETexperimentswere (1) the increasein pressure

and temperature in the Surtsey vessel, (2) the
cavity pressure, (3) the number of g-moles of

Table 2.8 summarizes preexisting hydrogen hydrogen generated by the reaction of metallic
concentrationsfor the Zion NPP as a function of debris with steam and water, (4) the numberof
the amount of Zr oxidized. The first three g.moles of hydrogen burned, (5) the debris
oxidation fractions were taken from NU_G- temperature, (6) the debris particle size, and
1150. The fourth oxidation fraction was taken (7) the mass and location of debris recovered
from NUREG/CR-4624 (Vol. 5) for the Zion from the Surtseyvessel. The instrumentationand
NPP. The shadedbox was selected as the design techniquesused to make these measurementsare
basis for IET-6 because this hydrogen described in the sections below.
concentrationis not flammable without the high
temperaturesandadditionalhydrogen producedin 2.2.1 Pressure Measurements
the HPME event.

Six pressure transducers with a range of
The IET-6 experiment had the same concen- 0-0.69 MPa, two at each level 1, 3, and 5
trations of preexisting hydrogen as the design (channels21 through26 in Figures2.1 and 2.8),
basis Zionapplication. This choice preserved the were used to measure the pressure in the upper
potential for containment pressurization dome of the Surtsey vessel in the IET experi-
(AP/P° ffi 4.5), based on the single-cell equilib- ments. These transducers were mounted in
rium model between the experiment and the tapped holes in instrument penetrationports in
reactor application, and it also preserved the the sides of the Surtseyvessel. The tappedholes
relativecontributiondueto hydrogencombustion were filled with steel turnings to protect the .
(51%). sensing ends from direct impact with molten

debris. In addition, pressuretransducerswith a
The majority of the IET tests were conducted range of 0-6.9 MPa were used to measurethe gas
with the following initial conditions: (1) the melt pressure in the crucible above the thermite
simulant was 43 kg of iron oxide/aluminum/ (channels 34 and 35 in Figures 2.2, 2.3, and
chromium powder; (2) the driving gas was 2.4). A pressure transducerwith a range of 0-

500 g. moles of superheat_ steam ( _ 580 K) 1.4 MPa was used to measurethe gas pressure in
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the scaled reactor cavity (channel 36 in Figures and 5 (channels41 through49 in Figures2.1 and
2.3 and 2.4). Another pressure transducerwith 2.8). A thermocouple assembly was also
a range of 0-7.0 MPa was used to measure the installed through the refueling canal wall just
pressure in the cavity below the water line above the radial concretebeam on the same side
(channel 31 in Figures 2.3 and 2.4). Pressure as the instrumenttunnelexit. This thermocouple
transducerswith a range of 0-0.69 MPa were assembly was used to measure gas temperatures
used to measure the gas pressure in the inside the subcompartmentstructures (channels
subcompamnentstructuresand in the seal table 51, 52, and 53 in Figures 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7).
room (channels39 and 40 in Figures 2.5, 2.6, Another thermocouple assembly was installed
and 2.7). These transducers were metal through the crane wall into the seal table room
diaphragmstraingauge-type pressuretransducers (ehannels54, 55, and 56 in Figures2.5, 2.6, and
(Model 141-1, Precise Sensor, Inc., Monrovia, 2.7).
CA). In addition, two pressure transducerswere
embedded in the concrete walls of the round Calculationsby SNL have shown that the worst-
section of the cavity under the melt generator case temperature underpredicfionby the thermo-
(labeled P1 and P2 in Figures 2.3 and 2.4) and couple assemblies would be 13 percent at the
were piezoelectric-type gauges with a range of beginning of the HPME event when the gas
0-6.9 MPa. The specified accuracy from the temperaturesare low, and 6 percentwhenthe gas
manufacturerfor the pressure transducersis less temperatureshave peaked,s Type-K thermo-
than ± 0.50 percentat full-scale output. These couples (channels 68 through 77 in Figures 2.6
instruments are routinely recalibrated at SNL and 2.9) were installed in the Surtseyvessel in
against instruments traceable to the National IET-4, IET-5, IET-6, IET-7, IET-SA, and IET-
Institute of Standards and Technology, and 813to measure bulk gas temperature above the
accuraciesare always within the manufacturer's operating deck. The array consisted of ten
specifications. The frequencyresponse is 22 kHz approximately equally spaced thermocouples.
(16 _ts rise time) for the 0-0.69 MPa range The array was suspended above the refueling
pressuretransducersand 36 kHz (10 _tsrise time) canal at the vessel centerline. Figure 2.9 shows
for the 0-6.9 MPa range pressure transducers, the spacing and relative position of the thermo-
The dataacquisition system recorded data from couples. All type-Kthermocoupleswere madeof
the pressure transducersat a rate of 1400 data 0.254-mm wire with a 1.6-mm sheath. The
points per second per channel from thermite temperature range was 273 K to 1523 K. The
ignition to about60 seconds following the I-IPME maximum error using the manufacturer's
transient, calibration is ± 9.4 K at 1523 K with a 0.3-s

time constant. The thermocoupleshadthe sheath

2.2.2 Gas Temperature Measurements removed at the tip, exposing the junction to
ensure a fast response time.

The gas temperatures in the Surtseyvessel were
measured with five aspirated thermocouple Fourtype-K thermocouples(channels66, 67, 98,
assemblies. An aspirated thermocoupleassembly and 99 in Figures 2.6 and 2.7) were installed
consisted of three bare type-K thermocouples inside the triangular vent space above the 1A,
(0.127-mm wire) mounted in an anodized 1B, 1C, and 1D RCPs. These thermocouples

measuredthe temperature of the gas as it exitedaluminum tube. Each tube was opened with a
solenoid-operated valve that was actuated

remotely by a signal from the photodiode under _T.K. Blanchat, May 1992, "AspiratedThemmcouple
the melt plug immediately after the I-IPME C._lculations,"Letter Report to the U.S. Nuclear
transient. One of these assemblies was installed Regulatory Commission, SandiaNationalLaboratories,
throughinstrumentationports at each level 1, 3, Albuquerque, NM.
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the subcompartment structures. Four type-K and was focusedjust above the instrumenttunnel
thermocouples (channels 11, 12, 13, and 14 in exit througha fused silica window sealed inside
Figures 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7) were installed the biological shield wall. Another optical py-
approximately10 cm below the 1A, IB, 1C, and rometer (type 11x30, Ircon Inc., Niles, IL) was
1D RCPs. These thermocouples measuredthe located outside the crane wall and was focuseci
temperatureof the gas as it flowed throughthe througha fused silica window sealed inside the
subcompartmentstructures. The temperatureof crane wall. The focal point was the window
the drivinggas in the steamaccumulatortankwas surface, which was directly in the flight path of
measured using two type-K thermocouples the debrisejectedfrom the cavity. The datafrom
(channels91 and 92 in Figure 2.4) thatextended these instruments were erratic and unreliable,
through the accumulatorshed and were secured probablydue to high aerosolconcentrationsin the
in place using pressure-fight fittings, optical path to the sensor head.
Measurements from these thermocouples were
importantbecause the measured temperatureand Since the debris temperaturecould not be mea-
pressure in the accumulator tank were used to suredaccurately in the scaled Zion structures,a
calculatethe numberof g • moles of steamdriving separatetest series (IET-2)was performed specif-
gas. ically to measurethe temperatureof the molten

thermitejet as it exited the melt generator. The
2.2.3 Debris Temperature Measurements IET-2 test series consisted of three separate

experiments: IET-2A, IET-2B, and IET-2C.
Debris temperature was measured in all of the
IETexperiments using type-C thermocouplesand 2.2.3.1 IET-2 Experiment Description
optical pyrometers. The four high-temperature
tungsten-rheniumtype-Cthermocouples(channels In these tests, the melt generator setup was not
7, 8, and 9 in Figures 2.5 and 2.6, and channel attached to the scaled reactor cavity or to the
10 in Figure 2.3)were madeof 0.38-mm-diame- Surtsey vessel, but was instead attached to a
ter wire with a 1.6-mm-diameter stainless steel nondispersive cavity that is described below.
sheath and were installed at the chute exit, at the Figure 2.10 is a composite view of the high-
seal table room floor opening, on the cranewall pressure steam boiler, steam accumulator, burst
at the debris flight-path contact point, and on the diaphragm, melt generator, and nondispersi',e
cavity floor. These thermocouples measuredthe cavity used in the IET-2 experiments. The mett.
temperature of the debris as it exited the cavity generatorwas the sameone used in the other IET
and entered the subcompartmentstructures. The tests (Figure 2.2). In the IET-2A and IET-2B
temperature range for the thermocouples was experiments, the melt generator/crucible had a
273 K to 2593 K. The maximumerrorusing the hemisphericalbottomheadcontaining a graphite
manufacturer'scalibration is :l: 25.9 K with a limiterplate witha 3.5-cm exit hole. In the IET-
0.9-s time constant. The measurements from 2C experiment, the high-pressure steam supply
these type-C thermocouples were erratic and system was notused andthe exit hole was 10cm
unreliable because they were usually struck di- in diameter.
rectly by molten debris.

The cavity used in the IET-2 tests was a
Two pyrometers (channels 37 and 38 in Figures nondispersivecavity that was designed to prevent
2.5, 2.6, and 2.7) were used to measure the debris and aerosol release to the environment.
temperature of the debris as it exited the instru- An isometricview of the nondispersive cavity is
merit tunnel into the containmentbasement. An shown in Figure 2.11. The debris catcher
optical pyrometer(type 1Ix20, Ircon Inc., Niles, utilized a rock-bed filter to trap much of the
IL) was located inside the biological shield wall debris and aerosols generated in the tests and
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limit the amount dispersed to the environment, molten thermite. Upon contacting and failing a
In addition, the apparatushad sight tubes that fusible brass plug at the bottom of the crucible,
allowed pyrometers to measure the temperature the molten thermitein the crucible was expelled
of the thermite jet exiting the melt generator by high-pmmure steam into the cavity. In the
without interferencefrom aerosols. IET-2Cexperiment, the steam supplysystemwas

removed, and a blind flange was attached to the
Figure 2.12 is an end view of the meltgenerator burstdiaphragmflange to seal the system. The
and nondispersivecavity. A graphite-linedflow crucible was purged with nitrogen and then
tube was placed at the exit of the melt generator, pressurized with nitrogen to 0.3 MPa prior to
Sight tubes were attached to penetrationsin the thermiteignition.
flow tube so thatpyrometerscould view the melt
from the side without interferencefrom aerosols. Table 2.10 lists the initial conditions of the three
To protect the pyrometers, the sight tubes had a IET-2 experiments. All of the IET-2 tests were
quartzwindow on the pyrometerend, anda steel conducted using a melt simulant composed of
plate with a 0.5-cm diametercenter hole on the 43 kgof iron oxide/aluminum/chromiumpowder.
flow tube end. A pyrometer mounteddirectly The driving gas for IET-2A was -464 moles of
under the melt exit was protectedwith a 10-cm superheatedsteam (-588 K) at an initial abso-
diameter Lucite window on the melt side and a lute pressure of 6.1 MPa. The driving gas for
quartzwindow on the pyrometer side. IET-2B was _ 418 moles of superheatedsteam

(_588 K) at an initial absolute pressure of
Figure 2.13 presents a side view of the cavity 5.8 MPa. The driving gas for IET-2C was 12
and melt generator. The nondispersivecavity moles of nitrogen at an initial absolute pressure
was constructed from a 76.2-cm diameter pipe of 0.3 MPa.
section that was 182.8 cm long and lined with
concrete. The melt generator was welded to the 2.2.3.2 IET-2 Instrumentation
top center of the nondispersive cavity. The
cavity was designed to trap and cool molten Table2.11 is a listing of the instrumentationused
debris and aeroscl as the materialmoved through in the IET-2 experiments, including the channel
openings at both ends. The filter medium was number, type, purpose, and location of each
river rock of assorted sizes held in place with instrument. The circled numbersin Figures 2.10
metal grating. There was approximately1 m of through2.13 correspond to the channel numbers
river rock between the melt generator and the in the data acquisitionsystem listed in Table 2.4.
openings at the ends of the cavity. Zero time for I-IPME was set by the data

acquisition system as the time at which the melt
In the IET-2A and IET-2B experiments, the failed the brass plug and entered the cavity. The
steam accumulator tank was pressurized to event was signaled by a photodiodelocated at the

6 MPa with superheated steam. After the meltplug exit. When the hot melt burst.through
pressurizationsequence, thethermitemixturewas the brassplug, the intense fight emitted from the
ignited remotely with a braidedwire fuse placed melt caused the photodiode to emit a signal that
on top of the compacted thermite. After the was used to mark the initiation of the HPME.
thermitewas ignited, the pressure in the crucible
rapidly increased. The pressure increaseverified Pressuretransducerswith a range of 0-6.9 MPa
that the thermite reaction had started, and were used to measure the gas pressure in the
signaled the operator to fail the burst diaphragm accumulatortank (Channels31 and 32 in Figure
separating the steam accumulatortank and the 2_10), in the crucible above the thermite
molten thermite in the melt generator. This (Channels34 and 35 in Figure 2.10), in theburst
brought superheatedsteam into contact with the diaphragm(Channel 33 in Figure 2.10), and in
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the nondislm_ve cavity (Channel 36 in Figures The optical pyrometers had a response time of
2.10, 2.12 and 2.13). These transducerswere 1.5 ms to 95 percent of their full range. The
metal diaphragm strain gauge-type pressure controllers for the optical pyrometers were
transducers(Model 141-1, Precise Sensor, Inc., capable of measuring temperatures between
Monrovia, CA). The data acquisition system 1973 K and 3073 K with a specified accuracy of
recordeddatafrom the pressuretransducersat a 1 percentof the full-scale temperature. The two-
rateof 1400 data points per secondfrom thermite color pyrometer had a temperature response
ignitionto about60 seconds fonowing the I-IPME range of 1773 K to 3773 K. In a transientevent
transient, such as a I-IPMEexperiment, the accuracyof the

pyrometermeasurementswas expected to be no
The temperatureof the driving gas in the steam better than d: 25 K. The pyrometers were
accumulatortankwas measuredusing two type-K factory calibratedand the type 1lx30 pyrometer
thermocouples(Channels 91 and 92 in Figure is routinely rec_brated by the Sandia Radiant
2.10). Measurementsfrom these thermocouples Heat Facility.
were importantbecausethe measuredtemperature
and pressure in the accumulatortank were used Two type-C thermocouples measured the melt
to calculatethenumberof moles of steamdriving temperature in the topof the crucibleand the gas
gas. temperature in the top of the cavity (Channel 12

in Figures2.10, 2.12, and 2.13). These thermo-
Three pyrometers (Channels 16, 38, and 39 in couples were comprised of 0.51-mm wire with a
Figures 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13) were used to 3.2-mm MgO insulator sheath and were used
measure the temperatureof the molten thermite only in theIET-2Bexperiment. The temperature
as it exited themeltgenerator. Two pyrometers, range of a type-C thermocouple is 273-2593 K.
an optical pyrometer (type 11x30, Ircon Inc., The maximum limit of error using the
Niles, IL) and a two-color pyrometer, were manufacturer's calibrationis + 25.9 K at 2593 K
located on the outside east and west face of the with a 0.9 s time constant.
cavity. They were focused just below the melt
generator exit through a fused silica window Data points from the thermocouples and the
sealed in a sight tube, and were used to pyrometerswere recordedby thedataacquisition
determine the outside surface temperatureof the system at a rate of 10 per second prior to
debris jet. Another optical pyrometer (type thermite ignition. Just prior to ignition the data
llx30, Ircon Inc., Niles, IL) was located under acquisition system was switched to the fast data
the nondispersivecavity directly below the melt acquisition mode, in which data points were
generatorexit. This pyrometer, installed for the recordedat a rate of 1400 per second.
IET-2B and IET-2C tests, was used to measure
the core temperature of the debris jet. A debris Two high-speed(1000 framesper second) 16-mm
emissivity of 0.9 was assumed when converting cameras were focused on the melt jet below the
the results (in mV) from the optical pyrometers exit hole. These cameras were used to
to temperature(in K). A debris emissivity near characterize the melt stream transient flow
the blackbody value was assumed because the regimes: single phase liquid, two phase liquid
debris appearedblack when inspected posttest, and steam, and single phase steam. A VI-IS
The calculated debris temperature is not very video camera recorded the event external to the
sensitive to the assumed debris emissivity. For cavity and was locatedapproximately15 m from
example, at approximately2000 K a 13 percent the south end of the nondispersivecavity.
changein theassumed emissivity resulted in only
a 1.9 percent change in the calculated debris
temperature.
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2.2.4 Gas Comlmsltion 2.2.$ _ Debris Recovery

In the IET tests (excluding the IET-2 tests), The total debris mass dispersed into the Surtsey
pre-evacuated500-cm3 gas grab sample bottles vessel and the debris mass in specific locations
were used to collect samples from the Surtsey were determinedby a very carefulposttestdebris
vessel 0abeled L2, 14, and L6 in Figures 2.1 recoveryprocedure. Debris in the Surtseyvessel
and 2.8) and the cavity (labeled C in Figure 2.3) was recovered from four basic locations: (I)
at severallocations and times. One background from inside the subcompartmentstructures,i.e.,
sample in the cavity was obtained by open- inside the crane wall below the operatingdeck,
ing solenoid valves manually for I0 s about (2) fromthe Surtseyvessel outsidethe strucmrm,
10 minutes prior to ignition of the thermite. (3) from the cavity and instrumenttunnelchute,
Three bac_und samples at levels 2, 4, and 6 and (4) from the crucible.
were obtained by opening solenoid valves re-
motely for 10 s just prior to ignition of the 2.2.6 Debris Velocity
thermite. Four gas grabsamplebottles inside the
subcompanmentstructures were opened at the Breakwireswere placed across the openingfrom
following times: two bottles were opened at 2 s the containmentbasementto the seal table room
and remained opened for 5 s; one bottle was and at the _ng in the ceiling of the seal table
opened at 15 s and remained open for i0 s; and room (channels 16 and 17 in Figures 2.5 and
one bottle was opened at 2 rain and remained 2.6). When the debris front severed the
opened for 10 s. Three gas grab sample bottles b_re, a timing signal was recorded by the
at levels 2, 4, and 6 were _ed remotely for data acquisition system. The breakwire was
I0 seconds at 2 minutes after melt ejection, intended to give timing informationon entry of
Threegas grab samplebottles at levels 2, 4, and debris into and out of the seal table room.
6 were opened manually for 10 seconds at
•,30 minutes after melt ejection. In addition, 2.2.7 Cameras
two gas grabsamplf,.swere takenfrom the cavity
following melt ejection: one was opened as melt "I_ically, two high-speed 16-mmcameraswere
ejection was initiated and remained open for used. Two cameras were mountedoutside the
2 seconds, and the other was opened at 0.5 s Surtsey vessel: one on the top port focused
following melt ejection and remained open for downwardon the operatingdeck, andone on the
2 s. The gas samples were analyzed using gas level-3 port focused horizontallyacross the yes-
mass spectroscopyby Battelle Pacific Northwest sel. In IET-5, IET-6, and IET-7, a high-speed
Laboratoriesin Richland, WA. camera was mounted inside the vessel. The

camerainside the Surtseyvessel was locatedout-
• Tests were performedto measurethe fill times of side the crane wall and viewed a grid in frontof

the 500-cm3 gas grab sample bottles at three the chute exit. The grid (2.54-cm squares)was
differentpressures (atmospheric, 0.26 MPa, and construct_! of 1.65-ram-diameterbuss wire (tin-
0.43 MPa). An evacuated bottle was separated ned copper). The purpose of this camerawas to
from a pressure source by a remotely operated determineif the subcompartmentstructuresfilled
solenoid valve. A pressure transducer was immediately with aerosols, thus obstructing the
installed downstreamof the valve and pressure optical pyrometers. This camera was also used
source, andthe fill time was recorded by the data to obtain informationconcerning the debrisflow
acquisition system. The data indicate that all regime and velocity. In addition to the high-
bottles were filled in less than 2 s, regardless of speedcameras, two camcorderswere used. One
the upstreampressure, camcorder was mounted on the top port of the
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S_ vessel and focused downwardto film the outside to give an overall view of the Sunny
HPME event, and the othercamcorderwas setup vessel and high-pressuremelt ejection system.
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Table 2.1 _ Imtrmnen_tlon location and

I II I I[111111 I I IIIII I I I I1[11111111 Ill I Iii111111111I I IIII ..... " ..... I II 141 I _.11111 I II _ I f....I.I.llllI'II'llI[J'

number Instrument Location Pu_
]11111 II HTIII I I IJ[I I I I ...... I1[ III I II I III Ill I II1 " I I ..........

7 Thermocouple' Chute Exit Measure Temperature at
Type-C Chute Exit

8 Thermocouple' S_ Table Room Measure Temperature at
_-C Floor Seal Table

9 Thermocouple" Crane Wall at Measure Temperature
Type-C Debris Flight Path Inside Subcompartment

Contact Point Structures

I0 Thermocouple" Cavity Floor Measure Temperature
Type-C Inside Cavity

11 Thermocouple Under RCP 1A Measure Temperature
•Insi_JeSubcompartment
Structures

12 Thermocouple Under RCP 1B Measure Temperature
Inside Subcompartmont
Structures

13 Thermocouple Under RCP IC Measure Temperature
Inside Subcompartment
Structures

14 Thermocouple Under RCP ID Measure Temperature
Inside Subcompartment
Structures

16 Breakwire Seal Table Room Measure Debris Velocity
Plug

17 Breakwire On Seal Table Room Measure, Debri£ Velocity
Floor

18 Photodiode Photodiode Signal Initiation of
I-IPME

19 Pressure Transducer Refueling Canal Measure Gas Pressure
Wall Inside Subcompartment

Structures

20 Pressure Transducer Seal Table Room Measure Gas Pressure
Inside Seal Table Room

I i iiiiiii

"Unless noted otherwise, all other themmcouples were type K.
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Table 2.1 lET instrumentation location and pu_ (continued)

................ : ............................................ I _ -- ...... !m|m - :_ __ [I I ..... ] I I I ] lit i

Channel
Instrument Location Pu_

il, .... ,1 i ml ,, _,_ , ,, ill .... li _ lit1 .... _ - I .......... II I ]lr]lll ....

21 _ure Transducer Level 1 MeasureGu Pressure in
Surt_y Vessel

22 PressureTransducer Level 1 MeasureGas Pressure in
Surk_y Vessel

23 PressureTransducer Level 3 Measure Gas Pressure in
SurtseyVessel

24 PressureTransducer Level 3 MeasureGas Pressure in
Su_nseyVessel

25 Pressure Transducer Level 5 Measure Gas Pressure in

Surly Ves_l

26 Pressure Transducer Level 5 Measure Gas Pressure in

Sunsey Vessel f

31 PressureTransducer Cavity MeasureWater Pressure ,
in the Cavity

32 PressureTransducer Accumulator MeasureGas _ure in
AccumulatorTank

33 Pressure Transducer BurstDiaphragm MeasureGas Pressure

34 PressureTransducer Crucible Measure Gas Pressure

35 PressureTransducer Crucible MeasureGas Pressure

36 PressureTransducer Cavity MeasureGas Pressure in.
theCavity

37 OpticalPyrometer Inside Biological MeasureDebris
Type 1l x20 Shield Wall - Temperatureas it

Focused Above EnteredSubcompartment
InstrumentTunnel Structures
Exit

38 OpticalPyrometer Outside Crane Measure Debris
Type 1lx30 Wall - Focused on Temperatureas it

Debris Flight Path Entered Subcompartment
Contact Point Structures
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Exnt

Table 2.1 IET inm'umentstion _ mid purpose (continued)

i l i Jill i1 [ Till ilil IT II]ii 1 ill Ilii i _ i if _ " I i ill iiiirlllll III ilrll i iTI ililiill I - __L_I ....

Instrument Location PurpoR

39 Pmuure Transducer l_fueling Canal Mmure Gas Pressure
Inside Subc_mpartm_t
Structures

40 PressureTransducer Seal Table Room MeasureGas Pressure
Inside Seal Table Room

41 AspiratedThermocouple Level 3 Measure Gas
Temperatureat Surtsey
Vessel Walls

42 AspiratedThermocouple Level 3 Measure Gas
Temperatureat Surtsey
Vessel Walls

43 AspiratedThermocouple Level 1 Measure Gas
Temperatureat Surtsey
Vessel Walls

44 AspiratedThermocouple Level 1 Measure Gas
Temperatureat Stmsey
Ves,_ Walls

45 AspiratedThermocouple Level I Measure Gas '
Temperatureat Surtsey
Vessel Walls

46 AspiratedThcrmocouple Level 5 Measure Gas
Temperatureat Surtsey
Vessel Walls

47 AspiratedThermocouple Level 5 Measure Gas
Temperatureat Surtsey
Vessel Walls

48 AspiratedThermocouple Level 5 Measure Gas
Temperatureat Surtsey
Vessel Walls

49 AspiratedThermocouple Level 3 Measure Gas
Temperatureat Surtsey
Vessel Walls
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_mmt _pdon

Tsbb 2.1 lET _um_tsflon _ andIm_ (con_u_l)
/OililY__ _ I Ill III II I I I I II I II I [ I_mlIIHF_[N] • I1[11 I I III _ _ II1[11 I1[ II]ill _ II1 I

Channel
number Imtrumeat Location PurpoR

....... Tn ,,, ,,,,,.,.,, , ,,_,,.amn,. , ,, , n1,/,I, ,, ,,, .... Ill II III I ] ii i I I Illll I I It It ITIIIIIII --[ -- It

50 Ignitor Crucible Timing S_ for
ThumiteIgnldon

51 AspiratedThennocouple Refueling Canal MeasureGas
Wall TemperatureInside

Submmlnu-tment
Structures +

52 A_ Thermooouple Rerun_insCanal MeaJmreGas
Wall TemperatureInside

Subcomlmr_ent
Structures

53 AspiratedThermocouple Refueling Canal MeasureGas
Wall TemperatureInside

Subcom_ent
Structures

54 AspiratedThermocouple Seal Table Room Measure Gas
TemperatureInside Seal
Table Room

55 AspiratedThermocouple Seal Table Room MeasureGas
TemperatureInside Seal
Table Room

56 AspiratedThermocouple Seal Table Room Measure Gas
TemperatureInside Seal
Table Room

57 Thermocouple Cavity Floor Measure Gas
TemperatureInside
Cavity

58 Thermocouple Crucible MeasureGas
TemperatureInside
Crucible

59 PressureTransducer CoolantPump IA MeasurePressure
Caused by Heating
RCP 1A
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_ment Dewflption

Table 2.1 lET insCrunnntstlon location and purpose (continued)

................................. ....'lIlIl/ I I r I I I ff I IliIlllll st t . - I I I I II II I I III I II II I J I!1 I IlIII I1[I .......

Imtntmmt Location Purpose__LJm_. IUtlI_T]L_JJI __ III I [ Iml I I I II JllU -_ I III ..... I III L_/ Yl[11

62 Pressure Transducer Coolant Pump IB Meuure Pressure
Cau_ by HesttnS
RCP 1B

63 PressureTransducer CoolantPump iC Measure Pressure
Caused by Hating
RCP IC

64 PressureTransducer CoolantPump 1D MeasurePressure
Causedby Heating
RCP ID

65 PressureTransducer Lower Head Measure Pressure Un¢l,_
ContainmentBasement
Floor

66 Thermocouple Vent Slxtce IA Measure Gas
TemperatureAbove RCP
IA

67 Thermocouple Vent Space ID MeasureGas
TemperatureAbove RCP
ID

68 Vessel Thermocouple _ttom MeasureLocal Gas
Army Temperature

69 Vessel Thermocouple MeasureLocalGas
Array Temperature

70 Vessel Thermocouple MeasureLocal Gas
Array Temperature

71 Vessel Thermocouple MeasureLecal Gas
Array Temperature

72 Vessel Thermocouple Measure Loc_ Gas
Array Temperature

73 Vessel Thermocouple Measure_ Gas
Array Temperature

74 Vessel Thermocouple MeasureLcr._Gas
Array Temperature
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_ment Description

Table 2.1 IET instrumentation location and pu_ (continued)

Channel
number Instrument Location Purpose

iii ill ii i illlll , iii ii i /i _ i ilJllll iiiii iiiill iiili ii i illll [il iiiiii _j i i i in[ iiiii i i illll ii iiii i i i i

75 Vessel Thermocouple MeasureLocal Gas
Array Temlm'amre

76 Vessel Thermocouple MeasureLocal Gas
Array Temperature

77 Vessel Thermocouple Top MeasureLocal Gas
Array Temperature

80 Pr,-,_,sureTransducer Level 5 MeasureGas Pressure
in SurtseyUpper Dome

81 Thermocouple Accumulator MeasureGas
Temperature
0.32 cm From Inner
Wall

82 Thermocouple Accumulator Measure Gas
Temperature
0.32 cm From Inner
Wail

83 Thermocouple Accumulator MeasureGas
Temperature
0.32 cm From Inner
Wall

84 Thermocouple Accumulator MeasureGas
Temperature
0.32 cm From Inner
Wall

85 Thermocouple Accumulator Measure Gas
Temperature
0.32 cm From Inner
Wall

86 Thermocouple Accumulator Measure Gas
Temperature
0.32 cm From Inner
Wall

87 Thermocouple Accumulator Measure Flange Outside
Surface Temperature
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Experiment Description

Table 2.1 ]n_,Tinstrumentation location and purpose (continued)

i

Channel
number Instrument Location Purpose

i i i i

88 Therm_uple Accumulator Measure Accumulator
Outside Surface

Temperature

90 Thermoc_uple Accumulator Measure Accumulator
Outside Surface

Temperature

91 Thermocouple Accumulator Measure Gas
Temperature Inside
Accumulator Tank

92 Thermocouple Accumulator Measure Gas
Temperature Inside
Accumulator Tank

93 Thermocouple 10.2-cm Pipe Measure Gas
Between Temperature Inside Pipe
Accumulator and with Burst Diaphragm
Melt Generator

98 Thermocouple Vent Space 1B Measure Gas
Temperature Above RCP
1B

99 Them_uple Vent Space 1C Measure Gas
Temperature Above RCP
1C

103 Thermocouple 10.2 cm Pipe Elbow Measure Skin
Between Melt Temperature
Generator and
Crucible

P1 Piezoelectric Pressure East Side of Cavity Measure Pressure in
Transducer Cavity Wall Under the

Melt Generator

P2 Piezoelectric Pressure West Side of Cavity Measure Pressure in
Transducer Cavity Wall Under the

Melt Generator
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ExperimentDescription

Table 2.1 lET instrumentation location and purpose (concluded)

jj ] i ii i ii i i i ii

Channel
number Instrument Location Purpose

IIIII I I, I I II LI II I I IIIIII I " ii

P3 PiezoelectricPressure Crane Wall Measure Gas Pressure
Transducer Inside Subcompartment

Structures

P4 PiezoelectricPressure Refueling Canal Measure Gas Pressure
Transducer Inside Subeompartment

Structures

L2 Gas GrabSample Surtsey Level 2 Measure Gas
CompositionPrior to and
After HPME

L4 Gas GrabSample Surtsey Level 4 MeasureGas
CompositionPrior
to and After I-IPME

L6 Gas GrabSample SurtseyLevel 6 MeasureGas
Composition Prior to and
After HPME

C Gas Grab Sample Cavity Measure Gas
Composition Prior to and
After I-IPME

B Gas GrabSample Subcompanment Measure Gas
Structure CompositionPrior to and

After HPME
, , ,,
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ExperimentDea_ption

Table 2.2 Target eond_fiom forcounterpartexperimentsasdmlped
, n_n, n i i nm , t , i n

ZION
Initial condition Pump seal LOCA SNL/IET

, ,, n , , i , ii u, n ,n ,u

GEOMETRY Zion Zion

MELT OR MELT SIMULANT
Material Corium Thermite

Mass (kg) 54 x 103 43
[43.x I{P]

• Temperature(K) 2500 2375

RCS OR ACCUMULATOR

DrivingGas Steam Steam
Pressure (MPa) 6.2 6.2
Temperature(K) 700 600

Moles of Driving Gas 4.00 x 10_ 425
[4.2 x 105]

CAVITY WATER
(Mass kg) 2600 3.48

[so)
CONTAINMENT

ATMOSPHERE Nitrogen
Constituents Air/S_H2 Air/Nitrogen

Pressure (MPa) 0.20 0.20
Temperature(K) 373 298

Moles 4.95 x 10_ 7193
[7.19 x 10e]

[ ] Bracketed number rep_,ents full-scale equivalent.
iii i i i . I i [ ii i i illli i i i
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ExperimentDescription

Table 2.3 Geemetrk Imrameters for ceunterlmrt ex_rlments as designed
i i i ii i i iii i i |1111

Initial condition ZION-S_D SNL/IET
i I i i L

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

Total RCS Volume (m3) 350 0.30
(300)*

RPV Diameter (m) 4.37 0.40
(4.0)

Hole Diameter (m) 0.35 0.035
(0.35)

CAVITY/INSTRUMENT-TUNNEL

Volume (m3) 190 0.245

(245)

MinimumFlowArea(m2) 5.23 0.0524
(5.23)

Chute Length(m) 9 2.4
(24.1)

AnnularGap No No

SUBCOMPARTMENT/CONTAINMENT

ContainmentAspectRatio 1.5 2.5

Volume Inside Structures(m3) 4650 4.65
(4650)

Volume Outside Structures(m3) 7.22 x 104 85.15
(8.5 x 10')

Total Volume (m3) 76.8 x 103 89.8
(89.8 x I03)

*Parenthetical numberrepreseats full-scale equivalent.
__ ,,
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_nin_nt __on

Table 2.4 Melt composition

Mass fraction Mole fraction Volume fraction

Con,tituent Corium Thennite Col-hUn Thermite Corium Thermite

UO2 0.6100 0.00(X) 0.2745 0.0000 0.5166 0.0000

Zr02 0.0000 0.00(30 0.0(_ 0.0(_ 0.0(_ 0.0000

Zr 0.1500 0.0000 0.2003 0.0000 0.1987 0.0000

Fe 0.1730 0.5200 0.3753 0.5860 0.2049 0.3326

Cr 0.0430 0.1100 0.1005 0.1335 0.0548 0.0758

Ni 0.0240 0.00(D 0.0494 0.0000 0.0250 0.0000

A1203 0.0000 0.3400 0.0000 0.2104 0.0000 0.5235

A1 0.0000 0.0300 0.0000 0.0701 0.0000 0.0681
i i i i

Table 2.5 Material properties of the melt

Property Corium Thermite

Cp 67.5 70.8
(J/mole_)

Cp 556 1121
(J/kg/X)

K 14.1 25.3
(W/m/K)

p 7698 5157
(kg/m3)

p 6.33 x 104 6.59 x 104
(mole/m3)

tt 7.59 x 10.3 5.63 x 10.3
(Pas)

0.973 0.932
(N/m)

T_, 2450 2300
_)

MW_ 0.1215 0.0631
(kg/mole)
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_ment Description

Table 2.6 Equilibrium models for estimating
containment pressuflmtion

Modeling SNI2_T-1
, ,lmrameter Zion-SaD 1,',10scalei ii i|ll i i if| iii iHillll i i i i

Nd 4.42 x 105 667

Cd 67.5 70.8

NO 4.95 x 10e 7.19 x 103

Nb 4.74 x los 392

C_ 28.3 24.1

U° 5.22 x 101° 5.17 x 107

AF_ 6.36 X 109 5.27 x 10e

Ae_ 1.55 x los 1.47 x 105

Ae, 1.41 x l0 s 5.66 x 104

_, 0.193 0.257

AP/P° 1-cell 2.21 2.17

Nw 1.44 x 105 193

Ae_ 3.96 X 104 3.96 X 104

APw/P° 0.092 0.117
i i . i,, i H. i, ,i i i i,

Table 2.7 Fractional contribution to containment pressmqmttion

SNI21ET-1 ANL/IET-1
Contributor Zion-SaD 1:10 scale 1:40 scale

i ,, i 1ill,, i ii i.. ill ,,

Blowdown 0.046 0.037 0.046

Thermal 0.500 0.698 0.684

Oxidation 0.454 0.265 0.270
n, H i ,, | i, i ,, , i i ,,,
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_erimont Description

Table 2.8 Atmosphere composition for Zion containment
i i i i is r i i ii i iinll i i i Illll n Hllll

fz, Xm XSTM XAm Source
i [ ii, i ii i iiiii i i i i i i i i

0.17 0.015 0.492 0.492 NURF._- 1150
5% confidence

._ . _ ....

.-: . _. :.::.:. ,.

0.64 0.054 0.473 0.473 NUREG-1150
95% confidence

0.47 0.042 0.479 0.479 NUREG/CR-4624
i il [ i i ii

Note: Shadedbox is design basis for counte_ test.
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Table 2.9 InitLslconditions for the IET _xrlments

iiiiiiii!ili!{iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!iiii!iii!iii!ii!iii!iiiii!ili....................................................IET-I IET-IR I_ IET4 IET-S IET4 IET..7 IET4A IET4B
,,,,. .. , i i ] i ii i ]IIH iiii r i i i ...........

he. _ i 9/1s_1 1_1s_1 3_)_ S/lSm 6/18m 7_ 7_0_ sr_mlllil in i ii lllll i1[ [i i i inlli i r Bill ...................

, ,,,,,m, i i i, H, H ii q HI i i, i .......

! .ss_ _ _ _ s_ sss 5_ 571 599 421 ss4
t i i iiii i i , IHII 11111I I IIII I I I I I I III [ I j |IIMIII III [ I

I

Summddvi_ 8u 468 50"7 48.5 582 453 505 416 4.1 545
(/•mob.) 0%)

iiiii i ii ill ilia 111! ! lllll II II I I I llllllll I llJnl II I II I I

Cavky_ Or./) 3.48 3.48 3.48 3.48 3.48 3.48 3.48 62.0 62.0

Iluo_m wa_ Or/) 0 0 0 71.1 71.1 0 71.1 71.1 71.1
,, _ ,ran ,,,,,,, ,, ,,, i i ii iii ]l i i i I iiii i i ii ii

&I_sy lm,smm0dPa) 0.200 0.197 0.189 0.200 0.205 0.199 0.200 0.200 0.203
l lilt l I' l l.l lit l 111 ,,,. ,,, fl , ,,, ,,,, ,, ,, I, ,,., , .,,"

Sumey _ OJC) 295 275 280 295.0 302 308 303 _ 304 298
Lll IL I -- it i Ill It It It I lit Ill I lilt I

Sunsey/88 moles 7323 7737 "7291 ?323 '7318 6961 7129 7105 7360
(/'mole)

ui ill i HI I I • J I I I

Inithdfpm 1_ 99.90 99.78 90.60 90.00 16.90 87.10 85.95 85.32 85.80
©o_on 02 0.03 0.19 9.OO 9.59 4.35 9.79 9.57 9.8J; 9.79
in k_y H_ 0.OO 0.02 0.OO 0.00 2.76 2.59 3.97 4.33 3.91
(mol._) CO_ 0.01 O.OO 0.02 0.02 75.80 0.00 0.03 0.03 0,03

Other 0.06 0.01 0.38 0.39 0.19 0.52 " 0.48 0.47 0.47

Initialholed.r(c.m)I '-' ,s ,si lit I I I slnn nilI I In I It

FinalholedlmmRr(cm) I 4.04 4.02 4.53 4.22 4.31 3.91 4.08 3,50 4.10Ill , Ill l 111111" l ,l L H l , Ill lilt . l llll
I

_.. s"m c,u_ I Y"* No _.,. No No No No _o No

iron oxide0_0 29.26
OqO 4.65

_hm_(ks) 43.OO

F_ volun_inside
subcornpa_mentaUuc_res 4.65ms

Fn_'d volumein
Suru_ydome 85.15nr_

Toudfmeboerdvoimm 89.8 ms

"The ¢,o_rm, P_B in the©_um$of theumltableroomwasforciblyejectedbytl_ themfite/waterinum_tionin I1_oawity. , .......
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expment Description

Txble 2.10 Im_l cmdltiom for the IETo2A, IET-2B, and IET-2C e_m_m_s

IET-2A IET-2B IET-2C

Date Performed 11/_./91 4128192 511192

Thermite composition 0rg)
iron oxide 29.26 29.26 29.26
chromium 4.65 4.65 4.65
aluminum _ _ 9.09

Mass of the initial thermite charge (ks) 43.00 43.00 43.00

Hole diameter (cm)
initial 3.5 3.5 10.0
final 4.04 4.01 8.86"

Steam pressure at plug failure (MPa) 6.1 5.8 N/A

Steam temperatureat plug failure (K) 588 588 N/A

Moles of steam driving gas (moles) 464 418 N/A
iiii iiii I I I I i i IIilil iii I III I I III [11 i

* The final hole diameterwas mnallerthan the initialhole diameterbecausenot all of the brasspluS melted
out of the hole in the graphitelimitor plate since the melt drainedby gravitythrougha _vely
large hole.

I I Ill II II I I I I I I Ill I I Ill [ I II Illl II
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Table2.11 IET-2_ Iocstionud purpose

Chsm_

num ...... ill ir i i ill ii i_ llltll tit tttt ttf .........m _= ,FIIIT,I Ill " iiJ It It ...... lit l[ I Illflll Ill It I IIIlllll I It

12 Type-C Thmmmeple Cavity Measure Tempemure
inside Cavity

14 Type-C Thermomuple Crucible Measure Thermite
Temperature

16 Two-color Pyrometer CrucibleExit Measure Debris
Temperatureas it Exited
Crucible - West Side

17 Photodlode CruciblePlug HPME Timing

18 Photodiode Crucible Plug HPME Timing

32 PressureTransducer Accumulator Measure Gas Prmure in
AccumulatorTank

33 Pressure Transducer BurstDiaphragm Measure Gas Pressure

34 Prmure Transducer Crucible Measure Gas Pressure

35 Pressure Transducer Crucible Measure Gas pressure

36 pressure Transducer Cavity Measure Gas pressure in
theCavity

37 pressure Transducer Cavity Measure Gas Pressure in
theCavity

38 OpticalPyrometer CrucibleExit Measure Debris
Type IIx30 Temperatureas it Exited

Crucible- Bottom

39 OpticalPyrometer CrucibleExit Measure Debris
Type 1Ix30 Temperatureas it Exited

Crucible - East Side

50 Type-K Thermocouple 4" Pipe Over Crucible MeasureGas Temperature
Above Crucible

55 Type-K Thermocouple Cavity North Gas MeasureGas Temperature
Vent Exiting Cavity

56 Type-KThermocouple CavitySouth Gas Vent Measure Gas Temperature
Exiting Cavity

71 Ignitor ThermiteBurn Time ThermiteIgnitor

NIA Camera- 16 mm CrucibleExit- East View Exit Stream

N/A Camera - 16 mm Crucible Exit- West View Exit Stream

N/A Camera- VHS Cavity Exit - South .....View Experiment
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8urtaey
Vessel

Level6

Support
StructureLevel5 ..... ._

Level4 Concrete8truoture
Repreuntlng the

Level OperatingDeck

Manway

ConcreteWall
Level Representingthe

CraneWall

FalseFloor
Representingthe
Containment
Basement

Boiler Accumulator 1:10 Scale Zion Cavity

Note: All pressure transducershave Individualpenetrations.

Figure 2.1 Surtsey vessel, high-pressure melt ejection system, and subcompartment structures
used in the lET experiments
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Containment
BasementFloor

Burst Diaphragm Instrument TunnelChute

Melt Generator

Figure 2.3 Schematic of the 1:10 linear scale model of the Zion reactor cavity
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AcclJmulator
i Tank

t Surtsey Vessel

Burst Diaphragm Basement
Floor

Tunnel Chute

i'

Vent Valves

Boiler I-e---1.2
Piezoeleeffic

PressureTransducers(2)

Figure 2.4 High-pressure steam boiler, steam accumulator, melt generator, cavity, and Surtsey
vessel layout used in the IET experiments
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ExperimentDescription

Operating (_

Deck
Seal Table Room

Refuelin_ " " '_ ._
Canal

Crane
Wall '. • ':

• ° 1

Biological
Shield Wall _"

.... Camera

Instrument
Containment

Basement / Tunnel Chute

Figure 2.5 Two-dimensional view of the subcompartment structures inside the Surtsey vessel
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ExperimentDescription

-@

VESSEL ARRAY

-O
1D

1B

1C

Figure 2.6 Isometric view of the subcompartment structures inside the Surtsey vessel
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ExperimentDescription

RCP VENTS RCP VENTS

VESSEL ARRAY

REFUELING
CANAL

G
OPERATING

DECK

Figure 2.7 Top view of struclures inside the Surtsey vessel
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Experiment Description

Top of Vessel 9.93 m

8.53m (_)

7.82m (_)

Level6 ...... 7.19 m 7.06 m

6.29m (_)Level5 537 m
5.58m (_)

Level4 4.75 m 4.77 m (_

4.06m O
Level3 ...... 3.53 m

3.30m

Level2 2.31 m 2.54m _)

1.82m _)OperatingDeck 1.52m
LevelI 1.09m

Instrument 0.00 Elevation(m)

TunnelExit (.75 In.= lm) VESSEL
THERMOCOUPLE

ARRAY

lrsgure 2.9 Location of Surtsey vessel bulk gas temperature thermocouple arrays
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_ment Description

Accumulator
Tank

. . . . Burst Dlaphragm
--- "- "-- Melt Generator

i//. . . IV IientVa •

Boiler Nondispersive
Cavity

Pyrometer Camera
Mount Mount

Figure 2.10 Composite view of the high-pressure steam boiler, steam accumulator, and burst
diaphragm used in the IET-2 experiment
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ExperimentDescription

INSULATION
BAND HEATER

r
TO BURST

DIAPHRAGMS

__i .
TWO -COLOR r 11 x 30 OPTICAL

PYRO(_L_'_j 1 3 PYROMETER_

WEST CAMERA _ EAST CAMERA
MOUNT MOUNT

SOUTH

Figure 2.11 Isometric view of the nondispersive cavity used in the IET-2 experiments
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sxt D-ro.

t e

Sight Tube
Window

Two-ColorPyrometer@ Type 11 x 30 OpticalPyrometer(_

East
West

PyrometerMount
LuciteWindow Graphite-UnedSteelTube

76.2 cm. Diameter ConcreteUner
PipeSection 11 x 30 OpticalPyrometer(_)

leveling Feet

Figure 2.12 End view of the melt generator and the nondispersive cavity used in the IET-2
experiments
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_=dmentDecdption

METALGRATE
ROCK RETAINER

• " _' SOUTH

NORTH
I-BEAM

FREE VOLUME/ REINFORCEMENT
LUCITE

WINDOW
ROCK BED

FILTER
"o

_-"_-- 11x30OPT,CAL
CONCRETE I I TYPE PYROMETER

LINER (_

Figure2.13 Side view of the melt generator and the nondlspersive cavity used in the IET-2
experiments
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3.0 Experimental Results

3.1 Biowdown Illstory the IET ezp_ments, the steam blowdown was
complete at about t - 4 s. These curves, along

blov.;aown with the cavity pressure curves prelented inFisures 3.1 through 3.9 are the "_
histories for the IET-1, IEr-IR, IEI'-3, IET-4, Section 3.2.2, were used to determine the
IET-5, IET-6, IEr-7, IET-SA, and_-SB tests, coherence ratio that is used in the two-ceU
re_tively. The blowdown histories are equilibrium _ to calculate the containment
euenflally the signature curves for the load.
experiments and indicate whether the tests went
as planned. In the IET experiments, the free The numberof S"moles of steam driving gas was
volume in the crucibleand in the 10-era-diameter calculated at HPME initiation (t = 0 s) using
pipe above the crucible (volume = 0.018 ms) accumulator steam preuure, temperature, and
was purgedwith nitrogen. The accumulatortank volume. At t - 0 s, the steam pressure was
(volume - 0.29 m3) was p:es_rized with normallyabout 6.3 MPa, the steam temperature
superheatedsteam to -6.3 MPa, and the burst wu about 580 K, and the volume of the
diaphragmwas concurrentlypressurizedto about accumulatortankplus the piping and void in the
3.1 MPa. The crucible pressure startedat about cruciblewas 0.308 m3. Therefore, the amountof
0.1 MPa. The thermitewas ignitedat aboutt = steam driving gas for each of the IET
-10 s. Cruciblepressurestartedto rise, and at a experiments was usually about 500 S"moles.
pressure of -0.4 MPa, the burst diaphragm The pressure, temperature,and numberof moles
separating the steam accumulator tank and the of steam driving gas for each e_ment are
molten thermite was failed remotely by the listed in Table 2.2.
operator. This equilibrated the accumulator,
burst diaphragm, and crucible pressures and
brought steam into contact with the molten 3.2 Pressure Measurements
thermite a few seconds before the HPME. The
blowdowncurves give the steamdrivingpressure Pressure transducerswere used to measure'the
at t = 0 s, the steam blowdown time, and the pressure increase in the Surtsey vessel, in the
time that steam was in contact with the molten cavity, in the seal table room, and in the subcom-
thermite, pm_ent structures. The following sections

describe the results of the pressure measure-

The burstdiaphragmsdid not failwhen they were ments.
supposed to in the IET-SA experiment. Thus,
there was no high-pressure steam driving the 3.2.1 Surtsey Vessel Pressure
thermite melt simulant. The cover gas above the
thermite in the melt generator was nitrogen Figures 3.18 through 3.26 show the Surtsey
(4 g. moles at ambientpressure). The pressure vessel pressures after the HPMEs plotted as a
of the nitrogen cover gas increased when the function of time for the IET experiments. The
thermite was ignited. When the meltplug failed, initial absolute pressure was -0.20 MPa, as
the molten thermite flowed undergravitythrough listed in the table of initial conditions
the hole in the melt generator into the reactor (Table 2.2). The pressures measuredat levels 1,
cavity model, which was half filled with water. 3, and 5 in the Surtsey vessel with six different

pressure transducers were virtually identical.
Figures 3.10 through 3.17 show the steam These figures list the peak pressure increase for
blowdown pressures for all of the lET tests, each of the IETexperiments. The peakpressures
except IET-SA, measuredwith a pressuretr_s- were reachedat -3 s after the beginning of the
ducer located in the steam accumulatortank. In HPME transient.
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In I_-1 and I_'-IR, the Surt_j eunosp_n_ t = 0 is the _ of the _.
was purged with nim:_en so that the oxygen c_ty prenme cm'vm, along with the
concentrationwas < 0.2 tool • andhydrogen b]owdown_m ('Figures3.10 fluough3.17),
could not burn and contribute to vessel are used to estimate the coherence ratio used in
pressurization. Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show that the two-cell equilibrium model to calculate the
the measured peak pressure increase in IET-I containmentload.
was 98 kl_ and in IET-IR was Ii0 kl_. In

" tsIET-5, the vessel was "classicallyinerted"with In all of the IET _men , a small ipitial
carbon dioxide, which was usedasa surrogate _ spike was observed, which was caused
for steam, and_sting hydrogenwas present, by efficient gas heating as molten brass, steel,
Figure 3.22 shows thatthepeakpressureincrease andthermiteenteredthe cavity. The secondpe_
measuredin IET-5 was 103 k_, whichis similar was apparentlydueto thermiteYwaterinteractions.
to the fully inertedcases, IET-land IET-1R. The _ broad peak in all the tests was the

result of debris entrainment from the cavity by
There are two sourcesof potentiallycombustible the steam blowdown. The debris entrainment
hydrogen in a DCH event: (I) hydrogen occurred between-0.4 sand-0.Ssforall of
pmducod during the I-IPMEevent by steam or the IET tests.
water reactions with metallic debris, and (2)
preexisting hydrogen released from the reactor In the cavity pressure curves, the second set of
coolant system prior to vessel failure. The peaks were due to thermite/water interactions.
enhancedloads due to hydrogencombustionare There were two distinctly different types of
readily seen in Figures 3.20, 3.21, 3.23, and interactions observed: energetic thermite/water
3.24. When the Surtseyvessel atmospherewas interactions,which are often referred to as steam
rm_ve and the hydrogenwas allowed to burn explosions, and rapid vaporize'on of cavity
(IET-3, IET-4, IET-6, and IET-7), pressure water. The peaks in some of the lET tests,
incr_jes of 246-279 kl_ were measured, specifically IET-1, IET-6, IET-SA, and IET-8B,
indicating that hydrogen combustion made a appeared to be the result of a steam explosion.
significant contribution to containment These peaks had a short duration and a large
pressurization. Comparisonof experimentswith magnitudecomparedto those whichresultedfrom
and without preexisting hydrogen, but with simple vaporizationof cavity water, e.g. IET-IR
otherwise similar initial conditions, e.g. IET-3 and IET-3.
compared to IET-6 and IET-4 compared to
IET-7, i_licates thatthe preexistinghydrosendid A series of steam explosions was seen in IET-SB
not burn on the same time scale as the I-IPME. (Figure 3.35). The explosions began
Thus, preexisting hydrogenin the vessel did not immediately after the HPME initiation and
appear to contribute significantly to the peak continuedthroughoutthe blowdownof melt from
pressure increase, the crucible, yielding the highest integrated

pressure recorded in the test series. The first
3.2.2 Cavity Pressure peak at t - 0.04 s in the IET-SB curve was

apparentlydue to a steam explosion. The second
The timing of debris ejection fromthe cavity into series of peaks from -0.08 to -0.3 s was
the subcompenment structuresis importantwhen caused by a sustained series of energetic
analyzinga I-IPME/DCHevent and is bestunder- interactions between high-temperature thermite
stood by comparingthe cavitypressurewith the and cavity water. Debris entrainment by the
Surtsey vessel pressure. Figures 3.27 through steamblowdown occurredbetween t -0.4 s and
3.35 give the cavity pressures measuredin the -0.8 s in the earlier IET experiments [Allen et
IET experiments plotted against time, where al. 1992c,d,e,f,g,h], and thus, it was assumed
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that the multiple peaks between t -0.4 s and momentum. The bnmk_re at the seal table
-0.8 s in WT-SB were the result of debris morn ceiling failed at 0.383 s, near the san of
entrainment from the cavity. The ps-phase the debris entr_ment interval. The distance
pressure msducer showed a peak pressure of between bmakwirm is 0.848 m; thus the debris
2.71 MPa, while the watm'-phMe transducer velocity through the se_ table room was 4.2 m/s.
showed smaller peaks; the largest water-plm_ This was a typical measuredvelocity throughthe
peak _rmsure was 2.1 MPa. seal tableroom for manyof the lET expe_ments,

but appem_ to be unrealistically low when
3.2.3 Pressure Memured Imlde the Sml comtami to debris velocities measured in the

Table Roem upper dome in these tests, i.e., -14 m/s.
Debris velocities mmsored in the seal tableroom

Figure 3.36 shows the absolute pressure my have been ur,rmli_cally low because the
measured inside the seal table room and the floor brmkwire was failed early by debris
pressuremeasuredin SurtseyploUedagainst time ejection from the cavity due to thermite/water
for the IET-6experiment. Pressureresults in the interactions or to its own mon_ntom, and the
other IEF tests were similar. The seal table ceiling breakwire was failed by debris
room pressure was positive with respect to the entrainment in the steam blowdown. The
Surtseyvessel pressurebetween -0.03 to 0.04 s, brm_res did not fail in the IEI'-SAexperiment;
from -0.06 to 0.2 s, and from -0.55 s to without the steam driving force, virtually no
1.0 s. This was confirmed by a positive seal debris was entrained from the cavity.
table room differential pressure, shown in Figure
3.37, which was mmmuredwith a differential 3.2.4 Pressure Measured Inside the
pressuretransducer. These peaks were similarto 3ubcompartment Structures
the cavity pressure traces, but laued in time and
had smaller magnitudes. The first peak in the Figure 3.38 shows the absolute pressure in the
seal table room pressure was caused by molten IEF-6 experiment measured in the subcompart-
materialentering the cavity. The second larger meritstructuresand in the Surtsey vessel plotted
pressurepeakwas probablycaused by a thermite/ for an experiment time of 0 to I s. Figure3.39
water intm'actionin the cavity. The sensitivityof shows the differential pressure in the IEF-6
the seal table room pressure transducer was experiment be_ecn the subcompartmentstruc-
in_reased by a factor of two, thus effectively tm-_ and the Surtsey vessel upperdome. A peak
reducingits range from0.69 MPa to 0.345 MPa. differential pressure of 0.119 MPa in the
Figure 3.36 shows that the transducer was subcompartrnentstructures occurredat 0.068 s.
overrangedat 0.07 s and at 0.66 s. IEF-6 had the largest steam explosion of any of

the tests with condensate levels of water in the

A breakwirewas placedacross the opening in the cavity.
seal table room floor to measure the timing of
debris ejection into the seal table room. Another In all of the IET experiments, the absolute
breakwirewas placed across the operating deck pressure measurements in the subcom_t
at the opening in the seal table room ceiling, structures and the differential pressure
Figure 3.37 shows the breakwiresignals plotted measurements between the subcompartment
on the same curve with the seal table room structures and the Surtsey vessel upper dome
differentialpressure for the IET-6 experiment, revealed that there was little or no differential
The breakwireacross the seal table room floor pressurebetween thevessel andsubcompartments
failed at 0.183 s, possibly due to debris being except duringsteam explosions. This result was
ejected by the steam explosion in the cavity or expected because of the large openings in the
due to debris driven from the cavity by its own operatingdeck above the RCPs.
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3.3 Video Results and Interpretation about t ==1.5 s, and by t ==2.5 s the view was
obscu:,_dby high aermol concentrations.

The high-speedvideo _ viewed the
through Pler_las _ installed in the top head The top port camcordershowed aerosols exiting
of the vessel and at level 3 (Figure 2.1). A the opening in the seal table room"ceiling and the
bright orange plume was seen in the _ dome seal table room doorway in the crane wall at
of the Surtsey vessel in all the tests that had a t - 0.03 s. The second frame showed that the
re_ve atmosphere (9 to I0 mole % 02), RCP vents in the operating deckfloor were filled
indicating that a hydrogen burn did occur, with aerosols. The third frameshowed thatthe
Individualluminous molten debris particleswere ves._ was filled with aerosols to a level slightly
ejected from the subcompanment structuresand above the steam generators at t = 0.I0 s.
were observed mcr,dng toward the upperdome of Bright, white plumes were seen at the plug
the Surtseyvessel. Hydrogen formed by steam/ opening, RCP IA and 1C vents, and at the crane
metal reactions in the HPME that is ejected into wall doorwayat t = 0.16 s. At t = 0.3 s, bright
the upperdome is intimately mixed with molten orange flames and luminousdebrisparticleswere
particles, which act as ignition sources for ejected from the subcompartmentsandlaterfilled
hydrogencombustion. Hydrogen entrainedin the the vessel.
debrisplumeapparentlyburnsfairlyefficiently in
the upperdome of the vessel. The flow area throughthevent gratingabove the

four RCPs is 0.6 m2; thisareadoes not takeinto

The following is a synopsis of typical observa- account the area blocked by the metal grating.
tions madefrom the videos recorded by the high- The flow area through the annulusaround the
speed cameras. The high-_ camera inside four steamgeneratorsthroughthe operatingdeck
the vessel viewing the chute exit showed that the is 0.03 m2. The flow area throughthe seal table
subcom_ent structures began filling with room ceiling opening is 0.003 m2. There are
aerosols at t ==0.048 s. Appm_tly, the optical three doorsthroughthe cranewall: an upperand
pyrometers did not accurately measure debris a lower door on the northside, anda door on the
temperaturesin the Zion scaled models because east face. Their flow area is 0.08 m2.
aerosols in the containment basement obscured Therefore, the total possible flow area for
the optical path. The side camera at level 3 hydrogen venting and burning out of the
showed a faintorange gasjet at t = 0.2 s, which subcompax_ent structuresto the vessel dome is
was probablya hydrogenburnfrom the seal table 0.71 m2. In films where the vessel was not
room plug opening or the RCP 1C vent. At inerted, orange flames were observedat all vent
about t : 0.4 s, a broader and brighter orange openings, includingthe doorways. This indicates
gas jet appeared. This time corresponds to the that hydrogen was venting and burning at all
beginningof the debris entrainmentby the steam openings.
blowdown,which was determinedfromthe cavity
pressurecurves. Molten particles could be seen The camcorder video results from the IET-gB
rising in the gas jet at a velocity of ,, 14 m/s, experiment are d_bed here. The first frame
which is similarto the 16 m/s calculated from the of the top port camcorder, at the beginning of
breakwire array data obtained in the LFP-8A HPME, showed light and dark gray clouds
experiment [Allen et al. 1991b], although the exiting the seal table room plug openingand the
agreementmay be somewhat fortuitoussince the crane wall doorway at t = (}.03 s. This cloud
tests used different geometries and driving was probably a mixture of aerosol, steam, and
pressures. At about t ffi 1 s, molten particles water droplets. A loud shotguntype sound was
began to fall. The gas burnstartedto dissipate at heard in the vessel. The second frame showed
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that the RCP vents in the operating deck floor _ (s) Commmts
filled with aerosols at t = 0.06s. The third

frame showed that the vessel was filled with 0.772 The first jet of molten debris
aerosols to a level slightly above _ steam stopped.
ge_cators at t = 0.10 s. _ plumes of
aerosols had _hed mid-vessel by the 9a frame 0.893 Anotherless vigorous debrisjet
at t I. 0.3 s. Bright, white plumes of flames moved upward, slightly to the right
were seen at the plug opening, RCP 1A and IC of the first jet.
vents, and at the crane wall doorway in the I0m
_. Fromt = 0.33 s to 1.0 s, orange flames 1.001 Molten debris ejection stopped.
and debris were seen risingin the vessel. Molten
debris and water drops impacted on the top 1.132 The view was entirely black. No
viewing portat 1.0 s; crickingand tappingnoises fallingparticles were visible.
were heard. From t ffi 1.0 s to about2.7 s, the
debris fell downward, until the view was The cameraat the top port recorded 1012 frames
obscured by dense concentrations of aerosols, per second.

The high-speedvideo camerasviewed the HPME Tlme (s) Comments
through Plexiglas ports installed in the top head
of the vessel and at level 3 in IET-8B 0.000 At time t = 0 s, the operatingdeck
(Figure 2. I). A brightorange plume was seen in and refueling canal could be seen.
the upperdome of the Surtseyvessel, indicating
that a hydrogen burn did occur. Individual 0.604 A faintorange glow appearedfrom
luminous molten debris particles were ejected either the seal table room or the
from the subcompartmentstructures and were RCP IA vent opening.
observed moving toward the upperdome of the
Surk_y vessel The following is a synopsis of 0.634 Molten particles rose through the
observations from the high-spend cameras in burninggas.
IET-SB.

0.659 A piece of concrete struck the top
The side view cameraat the level 3 portrecorded port.
1059 frames per second.

1.232 Glowing molten particles struck the
Time (s) Comments top port.

0.000 At time t = 0 s, the view was 1.401 The molten debris a_ to be
black, suspended in space, and then fell.

0.602 An orange plume of light appeared, 2.440 The view faded to black.
indicating the beginning of a
hydrogen burn. 3.4 Debris Temperature Measurements

0.630 A jet of molten particles moved Two pyrometers were used in the IET-2A
upwardin the center of burning experiment to measure the temperature of the
gas. molten thermite as it exited the melt generator.
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A two-color pyrometer was located on the west outsidesurface temperatureof the debrisjet may
side, and a type 11x30 optical pyrometer was be approximately 500 K lower than the core
positioned on the east side of the nondi_sive temperature. It was difficult to avoid aerosol
cavity. In the IET-2B andIET-2C tests, another effects in side measurements, even with the
type l lx30 optical pyrometer was placed under viewing tubes used; however, the two-color
the cavity and was focused upwardat the exi_ pyrometerappearedto be less sensitive to these
hole in the bottom of the melt generator, effects than the optical pyrometers.

Figures 3.40, 3.41, and 3.42 show the resultsof Itshouldbe notedthat the temperaturesmeasured
the two-color pyrometerfor the IET-2A, IET-2B, in the IET-2 tests were above the peak
and IET-2C tests, respectively. The peak melt temperaturesof 2300 K determined in the LFP
temperatureswere ,,, 2300 K, -2550 K and and WC tests [Allen et hi. 1991b; Allen et al.

2450 K, respectively. Figures3.43, 3.44, and 1992a,b]. The temperatures measured in these
3.45 show the temperaturemeasurementsfor the experimentswere outside surfacetemperatures of
11x30 optical pyrometermountedon the east side debris exiting the cavity. It is suspected that the
for the IET-2A, IET-2B, and IET-2C tests, lower temperatures determined by the optical
respectively. The peak debris temperatures pyrometers in the IET-I, IET-1R, [Allen et al.
measuredby the 11x30 pyrometer were between 1992e], IET-3 [Allen et al. 1992c], and IET-4
2000 and 2100 K for the three tests, which were [Allen et al. 1992d] experiments may be caused
considerably lower than the temperatures by aerosols in the subcompartmentstructuresthat
measured with the two-color pyrometer. The partially obscured the optical path between the
two-color pyrometer is apparently less sensitive sensing head and the focal point of the
to the condensed-phase aerosols at the outer pyrometer.
edges of the debris jet than the 11 x 30 optical
pyrometer. Figures 3.46 and 3.47 show the 3.$ Gas Temperature Measurements
temperaturemeasurementsfromthe 1lx30 optical
pyrometerlocatedbelow the cavity in the IET-2B Figure 3.48 shows the measured temperaturesin
and IET-2C tests. Figure 3.46 shows a peak the triangular vent spaces above the 1A RCP
debris temperature of _2525 K occurring at plottedagainst time for the IET tests. The peak
_0.1 s in IET-2B, and Figure 3.47 shows a peak temperature in the 1A vent space normally
temperatureof -2550 K occurringat _0.5 s in reached about 1000 K regardless of hydrogen
IET-2C. combustion. In IET-1, the thermocouple was

bent away from the vent opening by the steam
Table 3.1 summarizesthe comparativeresults of explosionand thus the readingwas low. Posttest
the IET-2A, II_T-2B, and IET-2C experiments, inspectionof the thermocouple in IET-3indicated
Basedon the temperature measurementsfromthe that debris had interacted with it, and thus, the
threeIET-2experiments, the peaktemperatureof measured temperature was higher than those in
the molten thermite exiting from the melt the other tests. The gas temperatures in the vent
generatorwas _2550 K. Steamin contactwith spaces for the other IET tests are well below
the melt appeared to have no effect on thermite combustion temperatures, indicating the gas jet
temperature. The optical pyrometer orientation was burning above the vent opening. Large
with respect to the direction of the melt ejection amounts of water in the cavity in IET-8A and
did have a noticeable effect on the temperature IET-8B limited the gas temperature in the vent
measurement: the pyrometerviewing the debris space to near the saturation values.
jet from below the cavity measuredtemperatures

500 K greater than the pyrometer viewing the The gas temperatures were measuredat the side
debris jet from the side, indicating that the wall of the Surtsey vessel at levels 1, 3, and 5
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using aspiratedthennocouple_. The results for Figures 3.58, 3.59, and 3.60 show the relative
IET-1, IET-1R, IET-3, IET-4, IET-5, IET-6, magnitudeof the pressure increase cOralled to
IET-7, and IET-8B are shown in Figures 3.49 the relative magnitude of the bulk gu
through3.56. The aspiratedthermocouplevalves temperature increase for the experiments with
failed to open in IET-1R and, therefore, the reactive atmospheres, i.e., IET_4, IET-6, and
resultsof IETolR should not be considered. The IETo7, respectively. The relative _tude of
tests with inert atmospheres showed level 3 the pressure increase compares fairlyclosely with
temperaturesof _ 630 K for IET-1 and - 560 K the increase in the relative msgnitude of the
for IET-5. The tests with reactiveatmospheres average gas temperature,which indicatesthatnot
(IET-3, IET-4, IET-6, and IET-7) showed level muchof the pressurewas the resultof blowdown
3 temperaturesbetween 1040and 1100 K. Thus, steam or water vaporized from the cavity or
tests with reactiveatmosphereshad much higher basementfloors.
gas temperaturesin the upper dome than tests
with inert atmospheres. However, the tests with The upwardgas velocities were calculatedfrom
preexisting hydrogen did not have higher gas the temperatures measured by the dome
temperatures than those without preexisting thermocouple array shown in Figure 2.9. The
hydrogen. This is evidence that preexisting gas temperatUresmeasured in IET-7 are plotted
hydrogendidnot react on a time scale that could in Figure 3.61. The upward gas velocity
contributeto the peak containmentlo_ betweev i.8 m (channel 68) and 7.1 m (channel

75) v:as _5 m/s. Results from videos showed
In the IET-4, IET-5, IET-6, IET-7, IET-8A, and that thedebrisparticleswere moving at a velocity
IET-SB experiments, thermocouplearrays were of 14 to 17 m/s. Apparently, the debrisparticles
added to the upper dome of the Surtseyvessel to at level 3 were transportedby momentumrather
measure the bulk average gas temperatures, than by drag. At t --- 1.6 s, the gas seemed to
Average gas temperaturesfrom the vessel dome lose the push from the steam blowdown, and
thermocouple arrays are shown in Figure 3.57. moved upwardat a much slower velocity, i.e.,
These thermocouples measured temperatures ffi 1 m/s.
from the operating deck to above level 6. The
lower thermocouples measured higher temper- At long times after the HPME (i.e., t = 29 s in
atures than the higher thermocouples,indicating Figure 3.62), the gas temperature in the vessel
temperature stratification with higher temper- was clearly stratified. The temperature measured
atures lower in the vessel. The peak gas tem- by the top thermocouple in the array (channel
peratureswere about600-700 K for the tests that #77) was about 70 K hotter than the temperature
had reactiveatmospheresand a small amount of measuredby the lowest thermocouplein the array
water in the cavity (IET-4, IET-6, and IET-7); (channel#68). The stratificationwas very stable
however, these temperature are well below the at long times.
autoignition temperature of the mixture
(ffi850 K). In IET-5, the Surtsey vessel atmo- The peak gas temperatures in the dome of the
sphere was classically inertedwith CO2and the Surtseyvessel were measured by thermocouples
average gas temperature in the vessel was less #72 through #75. These thermocouples were
than 400 K, which indicates that the hydrogen located at elevations between 4.77 and
formed in the HPME did not burn efficiently as 7.06 meters, which is in the upper middlepartof
it entered the upper dome. Large amounts of Surtsey (Figure 2.9). The measured peak gas
cavity water in the IET-SA and IET-SB tests temperatureswere 830 K (Figure 3.63)and were
apparentlyquenchedthe debrisand thus reduced coincident with the peak pressures, which
the vessel bulk gas temperatureto 400-460 K. occurred at t - 2.8 s. The peak gas
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temperaturesabove 7.8 m (channels#76 and//77) accumulator blowdown. This 45.9 kg of
never exceeded 640 K. vaporized water represents 74% of the water

initiallyin thecavity. Theseresults suggest that
Figures 3.64 and 3.65 show the relative vaporization of cavity water might have been
magnitude of the pressure increase comparedto quite efficient.
the bulk gas temperature increase for the
experimentswith the cavity halffilled with water, The efficiency of melt/water interactionscan be
i.e., IET-SA and IET-8B, respectively. In both explored from an energy perspective. The melt
tests, the relative magnitudeof thevessel average injectedinto the cavity (43 kg x 0.94 = 40.4 kg)
gas temperaturewas significantly lower than the contains 101 MI thermal energy and 25 MJ of
relative magnitude of the vessel pressure. This oxidationenergy. As an upperbound, (assuming
means that the additionalvessel pressurewas due complete quenching to saturation) the thermal
to vaporizationof cavity water. However, the and chemical contributions could vaporize
peak pressure increase in IET-SB (0.244 MPa) 2403 g. moles and 613 g. moles of water (30 K
was not much different from those measuredin subcooled), respectively. The chemical energy is
experiments with similar initial conditions, e.g. dominated by Cr and AI oxidation, which is
IET-3 (0.246 MPa), IET-4 (0.262 MPa), IET-6 easily realized. Consequently, full credit for the
(0.279 MPa), and IET-7 (0.271 MPa). For oxidation energy is taken into account. To be
experiments with significant levels of cavity consistent with the observed containment pres-
water, the water apparently has competing surization, 2551 g-moles of water must have
effects: the molten debris vaporizes water and been vaporized by the melt, which has the
thus adds moles of steamto the vessel, but at the potential for vaporizing 2403 +
same time, the cavity water quenchesthe debris 613 - 3016 g. moles of water. Thus, 85% of
and thus reduces vessel pressurization due to the watex" that could have been vaporized
directdebris-to-gas heattransfer, a_ed to have been vaporized in IET-SB.

Apparently, quenching of the melt was quite
Figure 3.65 shows that the amount of efficient, and the small amount of atmosphere
pressurizationin IET-SB cannotbe attributedto heating observed in the test was likely dominated
heating of the atmosphere alone; consequently, by saturated steam entering the upperdome and
some significant amount of the pressurization by hydrogencombustionin the debris plume as it
must be coming from additionalmoles of steam, entered the upperdome.
The additional gas moles can be estimatedfrom
the ideal gas law The quantitative observations of IET-SB are in

contrast to subjective observations from HIPS
-4W, 6W, 9W [Tarbell et al. 1991]. In these

AN = [P_ff_ po] V earlier tests, it was reported that a significant
_'g _ portion of the water was ejected as a slug that

preceded debris dispersal. The conditions of

[0.447 x 106 0.203 x X0e1 89.9 IET-8B are not, however, fully consistent with= 462 - 298 8,314 the HIPS tests. In particular, the HIPS tests
employed an open geometry so that the water

= 3096 g. moles. (3.1) slug and debris jet were dispersedinto an open
atmosphere,which did not force intimatecontact

Of this 3096 g. moles, 2551 g. moles (45.9 kg) between waterand molten debris. In IET-8B, the
can be attributedto water vaporization,with the cavity water may have been partiallyejected as a
remaining 565 g.moles coming from the slug that impactedthe subcompartmentstructures.

Disperseddebris from the cavity may have mixed
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violently with water deflected by the subcom- inert atmospheres and reactive atmospheres
partmentstructures back into the path of the indicate that the mounts of hydrogenproduced
di_ debris,causing efficient vaporizationof and burned given in this section for the
cavity water in the subcompartments. In addi- experiments with reactive atmospheres could be
tion, the HIPS tests had twice the melt mass of overpredictedby 20 to 30%.
IET-SBand two of the HIPS tests had fully water
locked cavities. Figure 3.66 shows oxygen concentration

depletion measurements for the IET tests.
3.6 Gas Composition Measurements Background sample measurementsare shownfor

the majority of the tests, along with 2 and
Normally, about sixteen gas grab samples were 30 minute results. There were no 2 minute
taken from the Surtsey vessel in the IET samples in IEr-IR and IET-3. The 2 minute
experiments. Backgroundsamples from Surtsey samples shown for IET-IR and IET-3 are
w_e taken just prior to ignition. The back- projectedresults based on comparabletests, i.e.
groundgas concentrationsare listed in Table 2.2. IET-1 and IET-4. In IET-SA, the 2 minute and
The amountsof hydrogen in g. moles are listed in 30 minute samples reportedin Figure 3.66 were
Table 3.2 for each IET test except the IET-2 actually taken at 30 seconds and 900 minutes,
series. The values given include the amount respectively. In IET-SB,additionalsampleswere
preexistingin the vessel, the amountproducedby taken at 15 s. As expected, oxygen levels
steam/metalreactions in the I-IPME,the amount remained constant in IET-1 and IET-1R. In
burned,and the amount measured posttest. The IET-5, the CO2 inerted test, oxygen depletion
amountsof hydrogenproduced and burned listed was about 0.4 mole %. In the gravity pour test
in Table 3.2 were measured 30 minutes after the (IET-SA), oxygen depletion was about
I-IPMEwhen the vessel atmosphere was well 0.8 mole %. Oxygen depletions of about
mixed;however, the measuredgas concentrations 1.2-2.2 mole % were measuredbetween t = 0
did not change much between 2 minutes and and t = 2 minutes in the tests with reactive
30 minutes, indicating that the atmosphere was atmospheres.
well mixed at 2 minutes after the HPME.

Figure 3.67 shows the hydrogen measurement
Gas bottle measurements give the amounts of results. There was no preexisting hydrogen in
hydrogenand oxygen in the Surtseyvessel pretest IET-1, IET-1R, IET-3, and IET-4. Measure-
and atvarious times posttest. Calculationsof the meritsfrom IET-1, IET-1R, and IET-5 show that
amounts of hydrogen burned were based on the the majority of the hydrogen (about 3-3.5
assumptionthat all oxygen depletion Was due to mole %) was producedin the first few minutes,
the stoichiometricreaction with hydrogento form with an insignificant long-term buildup. In tests
water. The amounts of hydrogen produced were with a reactive atmosphere (IET-3 and IEr-4),
calculatedby subtractingthe measured amountof the hydrogenproducedby the I-IPMEburnedand
pretest hydrogen from the measured amount of the final concentrationswere less than 1 mole %.
posttest hydrogen plus the amount of hydrogen Figure 3.67 indicates that in tests with reactive
burned, calculated from oxygen depletion atmospheresandpreexistinghydrogen(IET-6and
measurements. For IET tests with reactive IET-7), more hydrogen was burned than was
atmospheres (IET-3, IET-4, IET-6, IET-7, produced in the first two minutes, yielding final
IET-SA, and IET-SB), the amounts of hydrogen concentrations less than the initial background
producedand burned may be overpredicted by values. This means that all of the hydrogen
this method since oxygen can also be depletedby produced by metal/s_ interactions in the
direct reactions with metallic debris. HPME burned and some of the preexisting
Comparisons of results from experiments with hydrogen burned. IET-8B shows that driving
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melt into a cavity half filled with water can Even thoughIET-6had nowateron the basement
increase hydrogen levels very quickly. Gas floor, about 300 g. moles of hydrogenwere pro-
measurements in the cavity for all lET tests duced. This may have been the result of a large
indicate very high hydrogen levels (50-84 steamexplosion in the cavity at I-IPMEinitiation.
mole % of the noncondensible gases) by 2 s into About 100 g. moles were producedin IET-8A,
the I-IPMEtransient. This indicates that the the gravity pour test. The 15 second samples
en_g gas in the cavity was a mixture of taken during the IET-8B test indicate that
steamand hydrogen, which is importantbecause hydrogen is producedand burnedvery quickly,
many analytical entrainment models require the as shown in Figures 3.68 and 3.69.
composition of the entraining gas.

Figure 3.70 gives the net difference between
Figure 3.68 gives the g-moles of hydrogen hydrogenproduction and combustion in the IET
burnedin the IET tests. Little combustion was experiments. In the majority of the tests, more
seen IET-1 and IET-1R. In IET-3, which was a hydrogen was produced than was burned,
baseline test with a reactive atmosphereand no especially in the inerted tests, IET-1, IEF-1R,
basementwater, about 190 g.moles burned. In and IET-5, as expected. In IET-6 and IET-7,
IET-4, which was similar to IET-3 except that morehydrogenburnedthan was produced. This
condensate levels of water were on the indicates that 30 to 50 g-moles of preexisting
containment basement floor, slightly more hydrogen must have burned. It also appearsthat
hydrogen burned (235 g- moles). The largest in the test in which the cavity was half filled with
amountsof hydrogen burned(about 330 g. moles) water (IET-SB), waterthatwas vaporizedby the
in the tests with preexisting hydrogen in a debris jet may have prevented preexisting
reactive atmosphere (IET-6 and IET-7). With hydrogenfrom burning.
CO2 as a surrogate for steam, only 50 g. moles
burned in IET-5, even though 202 g.moles 3.7 Debris Recovery Sulllmary
preexistedand 319 g •moles wereproduced in the

HPME. In the tests thathad the cavity half filled Concrete structureswere damaged during some
with water, there was less hydrogencombustion of the IET tests. The crane wall suffered
thanin a comparabletest with condensate levels significantdamage during IET-4. An t40 x 80
of water in the cavity (i.e., IET-7). About 114 cm hole was blown out of the cranewall nearthe
g. moles of hydrogen combusted in the gravity top of the seal table room. The crane wall was
pourtest (IET-8A), and about twice that amount, also crackednearthe walls of the seal tableroom
223 g. moles, in IET-SB when the melt was about 30 cm from the top of the operatingdeck.
drivenat high pressureinto the half-filled cavity. It is believed thatrepeated,directhits of molten

debris may have dehydrated and weakened the
Figure 3.69 compares the time rate of hydrogen concrete in this region.
production in the IET tests. Hydrogen pro-

ductionamounts are calculatedby subtractingthe The cavity floor suffereddamageduringthe IET-
pretest hydrogen amount from the sum of the 6 test. A hole in the concrete (17080 cm3)
posttest hydrogen amount and the amountof hy- directly beneath the crucible melt plug was
drogenburned, calculated from oxygen depletion discovered. IET-6 had the largest steam
measurements. About 230 g. moles of hydrogen explosion of any of the IET tests, and this may
were producedin the high-pressure steamdriven have caused the damage to the cavity floor.
tests with no water on the basementfloor (IET-1, Additionally, the opening in the seal table room
IET-1R, and IET-3). About 290 g.moles were floor was enlarged by _ 1545 cn_. For the
producedin tests with condensate levels of water experimentsthat suffereddamage to the concrete
on the basementfloor (IET-4, IET-5, and IET-7). structures, the mass of debris recovered was
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correctedfor concre_ contaminantsas desmibed Thedebris plume impactedthe cronewall and on
later in this section, the bottom of the seal table room. Some of the

debris enteredthe seal table room, and some of
In the IET-8A and IET-8B tests, there was a lip the debris was deflected to the containment
surrounding the chute exit that prevented basement floor. The concrete plug in the seal
subcompartmentwater from draim'ngdown the table room ceiling opening (i.e., in the operating
chute prior to the HPME transient. The lip was deck) was ejected and dented a tank in the upper
blown away duringboth tests allowing water and dome of the Surtsey vessel in IET-I. The
condensed steam to drain into the cavity, concreteplug in the ceiling of the seal table room
Posttest examinationill IET-8A revealed thatthe remained in place in IET-3, and thus, there was
cavity was full of water. Apparently,water on no transportpathway through the ceiling of the
the containment basement floor flowed into the seal table room. This concrete plug was inten-
cavity after the lip around the chute exit was tionally left out for all other tests. Debris was
destroyed in the e_ment. IET-8A posttest ejected throughthe _g in the ceiling of the
examinationalso showed that the majorityof the seal tableroom into the upperdome. In addition,
melt debris remained in the cavity, forming a some debris was always ejected throughthe three
crust approximately 6 cm thick. In IET-SB, doorways in the crane wall, around the steam
post_t examinationalso revealed that the cavity generators, and throughthe triangularvent spaces
was filled with water, but that very little debris above the reactorcoolant pumps.
remained in the cavity and chute. The
subcomparUnent structuressustained significant Because the concrete contaminants greatly
damage during the IET-8 experiments. In both influenced the quantity of recovered debris, the
experiments the seal table room floor was debris summaries were adjusted to account for
destroyed;the concrete was completely removed the contaminantsin the IET experiments where
and the exposed reinforcementbars were bentup damage occurred to the cavity and vessel
and into the seal table room. The damage to the concrete structures. The concrete density was
structureswas probably caused by high pressures measured to be 1.92 g/cm3. The total mass of
in the cavity due to energetic thermite/water concrete lost was based on the estimated volume
interactions, loss. The debris recoverysummarywas adjusted

assuming (1) all the concrete from the cavity was
Debris in the Surtsey vessel was recoveredfrom ejected into the Surtsey vessel, and (2) the
four basic locations: (1) from inside the concrete recovered in the vessel was
subcompartmentstructures, i.e., inside the crane proportionally distributed between the areas
wall below the operating deck, (2) from the inside and outside the crane wall according to the
Surtseyvessel outside the structures,(3) fromthe debris recoveredin those areas.
cavity and instrument tunnelchute, and (4) from
the crucible. Table 3.3 gives the debris recovery Table 3.3 also shows the mass balance based on
summary of the IET experiments. The total transport fractions. The definitions for
molten mass available for dispersal into the computing the transportfractions from the mass
vessel is usuallyabout 20 percent greaterthanthe balance are also shown. The transport fractions
initial thermitecharge due to the melting of the dependon the mass recovered from the locations
inner wall of the crucible, vaporization of the specified. For example, the mass transportedto
fusible brass plug, ablation of concrete in the the upper dome, Md,_,_, is computed from
cavity and structures, and oxidation of metallic

debris. Ma,_ ffif_t f_s_,f,k_ Ma° • ¢3.2)
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This methodcalculated (for all IETexperiments) energywas used to calculate an upperlimit to the
an amount of thermite transportedto the upper possiblepressure increase in the Surtsey vessel,
dome that was less than the actual amount of _l',_s_.. The result could then be comparedto
nmterial recovered in the upper dome. The the measuredpeakpressure increase, AP,,.._, to
difference represents contaminantsand oxygen determine the total DCH efficiency, ,i =
uptake. The transport fractions are computed AP,,unj/AP_, in the IEF experiments.

on the assumption that the bulk of
contaminantsand oxygen uptakeoccurredin the The presence of water in the cavity duringthe
cavity, and thatthe initial thermiteandadditional IEr experimentsprovided a potentialheatsink in
masses are equally distributed. This introduces thesystem, since some portionof the thermaland
an element of subjectivity into the definition of chemical energy in the debris would be used to
transport fractions; however, the adopted vaporize the water. In the WC-2 experiment
procedure is recommended because it more [Allenetal. 1992a], the resultsindicatedthatless
closely represents the fraction of thermite than 15 percent of the water initially present in
dispersed to each location. For example, in the cavity was vaporized, despite the fact that the
IET-SB the method above predicts that 13.24 kg thermite in that experiment contained
of thermitewere transportedto the upperdome, approximatelyfive times the amount of energy
which is less than the 15.87 kg of materialthat necessary to vaporize all of the water that was
were actually recovered in the u_ dome. present. This result suggests that water was

ineffective as a heat sink. Furthermore, the
A posttestsieve analysis of debris recoveredfrom High-PressureMelt Streaming (HIPS) tests with
the Surtsey vessel outside the subcompartment water in the cavity [Tarbellet al. 1991] suggest
structures was performed for all IET that the bulk of the water was ejected prior to
experiments. The particle size analysis debris dispersal. In the IET-SA and IET-SB
discounted all debris with size > 9.4 mm. The experimentsthethermitecontainedapproximately
particle size distribution was usually lognormal, the amountof energy necessary to vaporizeall of
Table 3.4 gives the sieve mass mediandiameter the water that was present in the cavity. The
with geometric standarddeviation for all of the actual amount of water that was vaporized in the
lET experiments. Figure 3.71 shows that in IET experimentscannot be determined from the
IEF-8B the sieve mass mediandiameterof debris experimental results.
recoveredoutside the subcompartmentstructures
was 0.42 mmwith a geometricstandarddeviation Derivation of the single-ceU model has been
of 5.2. documented by Pilch [1991]. The resulting

model is given here. Thermal equilibrium
3.8 Energy Balance between airborne debris and the containment

atmosphereyields a simple, bounding expression
A single-cell equilibrium model was used to for the DCH load,
perform an energy balance on the IET experi-
ments, neglecting the presence of water in the _ AEi
cavity. The single-cell equilibrium model is AU = _ = t (3.3)
developed in Appendix A. Simple calculations U ° P° U°(1 + _)
based on the actual IET initial conditions were
performedto determine theamountof energythat
might be added to the Surtseyvessel atmosphere where
by the steamblowdown, exothermic steam/metal
chemical reactions, debris/gas heat transfer,and AU = total internal energy gained by
hydrogen combustion. The total amount of the containmentatmosphere,
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U° ffi initial internal energy of the The g. moles of debris participatingin DCH can
entire containmentatmosphere, be expressed in terms of the initial charge of

thermiteby
_I' ffi pressure rise in the containment

resulting from the DCH event, o.s
N, = f,j,_ f_, MW''po ffi initial containmentpressure,

= maximum energy that could be where
added to the containment

atmosphere by the ie' process, f_ - fraction of the initial chargethat
where the i processes are steam is ejected from the meltgenerator
blowdown, debris/gas heat to the cavity,
transfer, debris oxidation by
steam in an otherwise inert
atmosphere, and hydrogen f_, - fraction of the melt ejected intothe cavity that is subsequently
combustion, and dispersed into the containment,

ffi heat capacity ratio. Md° -- initial (mass) chargeof thermite,

The heatcapacity ratioappearsbecausethe debris and •
still carries sensible heatthat is not available for
containmentpressurizationat thermalequilibrium MWd ffi the effective molecularweight of
between airborne debris and the atmosphere, thermite, 0.0631 kg/g.mole.

The heatcapacityratio is defined by Table 3.3 fists all the information necessary,to

NdCa complete this calculation.
= (3.4)

1_ o + _,, Blowdown of the steam accumulator adds both_'br"
v mass and energy to the containmentatmosphere.

The maximumamountof energythattheaccumu-
where lator can contribute to Surtsey pressurizationis

Nd = number of g.moles of debris given by
pa_nicipatinj;in DCH,

P. V.
Cd = molar heat capacity of debris, AEb- ,

(3.6)

I_ = number of gas g. moles initially where
in the containment,

Nb = numberof gas g-moles added to P_° = equilibrium pressure of the ac-
the containment by RCS cumulator/melt generator system
blowdown, and just prior t_ plug fi_lure,

V._ = to_ free volume of the accumu-
Cv = molar heat capacity of the latorand melt generator, and

containmentatmosphere.
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= ratio of specific heats. Um " the effective stoichiometric
coefficient for debris oxidation,

The term preceding the brackets represents the 0.892 g. moles-H2/g, mole-
total internal energy of the accumulator, while debris, and
the bracketedtermrepresentsthe fractionof this
total that is convected into the containment. Aem -- the specific combustionenergy

for hydrogen, 0.242 MI/
Molten debris dispersed from the reactor cavity g. mole-H2.
carries both latent and sensible heat that can be
transferredto the atmosphere. The maximum The second term in the brackets, Um Nd,
energy source associated with debris thermal representsthe totals of g. moles of hydrogenthat
energy, can be produced from complete oxidationof the

metallic constituents of the dispersed debris.

AEt = NdAet , (3.7) There is sufficient steam in the accumulatorand
water in the cavity or on the basementfloor to
achieve complete oxidation of debris.

is equal to the amount of dispersed debris, Nd,
times the specific molar internal energy of the The initial internal energy of the atmosphereis
debris, Ae, which has a value of computedfrom
0.147 MJ/g. mole for thermite.

U o = NoCvT o (3.10)
The energysourcedue to debrisoxidation,

AE r = NdAe r , 0.8) where

T° = initial temperatureof the Surtsey
is equal to the amount of debris participatingin atmosphere.
DCHtimes thespecific molaroxidation energyof
the debris. Assuming all the metals react with It should be noted thatthis is a constantproperty
steam, the _ific molar oxidation energy, Ae,, equation of state with a reference temperatureof
has a value of 0.054 Ml/g.mole for thermite, zero.
These values are specific to the thermite used in
these experiments. Table 3.5 summarizesthe energybalance for the

IET experiments. The thermal (latent and
The energy source due to hydrogen combustion sensible heats) and chemical energy (debris
is oxidation) are computed for the dist_sed

thermite mass only. The DCH efficiency for the
IET tests are reported in the last row of

_i_ = SH2,m Ae% ffi (Nl_,pre + UHNd)AeH, Table 3.5. No energybalance was performedfor
(3.9) IET-SA since there was no driving force.

where

Nm,_ = g • moles of preexistinghydrogen
in the containment atmosphere
prior to the DCH event,
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Table 3.1 Summary of the results of the IET-2A, IET-2B, and IET.2C experlmmts

IET-2B IET-2C

Driving pressureatplugfailure (MPa) 6.1 5.8 1.7

Nondispersive cavity peak pressure (MPa) 0.168 0.168 0.085

Moles of H20 driving gas (moles) 464 418 =,0

Ablatedhole diameter (cm) 4.04 4.01 8.86

Total debris left in crucible (k8) 5.95 ?.86 -0.95*

Crucibleeast side exit peak tempera_',n_(K) 2140 2082 2005

Crucible west side exit peak temperature (K) 2288 2565 2475

Crucible bottomexit peak temperature (K) N/A 2575 2560

Thermite burn time (s) 11.0 7.2 10.5
.-- , , ,,, f H , , _ ....................

t Total debris left in the cavity is calculatedusing the differmce betweea cruciblepmttest lind pretest weights.
The di_ witsnegative in IET-2C beclmse, without the steamdriving ilu, the crucible .steelliner (mid
part of the MsO) wits melted away and the molten thermite flowed out of the crucible under gravity instead of
being frozen in the crucible by the _ blowdown.
iii iii iii i ii ii iiii illlll i ii J iiiii illlllll ill iii ii iii i iiii i i ill i ii ii ii
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Table 3.2 Hydrogen results for the lET experiments

Hydrogen(g.moles) _iii!ii_iiiii_iiiiii_i!iiii_iiiiii!iii_i_!ii____________2_

- Pretest 0 0 0 0 202 180 283 308 288
(mol. %) 2.76 2.59 3.97 4.33 3.91

- Produced(30 min)I 233 248 227 303 319 319 274 176 299
,,, is , , ,, ,, ,,, ,, ,,,m

- Burned (30 min)I 3 11 190 240 53 345 323 154 281

- Posttest(30 min)I 230 238 37 63 468 154 234 330 306

_P due to the HPME (kPa) 98 110 246 262 103 279 271 87 244

I The IET-SA posttest results and the hydrogen produced and burned analyses was obtained front data acquired at 900 minutes.



Table 3.3 Debris recovery summm7 for the IET experfmmB

Mass balance (kg) IE-I IET-IR lET-3 lET-4 IET-$ lET-6 Igr-7 lgr4A IET4B

Initial Thermite Charge, Z (a) 43.0 43.0 43.0 43.0 43.0 43.0 43.0 43._'___43.0
Crucible Co) 4.54 4.63 4.50 4.76 2.60 2.27 6.74 0.23 2.56

Cavity/Chute (c) 7.06 13.19 16.80 9.54 20.07 8.47 13.31 42.31 5.55

Inside Structures (d) 38.03 32.41 31.30 32.67 31.23 36.60 33.99 5.81 26.99

Outside S_res (e) 4.98 3.80 3.00 8.04* 1.89 5.871 2.71 2.76 15.87

Total Recovered* 54.61 54.03 55.60 55.02 55.79 53.21 56.75 51.11 50.97

Transport fractions

Ejected into Cavity, 0.894 0.892 0.895 0.889 0.939 0.947 0.843 0.995 0.940
f_= 1 - b/a

Dispersed from Cavity, 0.859 0.733 0.671 0.810 0.623 0.834 0.734 0.168 0.885
f_=(d + e)/(c + d + e)

Debris Transported Outside 0.116 0.105 0.111 0.197 0.057 0.138 0.074 0.322 0.370
Subcompartn'.,ent,
f_,= e/(d + e)

"The moltenmassavailablefordispersalintothevessel is usuallyabout20_ greatertlmathe initialima_alemiama/_ _ _
dueto meltingof the innerwallof thecrucible,v_ of the fim'blebrainp!_' *Matim_°f mm:xetein themLvity'mtdl_ °f metMlk
_ by stem.

*Thecxme wMlinsidethe seMtablemornfailedin IET'4- Thisrmdtedin -, additieml_ mtsideof ths tmctmu-

IThe cavityfloorandseMtableroomfloormffe_ si_ _ in lET-6. TI_ nay havemalted in sdditim_ etmnite _ me:ided
the sty.
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Table 3.4 Sieve mass __ diameter for the IET exper_amts

IET-I IET-IR IET-3 IET-4 IET-$ IET-6 IET-7 IET-SA IET-SB

Sieve mass median 0.36 0.24 0.18 0.52 0.09 0.65 0.28 0.25 0.42
diameWr(mm)
Geometric standard 6.5 9.4 17.5 7.7 6.8 8.9 6.4 2.9 5.2
deviation

I I II III I j I I I 11 u_- II II iiiii II ]] I I [ vii II I IIIIII iijlll ] i I ii iii ii iiiiiiii I I II II
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Table3.5 _ balancefortheIET ex_

('_ • •
Term _D____ription IET-I IET-IR Igr-3 Igr-4 igr-$ lgr-6 Igr-7 Igr41B E

[__, (MJ) Blowdown energy 6.44 5.69 5.52 6.07 5.41 5.70 5.32 5._
,XF_I'(MJ) Latentand sensible heat 82.8 70.5 58.8 67.5 62.7 85.1 66.7 89.7 =;

___ (MJ) Chemicalenergy 21.1 18.0 15.2 17.2 16.1 21.7 17.0 22.9

(MJ) Hydrogencombustion 0 0 74.2 83.8 127 150 152.0 176

C,t(Jig-mole-K) Debris heat capacity 74.7 74.7 74.7 74.7 74.7 74.7 74.7 74.7

Cv (J/g-mole-K) Atmosphere heat capacity 24.10 24.10 24.10 24.10 30.93 24.20 24.16 24.42

_, Heat capacity ratio 0.20 0.172 0.145 0.158 0.117 0.214 0.165 0.224

U° (MJ) Atmosphereinternalenergy 52.1 52.1 49.8 52.4 66.8 51.8 52.4 52.7

o, po (MPa) Atmosphereinitial pressure 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.198 0.201 0.203oo

aP (MPa) Calculatedpressurerise 0.353 0.309 0.516 0.575 0.568 0.826 0.792 0.911

_ (%) DCH efficiency 27.8 35.6 47.7 45.6 18.1 33.8 34.2 26.8 .,
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Figure 3.2 Blowdown history of the IET-1R experiment
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Figure 3.3 Blowdown history of the IET-3 experiment
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increase in the Surtsey vessel in the IET-4 experiment
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Figure 3.68 Comparison of the hydrozen combustion versus time in the
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4.0 Interpretation of Results with the Two-Cell Model [

The experiments discussed in this report are just measure of the entrainment interval [Allenet al.
part of an extensive DCH database. Most 1991b]. The end of the entrainment interval is
notably, counterpart experiments have been marked by r'. and corresponds to a final pressure
conducted at ANLe at reduced physical scale. Pe in the RCS. The decline in RCS pressure over
Broad conclusions can be realized by considering the entrainment interval is a direct measure of the
the current experiments in conjunction with all amount of gas vented into the cavity, and for an
prior work. This is made possible because the isentropic expansion within the RCS,
TCEmodelallowsdata,takenundera varietyof
conditions, to be compared on a consistent basis.

The TCE model, developed in Appendix A, is f_, = = 1 - = 1 -
used to interpret the results of the IET M,° Ms° (4.1)
experiments. The premise of the TCE model is
that there is only a limited amount of gas with where
which the debris can interact. Containment

compartmentalization plays a crucial role in
tm_ing debris once it leaves the cavity, f_ = fraction of RCS gas vented to the
Consequently, debris interactions are largely cavity during the di_
limited to the blowdown gas and possibly some interval,
subcompartm_t atmosphere. Further mitigation
is realized because di_ debris can only M°s = initial gas mass in the RCS,
interact with blowdown gas that is coherent with
the di_ process in the cavity. Mg., = gas mass remaining in the RCS atthe end of the di_sal interval,

4.1 Computation of the Coherence P" = initialRCSpressure,
Ratio

P, = RCS pressure at the end of the
The coherence ratio determines how much dispersal interval, and
blowdown gas has been vented from the RCS on

the same time scale as debris dispersal. 7 = isentropic exponent.
Figure 4.1 shows a typical blowdown curve from

an experiment. Generally, three phases can be This expression applies even though depressuriza-
distinguished: single-phase liquid discharge, two- lion passes through three distinct phases. For
phase discharge, and single-phase gas discharge, computational convenience, it is useful to idealize
The entrainment interval is determined primarily the blowdown process as a single-phase gas
from the cavity pressurization record, which discharge from a fixed size orifice (after any
(after subtracting the containment pressure) is possible ablation). For isentropic expansion in
overlayedon the blowdown curve (Figure 4.1). the RCS and isentropic nozzle flow, the
Pyrometers placed at the cavity exit confirm that blowdown history can be approximated by
the cavity pressurization record is a meaningful

P 1 + T- 1 t _ (4.2)
eJ.L. Binderet al., 1992a-f,.QuickLookDataReoorton "_ = 2 _bthe InternedEffectsTests [IR. IRR. 3.6. ?. 8] in the

CorexitFacilityatAremmeNationalLaboratory,draf_for
review,ArgonneNatiomd_ory, Argonne,IL.
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where t is the time since the startof blowdown, head of the Zion RPV so that the meltpool was
and the characteristicblowdown time is given by relatively shallow, and steam blowthrough

, occurred relatively quickly, before all of the
molten debriswas out of the melt generator.

(4.3)
Mo Thesecondtransportfraction(f,w)represmtsthe

fraction of melt injected into the cavity that is
Physically, the pressure will be reduced to subsequently dislm-_ed into the containment.
29 percent of its initial value (,y - 1.33) after About 75 percent di_tl was observed in the
one time constant, and 61 percent of the initial IET tests; the retained melt was a thin frozen
gas mass will have been vented from the RCS. cruston all cavity surfaces.

The effective coherence ratio, assuming an The thirdtransportfraction(f_) representsthe
idealized blowdown that is consistent with the fraction of the melt that is dispersed from the
measured depressurizationover the entrainment cavity that finds its way out of the subcompart-
interval, is obtained from equation 4.2, ment structuresandinto thedome of the contain-

merit. Accuraterepresentationof the majorflow

[._] ]-f-I paths from the subcompartmentto the upper
re 2 p o -W- _l (4.4) dome in a Zion geometryexists only in the SNL/-- = AHL counterpartexperiments. In these tests,
rb 7- 1 about 10 percent of the dispersed material

(10 percent of the initial melt mass) found its
The real utility of this formulation is that the way to the dome. The dominantmechanismwas
idealized flow will predict the same quantity of inertial transport through openings in the seal
vented gas (using this value of the coherence table room. Substantially larger transport
ratio) as the actual flow will vent over the fractions are reportedfor a few tests, but these
measured entrainmentinterval. Computedvalues arealways associatedwith testswhere substantial
of the coherence ratio are presentedin Table 4.1 damage to the floor and walls of the seal table
and are plotted in Figure 4.2. room was reported(structuralstrengthswere not

preservedin the scaled tests). It is worthnoting
4.2 Transport Fractions thatnoneofthecomplicatingfeatures,e.g. incore

instrumentguide tubesandthe seal table itself,
Comparisonof the TCE model with experiment that might inhibit melt flow into the seal table
data requires that the mass distribution room were modeled in these experiments.
throughoutthe containment be specified. Three Furthermore, in the Zion NPP personnel _s
wansportfractions measuredin the IET tests are to the cavity is restricted by the "penthouse,"
listed in Table 3.3. These transport fractionsare whichis a steel room withblowoutpanels located
also plotted in Figure 4.3. The transport over the cavity exit. Thus, the observed
fractions and measured values of the coherence transportfractions are upperbounds to what is
ratios are used in the TCE model calculations, expected in the actualplant.

The first transport fraction (f._ represents the 4.3 Nonreactive Atmosphere
fraction of melt ejected from the melt generator.
Approximately 5- 10 percent of the melt was Pressure predictions of the TCE model are
retained as a frozen crust in the SNUANL compa_edto experimentdata in two steps: data
counterparttests. These experiments employed with nonreactiveatmospheres(i.e. no chance of
hemisphericalmelt generators scaled to the lower hydrogencombustion) and data where hydrogen
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combustion occurred (or could have occurred), well validated to within the uncertainties in
The latterwill be __._..ed by a comparisonof estimating the coherence ratio for the tests.
hydrogenproductionpredictionswith experiment
measurements. Figure 4.6 compares model predictions of

hydrogen production with expe_ment data for
Figure 4.4 compares predicted pressure those tests that had reactive atmospheres, or
efficiencies with measuredefficiencies for those water in the cavity, or water on the containment
experiments where hydrogen combustion is floor. Model predictions, based on metal
inerted by excluding oxygen from the atmo- reactionswith coherentsteam, consistently under-
sphere. The latteris obtainedby normalizm"g the predict the data. The marginbetween prediction
measuredpressure rise by the maximumpossible and data can be as large as 150 percent. Four
pressure rise, as predicted by the single-cell reasons can be cited for the discrepancy:
equilibrium model. The TCE model does an
excellent job of correlating the data. This has I. iron/oxygenreactionsdistortmeasurementsof
importantimplications. The LimitedPlight Path the amountof hydrogenproduced,
(LFP) [Allen et al. 1991b] and Corium-Water
Interaction (CWTD [Spencer et al. 1987] tests 2. metal reactions with cavity water produce
employed only the crudest representation of hydrogen,
containment compartmentalization, while the
SNIJANL IET tests and the FAI/DCH [Henryet 3. metal reactions with water on the basement
al. 1991] tests employed accurate and complex floor producehydrogen, and
representations of the Zion subcompartment
geometry. Yet all the tests apparently are 4. noncoherent steam can react with
correlatedby the TCE model. This suggests that nondispersedmetals in the cavity.
the limited heat sink (coherentblowdowngasand
possibly some subcompartment atmosphere) In all cases, these phenomena should have no
inherent in the TCE model is the dominant impact on containment pressurization. These

mitigating mechanism for debris/gas heat possibilities, for thereason that more hydrogen
transfer. Since experimentshave beenconducted was measured than predicted, require some
at fourdifferentscales, the comparisonsin Figure explanation.
4.4 also suggest that debris/gas heat transferis
insensitive to physical scale. The"amount of hydrogen reported as produced

duringa DCH experimentis inferred from pretest
4.4 Hydrogen Production and posttest gas smnples of the atmosphere.

Moles of hydrogen produced are computed by
Hydrogen producedby metal reactions with the taking the sum of the final hydrogen inventory
coherentpartof the blowdown steam is the most and the amountof hydrogen burned, as inferred
importantof severalpossible sourcesof hydrogen by changes in the oxygen inventory, and
because this is the hydrogen that is heated and subtractingthe amount of hydrogen preexistingin
dispersed to the dome as a hotjet, whichis likely the atmosphere. It is assumed that the amount of
to burn as a diffusion flame. Figure 4.5 hydrogen burned can be calculated based on
compares predicted hydrogen with measured oxygen depletionfrom the stoichiometricreaction
hydrogenfor those tests thathad no waterin the of hydrogen with oxygen to form water. This
cavity or on the containmentbasement floor and assumption can distort reported hydrogen
also had no reactive atmospheres. Model production numbers because unreacted metals
predictionsare in good agreement with data, so (mostly iron) can reactdirectly with oxygen over
this importantsource of hydrogen productionis a prolonged time period. These unreactedmetals
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are splattered ov_ subcompamnentstructures some of thisadditionalhydrogencould have been
and some are tran_ to the dome. These produced after the d_ metal and cavity
reactions produce no hydrogen and occur over watersettled to the containmentfloor. Hydrogen
such a protractedtime frame thatany oxidation producedduring the initial thermite/waterinter-
energy cannot possibly contribute to peak action will precede the hot debris/gas plume
pressurization. (initiated with blowdown) into the subcompart-

mentand will be pushed to the dome as a cold jet
Most gas samples were takenat relatively long that is not likely to burn.
times (2 - 30 rain) in the SNUANL lET tests.
Earlygas samples were takenin the ANL/IEF-8 Dispersed metals can also react with either
experiment (-30 s) and the SNUIEr-SB preexistingwater on the basementfloor or water
experiment (=, 15 s) when this possibility was displacedfrom the cavity thatsettles to the floor.
suspected. These samplingtimesarewell beyond Substantialhydrogen productionfrom reactions
the period of peakpressurization(==3 s) in these on the basement floor have been observed in the
experiments. Table 4.2 summarizeschangesas FAI/DCH [Henryet al. 1991]tests thatemployed
a function of sampling time. Clearly, large nonreactive blowdown gases and nonreacting
changes in reported hydrogen measurements containment atmospheres. These reactions
(produced and burned) can be attributed to produced quantifies of hydrogen comparable to
protractedchanges in the oxygen inventory, and what is predicted from metal reactions with
thishas no impact on containmentpressurization, coherent blowdown steam. Likewise, the

SNL/IET-3,4 [Allen et al. 1992c,d] tests bad
The changes in oxygen inventory could, of similarinitial conditions, but33% more hydrogen
course, be associated with a slow reaction of was producedin IET-4, which had water on the
hydrogen. If so, the time scale is too long to containment basement floor. A commensurate
contribute to peak containmentpressurization, increase in containment pressurization was not
Pressure predictions for SNUANL experiments observed in the wet test because the additional
with hydrogen combustion are about one bar hydrogen, likely produced over an extended
higher than measurements when the predictions periodof time, did not burnor burnedtoo slowly
are based on the reportedamountof hydrogen to be effective. Spencer [1987] dropped hot
burned. Thus, the predicted contribution to metal-bearing melts into water and measured
pressurization associated with hydrogen significant production of hydrogen, but over a
combustion is about twice what is actually time frame too long to be of interest when
observed in the experiments. Either way, calculatingDCH loads.
protracted metal/oxygen reactions or slow
burning of hydrogen, these processes do not Lastly, hydrogen might be produced from the
contribute to peak DCH loads, reaction of nondispersed metals with the

noncoherent ntail* of the blowdown gas. This
Melt first entering the cavityas a single-phasejet process will produce hydrogen that is sourced
can react with cavity water if present. As into a subcompartmentvoid of oxygen. Some of
discussed previously, these interactionstend to this hydrogen may be transportedto the contain-
involve only a small fraction of the melt and ment dome, but it will be too cool to burn as a
blow most of the water from the cavity. The diffusion flame.
WC-1,2 [Allen et al. 1992a] tests arecomparable
(nonreactingatmospheres)whereWC-I hada dry In summary, there are several sources of
cavity and WC-2 was aboutI0 percentfilled with hydrogen in a DCH event, but hydrogen
water. The wet cavity test produced about produced from reactions of dispersed melt with
25 percent more hydrogen than the dry test, but coherentsteamare the most importantin termsof
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hydrogm combustion on a time scale that can required for cases where aumignition might be
contributeto _ containmentpressurization, expected to occur. The 1/6_ scale test to be

conducted at SNL will serve this _.
4.$ Hydrogen Combustion Failure to observe autoignition where it is

predictedcan only renderthe currentmodel more
This hothydrogen enters the upper dome where, conservative.
in general, it is expected to burn as a diffusion
flame, subject to possible inerting as suggested 4,6 Integral Validation
by Williams [1992]. Table 4.3 compares the
Williams' criterion with observed jet behavior. Hydrogenproduction and combustionthresholds
Detection of jet combustion is based on visual have been validated by ,parts. It remains to
observationsandmeasuredconminment_uriz- validate integral predictions of those tests
ation. Inferringjet combustion from changes in conductedwithreactiveatmospberm. Predictions
the oxygen inventory is ambiguous for the are compared to experiment dam in Figure 4.7.
reasons discussed previously. Table 4.2 shows The scatter is only slightly worse than the cases
thathydrogencombustionis predi_a_din all cases with nonreactive atmospheres. This integral
except for SNUIET-5 where both predictionand agreement supports the assumption that only
observationindicate that the jet should not and hydrogen produced from coherent steam will
did not burn. burn.

The only violation of experiment observation is Agreement is good in all cases except ANL/
ANL/IET-8 where combustion would have been IET-8, which was a relatively benign test in
expectedbased on the Williams' criterion. More which neitherjet combu_on norautoignitionwas
restrictive criteria, based on a competition observed. The models, however, predictedthat
between the kinetics of chemical and hydro- the jet would burn, creating dome temperatures
dynamic processes, are likely to be scale exceeding the autoignition threshold leading to
dependent with the threshold for sustained volumetric combustion of all preexistinghydro-
combustionbeing broader at larger scale. The gen; hence, the very high predicted pressure
ANL/IET-8experimentis noteworthyin that it is efficiencies for this test.
the only test conducted to date that had an air/
steam/hydrogen atmosphere. It has been Lastly, Figure 4.8 comparespredictionswith all
suggestedthatsteam has anadded inerfing effect data from experiments in compartmentalized
not accountedfor by a reductionin oxygen. This geometry. The agreement is remarkable given
perspective will be clarified by 116a scale tests that tests have been performedat 1/10_, 1/20_,
that will be conductedat SNL with steam in the 1/30t, and 1/40_ physical scale, wi'.honly thres-
atmosphere. For now, it is sufficient to note that hold phenomena potentially affected by physical
the Williams' criterionis conservative, predicting scale. Containmentloads are also insensitive to
combustionwhere it was not observed, details of subcompartmentgeometry.

Autoignition and volumetric combustion of
preexistinghydrogenis the last mode of hydro-
gen combustion requiringvalidation. Table 4.4
compares peak temperatures in the dome
(estimatedfrom peakpressures in the dome) with
predictedautoigm'tiontemperatures. In all cases,
autoignitionwas neither predicted to occur, nor
was it observed. Validation is, of course,
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Table 4.1 Computed values of the coheru_ ratio

, II _ , ,,] r It , i , i .... _ rgilniltq ] , , (,, ,trill , ,1[(,,I , _,[ i ,, , ,I, , ,11 I

Test _-. P' rJtb
i li I llllllll ....... ,f i ,, ,.,,.,,,. ,.m..,.,m ...........

SNIYIET-Z 0.95 1.58 0.35

SNL/IET-1R 1.05 1.55 0.34

$NL/IET-3 0.90 1.49 0.31

SNI3IET-4 0.85 1.46 0.29

S_-5 1.00 1.59 0.35

SI_,_/IET-6 0.90 1.50 0.31

SNL/IET-7 1.20 1.89 0.50

SNL/IET-8B 1.20 1.58 0.35
iiiii J IIIIII [ I I I I III ii IIIlll IIIIIIII III _ II I I I III II I IIIIIIIll I T I I

Table 4.2 Time variations of reported hydregen measurements

i i II i ii I III iiii Ii i I [ II I II I IIIIRI I I II

iliiiiiii!iiiiiiiii!i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiil.................. (g. moles) ...........(S"moles)

•. 15 - 30 s sample ZU'qc_ O.1 100
Nil2_OD ) 1.6 247
Nmmtmmm) 0.2 201

2 rainsample ANo2 0.5 119
Nm(mo_) 4.6 283
Nmmvam_ 1.0 228

- 30 min sample ANca 140
Nmo,aom 299

, , Nm_.va.em ............. 281 .........
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Table 4.3 Inertlnll _ for jet ¢mnbuJon

t tit ............................................................. " '

Jet comlmstion Jet combustion

Test (Xm)Mr_ observe d (Xo_cmT predictedi Ill I! I " Ullll Ifll II I L Ittlltil f I // ....................... _....

SNL/IET-3 0.090 yes 0.047 yes

SNLJI]_-4 0.095 yes 0.047 yes

SN/.JI_F-5 0.044 no 0.060 no

SNL/IET-6 0.098 yes 0.046 yes

S_./IET-7 0.096 yes 0.046 yes

St_/IEY-8B 0.102 yes 0.046 yes

_-3 0.108 yes 0.045 yes

ANUIET-6 0.099 yes 0.045 yes

AN_IET-7 0.108 yes 0.046 yes

ANL/IET-8 0.077 no 0.040 yes
Ill, t ' ,,,,,,,, , ,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, , , ,, ,,, , ,I , I ,llll, t I t ' III I II I HH I

Table 4.4 Validation of auto.ion criteria for volumetric combustion

i ii i ii iii ii[i i i i iii i i i iii i iiii

Dome temp. (K)
Test Xm max. mess. Predkted autoijnttion temp. (K)

u i lli J fi i ii i [ i i iii i llfllllll i llil i ii ii|] ii ii i i i llil

SNL/IET-5 0.028 442 856

S}U.JIET-6 0.026 742 867

SNLJIET-7 0.040 712 866

SNL/IET-SB 0.038 668 857

ANL/IET-6 0.020 716 903

ANLJI_-8 0.039 794 921
ii ii i ii i ii i iiii ii i iiiii i iiii i ii iiiiiiiiiiii i j lliii
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5.0 Hydrogen Flammability

An importantissue in HPME sequences is the molten particles mixed throughoutthe Surtsey
contributionof hydrogencombustion to the peak vessel. The combustion of any preexisting
containmentpressure. Hydrogen thatis produced hydrogenprobably happenedover a time frame
by steam/metalreactions in the cavity and sub- thatwas long in comparisonto the timeat which
compartments, along with any preexisting the peakpressureoccurred.
hydrogen in the containment atmosphere, may
recombinewith oxygen in the subcompartments Although global combustion of preexisting
or upper dome. Hydrogen combustion will hydrogenwas unlikelyunderthe conditionsin the
release energy to the atmosphere and could IET experiments, hydrogen produced by
significantly increase the loads on the steam/metal reactions during the I-IPME
containmentbuilding, apparently burned as it exited the

subcompartmentsand entered the upper dome
The initial atmospheric conditions in the IET atmosphere. Videos taken during the
experiments were outside of the envelope of experiments showed bright orange flames, and
flammableconcentrationsshown in Figure 5.1, the thermocouples indicated burningjets over the
a hydrogen/oxygen/nitrogen flammability curve openings in the operating deck floor. Clearly,
[Kumar1985]. Individualignition sources, e.g. the experimental results indicate that hydrogen
molten debrisparticles, should not have resulted produced by steam/metal reactions during the
in significant volumetric combustion of I-IPMEburnedas it entered the upperdome and
preexistinghydrogen, or even in any propagating made a significant contribution to the peak
flames in the IET experiments. Therefore, pressure; however, significant combustion of
vigorous combustionof preexisting hydrogen in preexistinghydrogen did notoccur, and any that
the IET experiments was not expected. The did occur, did so on a time framethatwas long
2-minute and 30-minute gas grab samples in compared to the time of the peak containment
IET-6and IET-7 indicated thata small amountof pressure and thus had an insignificantimpact on
preexistinghydrogen had burned; however, this the peak containmentpressure.
burningprobably occurredin localized areas as
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6.0 Summary

The Integral Effects Test (IET) series was Some preexistinghydrogen burned, but did not
conducted in the Surtsey vessel to investigate burnon a time scale thathad a significantimpact
several unresolved DCH phenomenological on the peakvessel pressure.
issues: (1) the effect of physical scale, (2) the
effect of prototypic subcompm_ent structures, The results of IET-8A indicate that the
(3) the effect of water in the cavity and on the thermite/waterinteractionsfrom a gravity pour
containmentbasementfloor, and (4) the effect of into a half-filled cavityproducedcavity premures
hydrogen combustion on containmentloads. A of -3.7 MPa and Su_.sey upperdome pressures
summary of the results of the IET tests is of 0.087 MPa. Though these cavity pressures
presentedin Table 6.1. may fail some cavities, they do not appearto be

large enough to cause missile concerns. Most of
The IEr experimentswere conductedusing l:10 the debrisremained on the floor of the cavity. In
linear scale models of the Zion NIP structures, addition, with initial atmospheric hydrogencon-
There were twelve experiments in the IET test centrationsof 4.3 mol. % H2, the _hermite/water
series: IET-1, IEr-IR, IET-2A, IET-2B, interactiondid not cause a global hydrogen burn
IET-2C, IET-3, IET-4, IET-5, IET-6, IET-7, and significant upper dome pressures. Most of
IET-SA, and IET-SB. In the IET-2A, 2B, and the vessel pressure was probably the result of
2C experiments, the Surtseyvessel was not used; vaporization of cavity water and some
the melt generator was attached to a nondisper- combustionof the hydrogenproducedduringthe
sire cavity. These tests were conductedspeci- I-IPMEevent. This result is of interest because
tically to determine the temperatureof debris of current schemes to mitigate DCH through
ejected from the scaled RPV model into the depressurizingthe RPV and flooding the cavity
reactor cavity. The other experiments used with water.
models of the Zion structuresinside the Surtsey
vessel. The initial conditions of the Surtsey In the IET-SBexperiment, high-pressuresteamat
atmosphereduring the IET series canbe grouped -6.3 MPawas used to eject an initial chargeof
into three classes: (1) inert (IET-1 and IET-1R) 43 kg of molten thermite into Surtsey. Multiple,
or classically inert (IET-5), (2)reactive, i.e., energetic thermite/water interactions occurred
containing 0.1 MPa of air and 0.1 MPa of when the melt contacted the cavity water, though
nitrogen, which was used as a surrogate for there were no large steamexplosions. In IET-8B
steam (IET-3 and IET-4), and (3)reactive plus large amounts of cavity water produced two
preexisting hydrogen (IET-5, IET-6, lET-7, competing effects on vessel pressure. Gas
IET-SA, and IET-SB). In the inert tests, temperatureswere dramaticallyreduced because
hydrogen was produced by debris oxidationbut energywas takenfrom the debris as it vaporized
did not burn due to lack of oxygen. The cavity and subcompartment water; this effect
cla_,_icallyinert test used carbon dioxide as a should have reduced the peak vessel pressure.
surr_ste for steam. The carbon dioxide effec- However, vaporization of the water added moles
tively inerted the combustion of preexisting of steam to the Surtsey vessel and thus should
hydrogenand inerted the combustionof mostof have produceda significant increase in pressure.
the hydrogen produced by debris oxidation. These two effects appeared to counteract each
Tests with air/nitrogen and air/nitrogen plus other and resulted in a peak pressure similar to
preexisting hydrogenatmospheres indicated that those observed in previous experiments with
a jet of' hydrogen produced by steam or water similar initialconditionsbut with muchless water
reactionswith metallicdebris burnedas it entered in the cavity. The conclusion is thatcavity water
the vessel. Combustion of this hydrogen did not have a significant effect on the
contributedsignificantlyto the containmentload. containmentload under these conditions.
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Summary

Majorconclusions of the Zion IET experiments 7. There are two sources of potentially
are sum_ below, combustible hydrogenin a DCH event: (1)

hydrogenproducedduringthe I-IPMEevent
1. The iron/alumina/chromium melt ejected by steam or water rm_ons with metallic

from the melt generatorinto the cavity had debris; and (2) preexisting hydrogen re-
a temperatureof 2550 :t: 100 K. This leasedfromthe reactorcoolantsystemprior
temperatureis in the expectedrange of melt to vessel failure. In the IET experiments
temperatures _ted with core melt with reactive atmospheres, the hydrogen
accidents leading to vessel breach, producedduringthe HPMEburnedefficient-

ly asgaswaspushedoutof thesuboompart-
meritsinto the upperdome. This hydrogen

2. Debris ejection into condensate levels of combustion contributedsignificantlyto con-
water in the cavity model showed two tainment pressurization,i.e., peak pressure
distinctly different responses: (I) a very increases were about I00 kl_ for tests with
sharppressurespike, indicatingan energetic inert atmospheres (IET-1, IET-1R, and 5)
thermite/water interaction, i.e., steam and were about 250 kl_ for tests with reac-
explosion (e.g., in IET-1 and IET-6); and tive atmospheres 0ET-3, 4, 6, and 7).
(2) a broad pressure transient, indicating Some preexisting hydrogenburned, but did
rapidvaporizationof cavity water (e.g., in not burn on a time scale thathad a signifi-
IET-1R and IET-3). It is unclear if these cant impact on the peak vessel pressure.
different responsesare due to the stochastic

nature of the phenomena, or are due to 8. All of the lET data and previous DCH
variablesthatarenotpresentlyrecognizedas experiments were analyzed with the TCE
important, model so that conclusions could be drawn

about DCH phenomena under a variety of
3. Approximately90% + 5% of t_e melt in initial conditions. All of the DCH exper-

the scale model of the RPV bottom head iments conducted to date are predicted
was expelled into the cavity by 6.3 MPa reasonably well by the TCE model. This
steam under the conditions used in these suggests that the limited heat sink (coherent
tests, blowdown gas and possibly some subcom-

partment atmosphere) is the dominant
4. Approximately 77% + 10% of the melt in mitigating mechanism for debris/gas heat

the reactor cavity was dispersed into the transfer.
Surtseyvessel underthe condition'sused in
these tests. 9. Since the TCE model produced reasonable

,: predictions for DCH experiments at four
differentphysical scales, the results indicate

5. Approximately 9.3% + 2.6% of the melt thatdebris/gas heat transferis insensitiveto
dispersed into the Surtseyvessel was found physical scale.
outside the subcompartmentstructuresin the

tests that did not experience significant 10. Since experiments that make up the DCH
structural damage, i.e., IET-1, IET-1R, databasehave been conductedwith different
IET-3, IET-5, and IET-7. subcompartmentconfigurations, the fact that

the TCE model correlates the data reason-
6. Water on the containmentbasement floor ably well suggests that debris/gas heat

didnot appearto have a significanteffect on transfer is insensitive to the details of
the peak containmentload. subcompartmentgeometries.
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Table C I Summary of the rmuas of the IET experiments

i!i_ii!iiiii!_iiiiii!i!E_!_!i_!_!iii_ii_ii_iii_ii_i!_i_i!_!iii_ii_iii_i!ii!iiiiiiii!!_!_i_i_i_!i_!i!_iiiii_ii!i!!!!iii_., _-,R _-_ __ _-_ __ _-_ __ IET4B

Moles of H20 driving gas 468 507 485 582 453 505 416 4.1 545
(g- moles) CN2)

Cavity water (g-moles) 193 193 193 193 193 193 193 3444 3444

Basement water (g-moles) 0 0 0 3950 3950 0 3950 3950 3950

Ablatedhole diameter(c_n) 4.04 4.02 4.53 4.22 4.31 3.91 4.08 3.50 4.10

Total debrisdispersedinto 43.0 36.2 34.3 40.7 33.1 42.5 36.7 8.6 42.9
Surtsey(kg)

- Pretest 2 15 656 702 318 681 683 700 700

.ydro__-mo_., !iii!iii!i!!iiiii!!i!iiiiii!i!i!iiii!ii!iiii!!iii!i!ii!iiiiiiiiiilliili!i!!ii!ilii!iiiiiiiil;__ii_iiiii_!ii!_____i_ii!iii_i!_iii!__!ii!_!i_ii!_ii_!_ii!i!iii__iiiiii_i_ii!ii!ii!i!i!iiiiiii!ii!!!!ili!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!i!iiiiii!iiiiii!iiiiiiiii!ii!iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!iii!iiiiiiii!!i!iiiiiiiii!!i!!iili!!iiiii!ii!i!ii!iiii!iiii!i!iliiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii!iii!i!i!!ili_iiii!!ili!i_!i!!!!ii
- Pretest 0 0 0 0 202 180 283 308 288
(tool. %) 2.76 2.59 3.97 4.33 3.91

- Produced(30 min)_ 233 248 227 303 319 319 274 176 299

- Burned (30 rain)I 3 11 190 240 53 345 323 154 281 i

- Posttest(30 min)_ 230 238 37 63 468 154 234 330

AP due to the HPME (kPa) 98 110 246 262 103 279 271 87 244

Time to peakpressure (s) 2.2 2.9 2.5 2.5 3.3 2.2 2.7 7.1 2.6

The LET-8B,,Imsttestresults,,and the hydrogem,,_produced,,,and burnedanalyseswas obtained,fromdata,acquiredat 900 miutm.
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Appendix A
A Two4_ell _umbrium Model for Predicting DCH

A.1 Introduction

_s appendixdescribestwo ad'mbaticequilibriummodels thatare conservativelybiasedwith the intent
of boundingor enveloping each of the processes that contribute to containmentpressurization. In
applyingthese conservative models, assessment and validation of the separateeffects (kinetic)models
and the parmneters(i.e. particle size) that control them are requiredonly to the extent necessary to
confirmthatequilibriumconditionscan reasonablybe expected. The first, a single-cell model, places
a true upperbound on DCH loads. This upper bound when comparedwith the entire DCH database
often far exceeds experimentobservationsby a margin too large to be useful in reactoranalyses. The
single-cell model will be used as a conceptual seed for a 'ICE model.

In this appendix, a TCE model is developed that captures the dominant mitigating features of
containmentcompartmentalizationand the noncoberence of the entrainmentand blowdownprocesses.
The TCE model has been extensively validated against the relevantDCH database.

The model is a simple tool that can be used to normalize random variations in experimentinitial
conditionsso thatexperimentscan be comparedwithoutthe possibility of making incorrectconclusions
due to these randomvariations. The relevant elements of the model were presentedby Pilch [1991]
and Pilch et al. [1992a]. The TCE model will be developed here so that it can be used as a
normalizationtool in the mainbody of this report to make specific conclusions aboutphenomenathat
enhance or mitigateDCH.

A.2 A Single-Ceil Adiabatic Equilibrium Model

The single-cen adiabaticequilibriummodel assumes that the entire containmentvolume can be treated
as a single controlvolume in which there are no energy sinks. The disperseddebrisis assumedto mix
completely with the entire containmentatmosphereand to remainairborne long enough to enable all
thermal and chemical interactions to come to equilibrium. Three moderatingfactors are reflected in
the single-cellmodel:metal/s_ reactionsmay be steamlimited, hydrogencombustionmay be oxygen
limited, and debris/gas thermal equilibrium renders energy below the equilibrium temperature
unavailablefor heating the atmosphere. On a containment-widebasis, these moderating factors are
nonexistentor second-ordereffects in typical reactor applications,but they may be considerablymore
importantin selectedDCH experiments.

The energyequation for the containmentatmosphere is given by

dU = Qt,b + Qs,_ + (_,m (A.1)

where the terms on the righthand side (RHS) represent the energy source rates due to RCS blowdown,
debris/gasheat transfer,and hydrogencombustion. The energy equationfor disperseddebris is given
by

dUd dNd
"-'_"= u,(Td°) _+ (_d., - (_S.dW (A.2)
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where the first two terms on the RHS represent the energy source rates due to dispersal of debris (which
carries thermal energy) into the atmosphere and the subsequent oxidation of the dispersed debris. The
third term on the RHS represents the energy loss rate from the debris due to debris/gas heat transfer,
which is conservative with the analogous source term in the gas energy equation.

Combining the energy equations for the atmosphere and the dispersed debris yields

dUd+ u_T°) dNdd_.U_Udt= (_s,b + (_d,, + (_,,m -- "_ _ . (A.3)

The equilibrium state is obtained by integrating this equation from t-O to t= oo,

U(T_) - U(T°) = AEb • _E r • AE m + [Ud(T°) - U_T_)] , (A.4)

where _--o, _kE. and _Es2 are the maximum contribution that RCS blowdown, debris ox'dation, and
hydrogen combustion can make to changes in the atmosphere internal energy. The last grouping in this
equation,

Ud(rd°) -U_T_) , (A.b')

represents the thermal energy released by the debris while approaching equilibrium with the gas. This
term cannot be quantified because the equilibrium temperature (T_) is not yet known. The following
discussion addresses this difficulty.

The debris internal energy can be indexed to a reference temperature by adding and subtracting a
reference energy to Equation A.5:

U_T°) - U_T¢) = U,,(Td°)- U_F,)- [U_T_)- Ud('f,)] (A.6)

which can be simplified partially to

U_T°) - U_T.) = AEt - [Ud_F.) - U_T,)] (A.7)

where _ is the maximum internal energy content of all dispersed debris relative to the reference
temperature.
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The following decompositionbased on thecaloric equationof statecoupledwith a useful rearrangement
yields

U,_I',) -- N,tedT, = (No + Nb_vT. N'ICd = U_)_ (A.$)

where

ffi NdCd (A._)

is a ratio of heat capacitances. The implication is that blowdown gas augments the containment
atmosphere as the heat sink for debris energy. Here it is assumed that the molar heatcapacities of the
gases (atmosphereand blowdowngas) are constantandthe same. The molarspecific heatof the debris
is also assumed constantand includes the heat of fusion by smearingit over the temperaturerange T,
to T°. A similar manipulationyields

U_T)I = U(T,I_ . (A.10)

Taking advantage of these manipulations, the maximum change in the total internal energy of the
containment atmospherecan be written as

AU = Ud(T°) - U(T°) = _ + AEt + AlE, + AEm (A.II)
I+_

where an energy term

AE=- [U,_(T°). Ua (T,)] = -NdCd(T°= T,) (A.12)

has been dropped from the numerator as negligible comparedto the other energy terms. The term
representsabout a three percentcorrectionto the thermalenergy termto accountfor the fact that debris
cooldown is bounded on the low side by the initial containmenttemperatureand not the reference
temperature. The maximumpressurerise in the containmentresulting from DCH can be obtainedby
combining the caloric equation of state for the atmosphereinternalenergy with the ideal gas law and
an identity for the ratio of gas specific heats.
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Doingsoyields

AP = AU = _AFt (A.13)..,.m=.. •

po U o UO(1 . _)

This is the working equation for the single-cell equilibrium model. The term, 1+_k, appearsbecause
thermalenergy below the debris/gas equilibriumtemperature is unavailablefor heating the atmosphere.
This is a second-ordereffect on a containment-widebasis.

The earliest considerationsof DCH [CLWG 1985] identified containmentwater (in the cavity or on the
containment basement floor) as a potential mitigatorof DCH. Simple energy arguments support
containmentwater as a mitigatorbecause energy absorbed in vaporizing water will not contributeto
increased atmospherictemperature. Althoughvaporizedwater adds moles of steam to the containment
atmosphereleading to increasedpressure, the resultingpressure rise would be considerablyless than
if all the energy went into heating the atmosphere. Consequently, containment water is a potential
mitigatingfactor.

This simplistic energy argumentdoes not reflect the kinetics of debris/water interactions. Experiments
[Spenceret al. 1987; Allen et al. 1992a]have shown thatcavity water can enhancedebris dispersalfrom
the cavity; however, the boundingmodel alreadyassumes complete dispersalfrom the cavity for RCS
pressures greater than 4 MPa. CONTAIN calculations [Williams et al. 1987] have indicated that
efficient water interactions in the cavity can increase the peak pressure by as much as 20 percent
compared to a dry scenario for a wide range of water masses (_<100 M'D. This calculatedeffect is
dominatedby predictionsof enhanced transportof debris through the subcompartmentto the upper
dome, which has not been observed in experiments. Only modest increases in peak pressure and
hydrogenproduction[Henry et al. 1991; Allen et al. 1992a; Spencer et al. 1987] have been observed
in experiments. The SNL/IET-8Bwas conductedwitha cavity half full of water, and a modest decrease
in pressure was observed. Analyses of the WC-1 and WC-2 experiment results [Allen et al. 1992a]
suggest that only a small fractionof the availablewaterparticipatesin the interactions. This conclusion
is supported by other experiment observations [Tarbell et ai. 1991] where violent debris/water
interactions in the cavity expel the bulk of the water from the cavity as a slug. For these reasons,
cavity water is not expected to jeopardizethe boundingnatureof the models developed here.

The various terms and material propertiesnecessary to fully quantify a result are discussed next.

A.2.1 Molar Inventory of the Containment Atmosphere and the RCS

The molar inventory of the containmentatmospherecan be expressed (by the ideal gas law) in terms
of known conditions in the containmentprior to vessel breach,

N Offi_.__P°V. (A.14)
R_T°
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Blowdown of the RCS to ambientconditionsadds mass to the containmentatmosphere. The amount
of blowdown gas can be computedfrom the difference in the initial and final states in the RCS, which
foranisentropicblowdownofanidealgas can be written as

S b = P°csVRcsI - _ 1 - -- .
RuT°cs _ Z°RuZ°cs P°cs

The term preceding thebrackets represents the molar inventory of the RCS prior to vessel breach, while
the termin the squarebracketsrepresentsthe fraction of the initial inventory that is actually convected
into the containment. The fractionof RCS gas delivered to the containment is' usually near unity and
a second-ordercorrection;however, high-pressuresteam near saturation is not well representedas an
ideal gas. The approximateexpressionshown in Equation A. 15 accommodatesthis departurefrom the
ideal by introducinga compressibility factor (which is on the order of 0.75 for saturated steam at
elevated RCS pressures) into the evaluation of the initial RCS inventory. The compressibility factor
is computedexactly for each experimentor reactor application.

A.2.2 Amount of Debris Participating in DCH

The numberof debris moles participatingin DCH can be related to the initial molar inventory of molten
core ' ,mterial on the lower head of the RPV at the time of vessel breach,

Bid = f_f_tNd ° , (A.16)

where f_t is the fractionof melt initially on the lower head of the RPV that is ejected into the reactor
cavity, and fd_ is the fractionof melt ejectedinto the reactor cavity that is subsequentlydispersedinto
the containment.

Analyses of gas blowthroughand two-phase melt ejection during HPME [Pilch and Griffith 1992b]
suggest that viromllyall moltenmaterialin the bottom of the RPV at the timeof vessel breach is ejected
into the reactorcavity (i.e., f_t - 1.0). Recent integral effects DCH experiments [Allen et al. 1992c-
h; Allen et al. 1993; Binderet al. 19927]exhibited about 10 percent retentionof melt as a frozen crust
in the melt generator. Retention by freezing, which is controlled by the surface/volume ratio of the
melt, is expected to be less effective at full scale. Experiment analyses will be performed using
measuredvalues of fo=twhile reactoranalyses will be based on complete ejection of melt from the RPV
in order to bound uncertaintiesin melt ejection processes.

No reactorcavity canbe consideredretentiveat the highRCS pressuresof interest. Predictionsof DCH
experiments will be based on measuredvalues of the dispersed fraction, while reactor predictions will
assume complete dispersalin order to bounduncertainties in dispersal phenomena.

7 J.L. Binder, et al., 1992, Ouick Look.Data Reoort on the lntem'alEffects,,,Test#2 in the ,GorexitFacility at Ar2onne
National Laboratory,ArgonneNationalLaboratory, Argonne, IL.
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The conventional approachto DCH analyses assumes that only dispersed debris (because it is highly
fragmented)can contribute significantly to containmentpressurizationon DCH time scales. More
recently, Williams [1992] has speculatedthateven debris that is not dispersedfrom the reactorcavity
caninteractsignificantlywith blowdown gas. The currentmodels boundWilliams' interpretationwhen
melt ejection and dispersal are assumed complete.

A.2.3 Energy Source Resulting from RCS Blowdown

The energygained by the containmentatmospherefrom blowdownof the RCS is balancedby the energy
loss from the RCS by the same process,

dUs........2b= dUBcs V_cs dPacs (A.17)
dt dt 7- 1 dt

The blowdown energy can be bounded by assuming that the RCS pressure reduces to the initial
containmentpressure,

IAEb = - AURcs = _:] 1 - . (A.18)

The term preceding the bracketsrepresents the total internal energy of the RCS, while the bracketed
termrepresents the fraction of this total thatis convected into the containment.

A.2.4 Energy Source from Debris Thermal Energy

Molten debris dispersed from the reactor cavity carries both latent and sensible heat that can be
transferredto the containmentatmosphere. The thermal energy contributionrepresentsthe totalinternal
energy of the dispersed debris referencedto the initial temperatureof the atmosphere,

AEt= Ud(T°) - Ud(Tr)= Nj [ud(T°)- u_Tr)] = N_udffi NdCd(T°u Tr) (A.19)

where the later equalities explicitly show the dependence on the amount of participatingdebris. The
specific molar internal energy is indexed to the reference temperature (298 K), and it is both
temperatureand composition dependent.

A.2.5 Energy Source from Debris Oxidation

The metallic components of dispersed debris can also react with available steam to release energy to
the debris and form hydrogen. The metallic components of molten core material consists of steel
(chromiumand iron) and possibly zirconiummetal. Although zirconium and chromiumare present in
relatively small quantities, their combustionusually dominates the magnitudeof the oxidation energy,
which can be comparable to the thermal energy contributionfor some published melt compositions
[Zuber et al. 1991]. Oxidationof metallic components is expected to occur in a hierarchicalfashion:
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zirconium,chromium, and iron (in that order). Consequently, the preferentialoxidation of a small
quantityof material can supply virtually all the oxidation energy. However, the oxidation of iron,
although almost neutral energetically, cannot be ignored in the production of hydrogen. Almost
assuredly there is sufficient blowdown steam in any reactor application to react those metals that
dominatethe reactionenergy, which is assumed to be fully _ without regardto potentialkinetic
limitations. Together these assumptionsfavor both simplicity and a bounding result.

DCH experimentssometimesemploy a chromium-lacedFe/A1203thermite as a simulantfor the molten
core materialsexpected in a reactor accident. This melt also containstrace quantities of aluminum,
whichbehavelike zirconium in the reactormelt. The assumptionsand conclusions discussedaboveare
equally appli_Ie to this simulant material.

The maximumenergy release resultingfrom debris oxidation can be writtenas

_kE, = Nd_kh r _r,l,a, (A.20)

where the molar heat of reaction is dependent on the composition of the melt. Note that the
contributionof debris oxidationto DCH loads is also dependenton the amountof materialparticipating
in DCH.

A _.teamlimit to the oxidationenergyis introducedlargely to accommodate thoseexperiments that have
been conductedwith nonreactiveblowdown gases (e.g., nitrogen or carbondioxide).

The factor,

E Nd,iAhr,imin [ N'm'i]__, -;,d,_Na.-----i, 1 (A.21)
8,,m

representsthe fractionof the oxidation energy that is released by consuming the available steam. The
summationis evaluated in a hierarchialmanner startingwith the most reactive metal. The limiting
factor in the minimization function represents the ratio of available steam to the steam required to
oxidize the metalat a currentlevel of the hierarchy. The stoichiometriccoefficient, Z'd,i,representsthe
moles of steam consumed per mole of metal. The steam available at the start of each level in the
hierarchyis obtainedfrom the recursionformula,

Naen,i = max [0 ; N_m,i_l-Pd,iNd,i] , (A.22)

which takes as its seed the initial number of steam moles in the RCS, N,f, IfN°Rcs. Excluding
applicationswith inert blowdowngases, _,,m is almost always near unity.

There are four sources of oxidant with which the metals can react: oxygen in the atmosphere, steam
in the atmosphere, blowdown steam, and water in the cavity or on the basement floor. On a
containment-widebasis, there generallyis sufficient oxidantto oxidize all the metal in the debris. The
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debris will preferentially oxidize with oxygen when available, and this is the more energeticreaction.
If debris does react with steam, however, then hydrogenis producedthatmay subsequentlycombust
with the available oxygen; in whichcase the net energy release of the cycle would be the same as if the
debris burneddirectly with oxygen.

Although the net energy release is the same, there are subtle differencesthatshouldbe recognized. In
the formercase (debris/oxygen reactions), all the chemicalenergy is releasedin the debrisdroplet, thus
increasing its temperatureand the likelihood of continued oxidation.

In the second case (debris/s_ reactions), only a portion of the chemical energy is deposited in the
debris droplet, thus resulting in a lower value for the maximum possible debris temperature. The
remaining chemical energy appearswhen the hydrogen producedby the debris/steamreaction burns
elsewhere in the containmentatmosphere. This energy from hydrogencombustion is released directly
to the containment atmosphere. This is the basis for the modeling herebecat_seit is assumed that the
greater portion of debris oxidation occurs with steamin the reactorcavity and the plumeof material as
it exits the cavity. There is very little oxygen available in these regions.

A.2.6 Energy Source Resulting from Hydrogen Combustion

Hydrogen combustion is normally inertedby steam in most severe accidentscenarios. DCH is unique
in that it can heat the containmentatmosphere, possibly to the pointwhere steam can no longer inert
the combustion of hydrogen. Simplicity and a bounding result are obtained by assuming that all
availablehydrogen is burned completely (subjectonly to a possible oxygen limitation)duringthe DCH
event. The maximum energy release from hydrogencombustioncan then be written as

AEm = (Nm,RcB + Nm,Rcs + _,dNd_m,.)Ahm ¢5m,o2, (A.23)

where _m is the molar combustion energy. Three sources of hydrogen must be considered:
preexisting hydrogen in the containmentatmospherethat was releasedfrom the RCS prior to vessel
breach, hydrogen injected into the atmosphereat the time of vessel breach as partof the blowdown
gases, and hydrogenproduced from debris/steam reactionsas partof the DCH event.

Hydrogen production resulting from debris oxidation is subject to a possible steamlimitation,

i,d,iHd,-i ;1 (A.24)

(_m,,ffi- E Vd,iNd,, '

which is evaluated in a hierarchialmannersimilar to the analogous term in the oxidation energy term.
The stoichiometriccoefficient (Vd,imoles of hydrogenproducedI mole of metal oxidized) is identical
to the previously introduced stoichiometriccoefficient becauseone mole of steamalways producesone
mole of hydrc_gen. In re_tor applications, thereusually is sufficientsteam (on a global basis) to burn
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all the available hydrogen. Some experiments, however, have intentionallyinerted the containment
atmosphere, so it is useful to recognize a possible oxygen limitationto hydrogen combustion,

I 2No ]_5m,o2= rain Nm._c_+Nm,Rcs+_dNdSm,_m ;1 . (A.ZS

A.2.7 Material Properties

Table A. 1 lists the specific molarpropertiesof melt species thatarepresent in moltencore materialand
iron/aluminathermite, which is often used as a surrogatefor core materialin DCH experiments. The
heat capacity is treated as a constant, which is chosen so thatreportedvalues of the specific internal
energy are matchedat 2500 K. The heat capacities, therefore, include the heatof fusion by implicitly
smearing it over the entire temperature range. The specific molar internal energy is temperature
dependentwith the representativevalues evaluatedat 2500 K. The remaining termsare also treatedas
constants.

Table A.2 lists the _ific molar l_t capacitiesof gas species that typically makeup a containment
atmosphere or that have been employed in DCH experiments. The specific heats are treated as
constants, which are evaluated at elevated temperaturesto betterpredict the atmospheric heat sink
duringa DCH transient.

Effective mixture properties for the molte_ debrisor the containmentatmospherecan be computedas
a mole fraction average of the species propertieswhen the composition is specified. Representative
mixture values are listed in Tables A. 1 and A.2. These mixture values are based on the typical melt
and atmosphere compositions listed in Tables A.3 and A.4. In any given experiment or reactor
application, mixturepropertiesslx_ific to the actual melt and atmospherecompositionsare employed.

A.3 Two-Cell Adiabatic Equilibrium Model

The two-cell adiabaticequilibriummodel extends the previousresults in order to capture much of the
mitigatingeffects associatedwithcontainmentcompartmentalization,which prevents the efficient mixing
of airbornedebris with the entire atmosphereby confiningthe bulk of thedebris to the subcompartment
of the containment. The essential requirementsare that there are no line-of-flightpaths for dispersed
debris to reach the upperdome underits own inertiaand thatthe subcompartmentbe sufficiently large

= that gas velocities diffuse to the point where flowing gas is no longer capable of levitating debris
(-1 mm) through various vent spaces to the dome. The latter requirementis perhaps overly
conservative because debris does not easily respond to changes in flow direction without deentraining
into sheltered regions of low gas velocity; and most containmentsubcompartments(Zion included)
require multiple changes in flow direction before vent spaces can be reached.

_

The primary heat sink for debris in this confined subcompartmentgeometry is that portion of the
blowdown gas that is coherent with the dispersal processes, which may be augmented by portions of
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the subcomp_ment atmosphere. Thermalequilibriumbetween debrisand this fimitedheat sink mains
more energy in the debris, whichis unavailablefor additionalheating of the atmosphere.

The moderatingfactorsrecognizedin the single-cell model areretained here, and they aresupplemented
by additional featuresthat could furdlerlimit the magnitudeof containmentpressures:

1. metal/s_m reactionsmay be steam limited,

2. hydrogen combustionmay be oxygen limited,

3. debris/gas thermal equilibriumrenders energy below the equilibrium temperature unavailable for
heating the atmosphere,

4. chemical equilibrium could limit the amountof hydrogenproduced from iron/s_ reactions,

5. hydrogencombustionas a diffusion flame may be inerted, and

6. the ignition threshold for volumetriccombustion of preexisting hydrogen may not be reached.

The containmentis typically dividedinto two main volumes: upperdome and subcompartment. For
a pressurizedwater reactor(PWR), the subcompartmenttypically comprises the reactorcavity and the
region generally locatedbeneath the operatingfloor, boundedby the cranewall and the refueling canal
wall. The upper dome comprisesthe remainderof the containment. Debris can be dispersed from a
PWR cavity through two possible flow paths. The first flow path typically exists so that incore
instrumentguide tubes can have access to the lower head of the RPV. Debris dispersal through this
path will enter the containmentsubcompartment.

A second path for debris dispersalis throughan annular gap surroundingthe RPV. Debris dispersed
through thispath enters the upperdome of the containment. The annulargap usually is partiallyfilled
with reflective insulation. The insulationis mostly _,oidwith layers of metal foil retained by thin sheet
metal. The fate of the insulationunder severe accident conditions is a matter of speculation. The
insulation may plug the annulargap. The analysis presentedhere allows for the possibility thatboth
flow paths can exist.

The premise of the two-cell model is that DCH occurs independently in the subcompartmentand the
upperdome, AU ffi AU_ + AU2. It will be shown that the individual contributionscan be written as
the productof a pressure efficiency and the maximum internal energy change based on the single cell
model,

AU = (_, + _2) (AU),c , (A.26)
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so that the containment pressurization can be conveniently written as

AP = (,h +,b)[x_'] (A.27)
l J_ ,c "

The efficiency of DCH processes in the subcompartment and the upper dome are developed next.

A.3.1 DCH Processes in the Subcompartment

Biowdown gas and debris are assumed to enter the subcompartment in the ratio of the flow area to the
subcompartment to the total flow area from the cavity. This is partially supported by the HIPS-SC
experiment [Pilch et al. 1988]. The heat sink for debris/gas heat transfer has two physical limits. The
first limit conceptually corresponds to a limit where debris is injected into the subcompartment like a
shotgun blast with little or no blowdown gas. In this limit, the maximum heat sink is the gas initially
residing in the subcompartment. The second limit corresponds to the case where debris dispersal is
accompanied by large quantities of blowdown gas. In this limit, the heat sink is that portion of the
blowdown gas that is coherent with the dispersal process. For intermediate cases, the heat sink (and
DCH loads) can be bounded by taking the maximum of the two limits. Physically, this means some
or all of the subcompartment atmosphere will be displaced to the dome before DCH interactions take
place. In either limit, hydrogen combustion is insignificant in the subcompartment because metal/steam
reactions typically produce far more hydrogen than the local inventory of oxygen can burn and because
most of this subcompartment oxygen may be pushed to the dome by injection of hot blowdown gas into
the subcompartment.

The energy gained by gas in the subcompartment can be written as

f., . . AE,)- f.,N,.C,,(T° - T,)
AUI - 1 + _'1 '

where

fal NdCd
_ = (A.29)

max[f,,f_Ne°cs ; f,,N °] C,

is the local heat capacitance ratio in the subcompartment. On a global basis, the heat capacitance ratio
is generally a second-order effect; but in compartmentalized containment geometry, debris/gas heat
transfer can be reduced drastically in the subcompartment because of large values of _i.

The heat sink for the debris gas interactions can have a temperature ranging from the initial containment
temperature to the initial temperature in the RCS, depending on whether the subcompartment
atmosphere or the blowdown gas dominates as the heat sink. In general, neither dominates and mixing
of the two gases forces an intermediate temperature approximated by
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0 0

TI . f,,f_N_csTacs +f,,iN°T ° (A..tO)
f.,f.,,N,°cs+ f,iN° "

On a globalbaals,theheatsinkcorrectiontothethermalenergyterm,N,ICd(T°-T,),isquite
insignificant.The cmTecfioncanbe impoxtant,however,inreactorapplicationswherethehot
blowdowngascandominatetheh_t sinkinthesubcomlm-tment.

Changes in the subcompartment internal energy can be normalized by the internal energy change
predictedby the single-cell equilibriummodel,

_U ]" fl ' (_ I " _E{ " _ [) -- fll_dC _T _ -- TJ (_U) , C I (AI _1)

(1+

Doing so allows one to define a pressureefficiency,

f., (_.. + AE.t + AE,) - f.,NdCd(T° - T_). (A.32)
_I = ' ' _ - " '

(1 + _,) (AU),c

characterizing the contribution of subcomparunentprocesses to peak DCH loads. The threeenergy
terms (_, AFt, and _d_) are identicalto their counterpartsin thesingle-cell model. It is useful to add
and subtract a hydrogen combustion energy identical to the term in the single-cell model. The
correctio_ 'othe thermal energy termcan also be normalized by Td° - T,. Lastly, the internalenergy
change from the single-cell model is given by Equation A.11. Taken together, the subcompartment
efficiency can be written as

If. T1 - T.]1 + ¢ '(_ AE')'c - f.,(_-_m),c - f.,N, Cd(Td° - T,).Td° -. T, (A.33)

which after a final simplification becomes

1+_, 1- _ - _

_' = f" 1 + _, _AEi ,c _AE, ,c Td°-T,

!

The DCH efficiency for the sul_.ompartment is writtenin terms of known quantitiesfrom the single-ceU
model. Equation A.34 reflects three mitigating factors for the subcompartment: a limited heat sink
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reflected in a large value of _, no hydrogen _mbusfion, and a heat sink that is hotter _ the
reference temperature.

A.3.2 _ Proteins In the Dome

The dome region of a reactor containmentbuildingtypically involves more than ninetypercent of the
containment volume. Development of an energy equation for the dome parallels that for the
subeompanment with the notable exception that some or all of the hydrogencan burn in the dome,
regardless of where it is produced.

The energy gained by gas in the dome can be written as

_U2 = fa.(AEb + _ + AE,) + Nm._ Aem - f_NdC,(T2 - Tr) (A.3_,,,, ,, ,,,,,,,,, ,, , r i,,,,i , i , i u,i, i , i H ,,,,, t, l l, n i i ,, , , ,

1 +_2

where the local capacitanceratio is given by

faN,C,

I]'2max[fa fe_N,c s ; fv2NO_v (&.36)

and where the heat sink temperature is given by

T2 = f,2f_N_csT_cs + fv2N°T° (A.37)
f.2f_N_cs+ f_2N°

A DCH efficiency for the dome can be developed in a mannersimilarto that for the subcompartment,

fa2(_kEb . _ . _Er) . Ni.D,bm.u_el.D- fa2NdCd(T2 - T,) (A.38))12 = .....
(1 . _k2)(AU)Ic

A more useful result is obtainedby adding and subtractinga hydrogencombustionenergy equivalent
so that in the one-eeU model, by normalizing the amount of hydrogenburned by the total hydrogen
burned in the one-cell model, and by normalizing the reference energy correction to the thermal
energy termby Ta*- T,. With these suggestions, the efficiency of DCH processesin the dome can be
written as

)Is = I + _'2 EAE, ,c- EAE---==_,c T;-T, '
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where

Nm,. (A.40)
f'"

is the fractionof hydrogenthatcould burnin the dome andactuallydoes. This termwill be quantified
in Section A.3.4.

A.3.3 Coherenceof Blowdown Gaswith Debris Dispersal

Di_ debris first interactswith thatportionof the blowdowngas that is coherentwith the dispersal
process, which is often the limitingheat sink in reactorapplications. Furthermore,coherentsteam is
the sole source of oxidantfor hydrogenproducingreactionson a time scale that can contributeto peak
containmentpressurization. Thecoherentfractionof the biowdowngas, assuming isentropicblowdown
of the RCS, is computedfrom

fcm=1- I+

where f_/l"bis the ratio of the characteristicdispersal(entrainmenOtime to the characteristicblowdown
time.

A.3.4 Hydrogen Combustion in the Dome

Hydrogen combustion occurs predominantly,if not entirely, in the dome of the reactorcontainment,
which typically comprisesat least 90 percentof the totalvolume. This is because the subcomlmrtment
containsonly a small fractionof the containment'soxygen; and much of what is there initially will be
pushed to the dome by the debris/gas plume exiting the cavity. Unfortunately, hydrogen combustion
in the dome is most efficient because oxygen limitations are not likely to come into play and because
the combustion energy goes almostentirely into heating the atmosphere (i.e., ,P2is small in the dome).

Three sources of hydrogen must be considered: preexistinghydrogen in the containmentatmosphere
thatwas released from the RCS priorto vessel breach,hydrogeninjected into the atmosphereat the time
of vessel breach as part of the blowdowngases, and hydrogenproduced from debri_ steam reactions
as partof the DCH event. Chemicalequilibriumcould limit the amount of hydrogenftcm iron/steam
reactions. Hydrogen in the subcompartmentwill be heated as partof the DCH event. The subsequent
expansionwill expel this hydrogeninto the dome throughvarious vent paths. These hot hydrogenjets
are assumed to burn as diffusion flames, entrainingpreexisting hydrogen along with the oxygen
necessm7 to sustaincombustion. In some cases, DCH processes may heat the containmentatmosphere
sufficiently to induce autoignitionand volumetriccombustionof any remainingpreexisting hydrogen.
These concepts are quantifiedin the following discussions.
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Hydrogencan be producedfrom metal reactionswith the coherentpartof the blowdown gas. Consider
first the reactivemetals (Zr, AI, and Cr). The amountof hydrogenproduced,subjectonly to a possible
steam limitation,is given by

- 11 ,Ao,Nm(RM) = t._.l _'iNd,,rain L _,,N,,,, '

where the summationis evaluatedin the hierarchicalfashion discussed previously. Lastly, iron can
oxidize and producehydrogen,

(A.43)
Nm0_e) = XF,o vF.N_,°P,,

if excess steamis still available. The factor,Xwo, representsthe amountof iron that is oxidized, which
could be limited by chemicalequilibriumeven if steam is present.

Iron oxidizes accordingto the reaction,

Fe . H_O--FeO+ H2 , (A.44)

at high temperatures. At chemical equilibrium,the mole fractionof FeO is given by

YH20

= (A.4$)

I + Ym--...2°K_
Ym

where I_ is the equilibriumconstant(a functionof temperature only), which has a value of aboutI_
- 2.1 on the temperaturerange 2000 K to 3000 K. By definition,

NF,o (NF°°)_ = (Nw)=, (A.46)
XF_ = =

Nwo + NF, N_ N_eq

which shows that XF_oalso represents the fractionof iron that is oxidized.
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The steam/hydrogenratio controls the amountof hydrogen that is oxidized. By definition,

Ym_..._o= [Nmo] ffi N_o - XFeoN_F.
Ym [ Nm ] .q N_2 + Xwo N,[°Fo (A.47)

where N's2oand N'm are the moles of steamand hydrogenin contactwith the iron when oxidationwith
the reactive metals is complete. These quantifiescan be related back to knownRCS conditionsby

N_o = f_ N_zo,.cs- Nm(RM) (A.48)

N_z= f,_N_,Rcs+ N_u(RM) . (A.49)

Equations A.50 - A.52 can be combined with EquationA.48 to form a quadraticfor XF,o, the solution
of which is given by

i

where

K_q Ii + NH2o + I N_] (A.$1)BfK_q -1 N_,'-_F_K.q N--_,F,J

C - K.q N_2o (A.52)
K_- I N_,°_

This completes the information required to compute the total amount of hydrogen producedfrom
metal/steamreactions.

Most of the preexisting hydrogenin the subcompartmentwill be pushedto the dome when the debris/gas
plume enters the subcompartmentdome, so that hydrogen in the subcompartmentis comprisedof
blowdown hydrogenand hydrogen producedfrom metal/steam reactions,

Nm(jet)= f,iN_,Rcs+ N)n (RIM)+ N)n (Fe) . (A.53)
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This hydrogen will be heated by the DCH event, and the resulting expansionwill expel most of this
hydrogento the dome.

Hot hydrogen/stemn jets entering the upper dome are expected to burnas standingdiffusion flames.
Thishas been observed in SNL andANL counterpartDCH experiments. Otherexperimentsin the test
series, however, have shown thatif the atmosphereis inerte_ sufficiently, the combustionof the hotjet
can be extinguished entirely. Demonstration that hydrogenjets will not burn under some reactor
conditions could lead to large margins of safety; consequently, there is a need to define the threshold
conditions for a hot hydrogen jet where oxygen must be entrainedfrom the environmentin order to
sustaincombustion.

Williams [1992] has supplied such a threshold condition. Consider a hot hydrogen/steamjet With
temperatureTj entering the oxygen-_ng dome region. Hydrogen can burnonly if some oxygen-
bearingatmosphere is entrained into the jet. The entrainedatmospherecomes in cold, and it must be
heatedby combustion to at least the jet temperature,

_N_ Cp(Tj - T °) <_.2Xo2 8N. Aem ,
(A._)

otherwise the jet temperature cannotbe sustained. This cooling of the jet causesa crisis because the
chemical reactions are so strongly temperature dependent. Williams [1992] suggested that there is a
jet temperatureof about 1000 K below which combustioncould notbe sustained. This is closely related
to the autoignitiontemperaturefor hydrogenjets, which Stampsand Berman[1991] reportto be about
1000 K. This defines a critical oxygen concentrationfor the atmosphere,

1 Cp[Tj- T °] (A.$$)
(Xo_)_ = 9

2 Aem

below whichjet combustion is incompleteas it cools to the thresholdtemperature. The criticaloxygen
concentrationtakes its minimum value when the jet temperaturejust equals the thresholdtemperature.

This criterion explains only partially the existing experimentdatabaseforjet combustion,and it would
not limitjet combustion in most DCH scenarios. More restrictivecriteriamight be expectedwhen one
focuses on the competition between chemical kinetics and the kinetics of the entrainment/dilution
processes. These kinetic considerationssuggest that the thresholdfor jet combustionis scaledependent
and much more restrictive at a small scale. Review of a related phenomenon,blowoff of diffusion
flames, also suggests a similar scaledependence. Here, small-scale jets maynotburnwhile combustion
of sufficiently large jets is absolutely stable. Thus, failure to sustaina diffusion flame in some small-
scale experiments might be an artifactof scale alone and not other DCH conditions. Confirmationof
these ideas might come from 1/6_ scale DCH tests to be conductedat SandiaNational Laboratories.

The hot hydrogen/sWamjet can burnonly because oxygen is entrainedinto the jet; assumingof course,
that the thresholdcriterionfor jet combustionis met. Entrainmentalso carriessome of the preexisting
hydrogeninto the hotjet, and thisentrainedhydrogencan also burn. The total amountof jet hydrogen
and preexistinghydrogen that can burn in the diffusion flame can be writtenas
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Nm(flame) = Nm(jet ) + f_ N_ (A.$6)

where

Nm(jet)=N2,Rcs+ Ns2(RM)+ N.2 (Fe) (A.ST)

is the total of all hydrogen that is produced in the cavity and subcompartment that has the potential to
reach the dome by vents or through the annular gap around the RPV.

Stamps' suggested that the fraction of preexisting hydrogen that is entrained and burned in the jet can
be bounded by assuming that enough atmosphere is entrained to burn the jet hydrogen that enters the
dome plus any entrained hydrogen,

Nm (jet) + Xm N_ = 2Xo2N _ . (A.SS)

The entrained fraction is then obtained by normalizing the moles of atmosphere entrained by the initial
number of moles in the atmosphere,

No Nm(je0 I (A.S9)
N ° N o 2Xo2 _ Xm

Not all the preexisting hydrogen in the containment atmosphere will be entrained into the jet and bum.
In general, a quantity (I - f_) N°m remains. This remaining hydrogen can burn in the dome, subject
only to possible oxygen limitations, if the peak containment temperature first reaches a temperature of
about 800 K (reactor scale); at which point, autoignition and volumetric combustion of the remaining
hydrogen occurs. Quantification of the autoignition temperature is discussed by Pflch et al. 9, but it is
worth noting that the autoignition temperature is expected to increase somewhat with decreasing facility
scale.

The total amount of hydrogen burned can be normalized by the total hydrogen burned in the one-cell
model,

= Nm(bumed). (A.60)

s D.W. Stamps,1992,privatecommunication,SandiaNationalLaboratories,Albuquerque,NM.

9M.M.Filch, 1993,"AutoignitionTemperaturesinDCHEvents,"to bepublishedin TheProbabiliWof ContainmentFailure
by DirectContainmentHeatin2in Zion,draftforcomment,SandiaNationalLaboratories,Albuqqerque,NM.
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From the precedingdiscussions, threecases must be considered:

fb_ = 0 (A.61)

when the threshold criterionforjet combustionis not reached,

NR2(flame)mm /NH2(fiame); 1 (A.62)

when a diffusion flame burns, and

fb_ = 1.0 (A.63)

when DCH processes in conjunction with a diffusion flame autoignite preexisting hydrogen.
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Table A.1 Specific molar properties of debris

O

Cd AUd(2500) ah, vd

Species , J/moleJK MJ/mole MJ/mole mole-H2/mole
42.315 0.o932 0.59s 2

AI 35.667 0.0785 0.397 1.5

Cr 44.668 0.0984 0.207 1.5

Fe 47.712 0.1051 0.002 1

Ni 44.250 0.0974 0 0

UO2 126.55 0.2787 0 0

ZrO2 116.87 0.2573 0 0

A1203 163.20 0.3594 0 0

Corium 75.01 0.165 0.111 0.765

Thermite 74.7 0.0164 0.042 0.843

* ve mole-H2/mole also has units of mole-stm/mole

Table A.2 Specific molar heat capacity
of containment atmosphere

CT

Species J/mole/K

02 25.9

N2 24.1

I-I20 32.4

H2 21.2

CO2 33.1

Ar 12.5

Atmosphere 28.52
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Table A.3 Representative composition of corimn and thermite
,,,= ,, , H .,,. , , ,, , ], ,, , , ., . , .,. ,

Corium Thennlte
II I II I Ill L i i i i IIJIL _ J[

Mass Mole Mass Mole
Species fraction fraction fraction f_actlon

if iii, i iii i , i i i| f i i i

Zr 0.1250 0.1528 0 0

AI 0 0 0.0130 0.0316

Cr 0.0430 0.0920 0.1080 0.1363

Fe 0.1620 0.3218 0.5050 0.5916

Ni 0.0200 0.0377 0 0

UO2 0.3900 0.1607 0 0

ZrO2 0.2600 0.2351 0 0

AI2Os 0 0 0.3740 0.2405
i i i iii ii i i i il i

Table A.4 Representative composition of a
containment atmosphere

Species Mole fraction
, in,. Him, ,

02 0.1055

N2 0.3968

H20 0.48'7'7

H2 0.0202

C02 o
Ar 0

i,.i ,i , i i ii ii i i , . ml ii , i |
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A.4 Nomenclature

CA ffi molarheat capacityof debris

C, ffi molar heat capacity of the containmentatmosphere

f,_ ffi fractionof melt ejected into the reactorcavity that is dispersedinto the containment

f.l ffi fractionof the total flow areafrom the reactorcavity that communicates with the
subcompartment

f.2 ffi 1-f,1 ffi fraction of total flow area from the reactorcavity thatcommunicates with
the upperdome

fbm ffi fractionof hydrogen that could burnin the dome and actuallydoes

f_ - fraction of blowdowngas coherentwith debris dispersal

f_ - fraction of melt initially in the RCS that is ejected into the reactor cavity

K_ ffi equilibriumconstant

f_ - fractionof preexistinghydrogenburned

fvl = fraction of the containmentvolume occupiedby the subcompartment

Nb ---- numberof gas moles added to the containmentby RCS blowdown

Ne ffi number of moles of debris participatingin DCH

Nm(flame) = moles of hydrogenburned in diffusion flame

Nm,Bce° = initial numberof hydrogen moles in the reactorcontainmentbuilding

Nm,Rcs = moles of hydrogenejectedfrom the RCS duringblowdown

Nm(RM) = moles of hydrogen producedby oxidizing reactive metals

Nm(Fe) = moles of hydrogen producedby oxidizing iron

N° - numberof gas moles initially in the containment

N° = moles of molten debris initially pre_entin the RPV at the time of vessel breach

N o - initial moles of iron dispersedin meltd,Fe --"

Na2(jet) - moles of hot hydrogensourced to dome as a jet
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N°_0,_cs = moles of steam initially in RCS

No2° - moles of oxygen initially in containmentatmosphere

po = initial containmentpressure

Pmcs,P°_cs = pressure and initial pressureof the RCS

Qd,r =- energy source ratedue to debris oxidation

Q_,b = energy source rate due to RCS blowdown

Qs,_ ffi energy source (sink) rate due to debris/gas heat transfer

Q4,s2 ffi energy source rate due to hydrogencombustion

R_ = universal gas constant

Te = debris/gas equilibriumtemperature

To = initial temperatureof the containmentatmosphere

T° = initial temperatureof airborne debris

Tj = source temperature of hot hydrogenjet

T, ffi reference temperature, 298 K

TORcs = initial gas temperatureof the RCS

Ud ffi molar internal energy of airbornedebris

Ud,i = molar internalenergy of the i* species in the airbornedebris

U = internal energy of the entire containmentatmosphere .

Ud = internal energy of all dispersed debris

U° = initial internalenergy of the entire containmentatmosphere

URcs = internal energy of RCS gas
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V° --- containmentvolume

V°acs = RCS volume

XF_o = fractionof iron in dispersedmelt that is oxidized

(Xo2)o_t = critical oxygen concentrationto supportjet combustion

Z° = compressibilityfactorfor high-pressuresteam near saturation

GREEKS

•y ffi C,/_, is the isentropicexponentof blowdowngas

ffi maximumenergy contributiondue to blowdown

- maximumenergy contributiondue to hydrogencombustion

= maximum energy contributiondue to debris oxidation

ffi maximumenergy contributiondue to debris oxidation

_em ffi molarheat of reaction for hydrogencombustion

_Lhr,_hr,t ffi debris and species oxidationenergies

_,,srM = steam limitation to debris oxidation energy

_2,STU --- steam limitation to hydrogenproduction

_2,o2 = oxygen limitationto hydrogencombustion

aP = pressure rise in the containmentresulting from the DCH event

aua = specific molar internalenergy of debris referencedto initial temperature of
containmentatmosphere

_U - total internal energy gained by the containmentatmosphere

aU_, _U2 ffi internal energy gained in subcompartmentand upperdome atmospheres,
respectively

_'d,Z'd,i ffi stoichiometric coefficient (moles of hydrogenproduced/moles of debris) for debris
oxidation or species

_1, '12 ffi pressureefficiency for subcompartmentand u_ dome respectively
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(ru., ffi relative bias betweenpredictionsand measurements

¢,ffi, ffi relativeRMS betweenpredictionsand measurements

_'_ - characteristicentrainmenttime

_'b = characteristicblowdown time

= heat capacitanceratio

_1, _2 - heatcapacitanceratiofor the subcompartmentand upperdome respectively
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1_ (aO0wor_ orJm)
TEe Surtsey Facility at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is used to perform scaled

experiments that simulate hypothetical high-pressure melt ejection (HPME) accidents in

a nuclear power plant (NPP). These experiments are designed to investigate the effect

of specific phenomena associated with direct containment heating (DCH) on the contain-
ment load, such as the effect of physical scale, prototypic subcompartment structures,

water in the cavity, and hydrogen generation and combustion. In the Integral Effects
Test (IET) series, 1:10 linear scale models of the Zion NPP structures were constructed

in the Surtsey vessel. The RPV was modeled with a steel pressure vessel that had a

hemispherical bottom head, which had a 4-cm hole in the bottom head that simulated the
final ablated hole that would be formed by ejection of an instrument guide tube in a
severe NPP accident. Iron/alumina/chromlum thermite was used to simulate molten corium

that would accumulate on the bottom head of an actual RPV. The chemically reactive melt

simulant was ejected by high-pressure steam from the RPV model into the scaled reactor

cavity. Debris was then entrained through the instrument tunnel into the subcompartment

structures and the upper dome of the simulated reactor containment building. The

results of the IET experiments are given in this rep___
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